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in the success or failure of
business is its relationship with customers.
e PP&L Resources family of companies has
a heritage of customer satisfaction that dates
back nearly eight decades. Whether it be naturalist Kevin Drewencki explaining the making
of maple syrup to children at our Montour
Preserve (as shown on the cover of this report)
or Mary Ferdon selling electricity in the newly
he crucial element

competitive Pennsylvania market (see page 18),
PP&L people consistently exceed customer needs.

In this year's annual report, the people of PP&L,
in their own words, tell you what sets us apart
in the rapidly evolving energy business.

CHAIRMAN'S LETTER
MARCH 12, 1999

or several years, in this report and elsewhere, we'e been telling you about the dramatic changes
sweeping the electricity business and what this transformation will mean to you as an owner of PP&L
Resources. In this report, you'l find that the tense of this discussion has changed; we are no longer
talking about what willbe, but rather what already is.
The events of the past year underscore two important points: our business now truly is global —and truly
competitive. And, as competitive barriers have fallen here in the United States and abroad, the fundamental
building blocks in this business have changed.
While the consistency of purpose and attention to detail that have marked our past success continue to be
important, they now must be augmented by calculated risk taking, an entrepreneurial spirit and an unfailing
dedication to understanding and exceeding customer expectations.
It is not surprising, then, that our 1998 annual report focuses on PP8 L Resources people —your company's
competitive advantage in the global marketplace. While energy can be viewed as a commodity, we are convinced that the people of the PP&L Resources family of companies set us apart and make us serious competitors on the global stage.
Today, PP&L Resources people are helping us ensure success in three primary busit4
ness lines:
t
a The delivery of energy- both electricity and gas —to customers here in Pennsylvania
and around the world.
a The generation of electricity through the operation of high-performing power plants
located in key markets in the United States and around the world.
s The marketing of energy and energy services at both the wholesale and retail level.
Your company is growing, both geographically and ln business reach. Our growth, however, is very directed,
focused on businesses that our employees know as much about as anyone in the world. In this annual report,
some of our employees share their experiences with you and, in the process, provide you with an overview of
what we'e doing every day to help ensure a successful future for your company.
There were many highlights in 1998, including the successful conclusion of our Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission restructuring case, which will enable us to recover about 85 percent of the transition costs that we
had requested. While it was necessary to take a substantial writeeff in 1998 to reflect the value of our generation assets in a competitive marketplace, the settlement of the restructuring case means that we have put the
regulatory uncertainty of this process behind us. Now, we are in a position to focus on and implement successful business strategies with a clear understanding of the opportunities available to us and with the ability to
capitalize on those opportunities.
In the past year, we also made one of the most difficultdecisions that we have had to make —decreasing our
annual dividend rate. We took this action to bring our payout ratio to a level that allows us to invest more in the

future growth of your company. This new dividend policy is part of our focus on improving our long-term total return to you, our shareowners.
ip
We have taken significant, tangible steps toward achieving that future growth by continuing the expansion of your company. We have signed agreements to acquire virtually
all the power plants in Montana and a number of hydroelectric plants in Maine. We
announced plans to develop power plants in Connecticut, Arizona and Pennsylvania. And,
we have completed the acquisition of a Pennsylvania natural gas distribution company
(Penn Fuel Gas, Inc.) and three mechanical contractor and engineering firms (H.T. Lyons, Inc., McCarl's Inc.
and McClure Company).
WE HAVE TRANSFORhIED
Also, as you'l read on the following pages, our PPEL EnergyPlus
YOUR COEIPANY SO THAT
company has already been very successful in attracting new busiIT IS POSITIONED FOR
ness customers from around the state, making us —despite fierce
FUTURE GROWTH IN THE
competition one of the top sellers of competitively priced electricity
GLOBAL ENERGY hIARKET
in Pennsylvania. In fact, based on contracts that we now have in
place, we expect to increase the amount of electricity we sell to retail customers in 1999. This success
places us in an excellent position to enter new markets as they open up in other states.
Our wholesale marketing operation, which we call the Energy Marketing Center, continues to grow dramatically and is now among the largest generationwwning wholesale electricity marketers in the nation. With the
new power plants we are developing and acquiring, your company will become one of the top dozen owners of
generating capacity in the United States. In 1998, we also extended our impressive record of customer satisfaction in our electricity delivery business, earning a top ranking among the state's six major electric utilities.
And, we reached an agreement on a new labor contract that will carry us into the next millennium.
At the heart of all these accomplishments —and of our promise for the future —are the people of PP&L
Resources. Their expertise, their willingness to tackle new challenges and their constant focus on
give us a well-founded confidence in the future.
Through the intelligence and dedication of our employees —whether they be heating, ventilating and airconditioning mechanics; distribution line workers in Pennsylvania, Chile or the United Kingdom; power plant
operators; or our retail sales account representatives - we have transformed your company so that it is posi-

-

customers'eeds

tioned for future growth in the global energy market.
We thank you for your continued investment in PP&L Resources.

William F. Kecht, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

e

AND

esources as raepas severa years,
atically reshaped itself to take advantage of new

ver

pportunities in the rapidly evolving energy business.
n this section of our annual report, four PP8 L

esources top executives provide insight on the comany's strategy for success. Commenting are

hairman William F. Hecht; John R. Biggar, senior vice
resident and chief financial officer; Robert D. Fagan,

resident of PP8 L Global, our worldwide energy comany; and Lawrence E. De Simone, president of PP8L

nergyPlus, our retail sales company.

k

tt

G. Will PP8L Resources be
successful in a more competienergy business'

y'ive

A. Hecht: We are absolutely
convinced that we have what it

takes.

th

fact, we already have

established a successful track
ecord in the new competitive energy business. Our
P&L EnergyPlus company now is one of the top supplirs of competitively priced electricity in Pennsylvania, the

ation's secondiargest competitive electricity market. In

act, based on the contracts that PP&L EnergyPlus now

as in place, PP&L, Inc. expects to increase the amount

f electricity we sell to retail customers in 1999.
Also, it has become clear that a strategy focused
n growth will be necessary for us to meet our long-

erm objectives of increasing shareowner value. We
ave taken numerous steps to carry out this growth

trategy. We are acquiring and developing power plants
n key markets throughout the United States. We have

ugmented our traditional business lines by adding a

.

a ura as eivery usinessan
mec anica conractor and engineering firms that will enable us to
rovide more services to more customers. We have
xpanded overseas, extending our electricity distribuion expertise to operations in the United Kingdom
nd Chile. These are just some examples of the sigificant successes that establish PP8L Resources as
ne of the leaders in the new energy business.
Q. Some utilities have decided to focus on a specific
I'ement of the business —delivery of electricity, for
xample. What is PP&L Resources doing?
. Hecht: We believe that our years of experience, our
ocation and our size position us very well to succeed
n three specific areas of the energy business: generalon of electricity; delivery of electricity and natural gas;
nd marketing of wholesale and retail energy. We are
ggressively pursuing these interrelated business
ines and have been very successful. Our companywned power plants always have been among the best
perating in the nation; our electricity delivery service
s ranked as world+lass by our customers; our wholeale energy operation has grown to one of the top
ene'rationewning marketers in the nation; and our
etail sales company has established itself as a preier supplier in Pennsylvania.
CL The company announced a number of acquisitions
nd new development projects in 1998. How can you
ccount for this high level of activity?
. Fagan: We don't have a specific number or limit of

cquisitions that we evaluate each year. Rather, we
onsider each opportunity on the basis of whether it
s consistent with our long-term growth strategy. In

oseoppor uni iesme
ig num ero
an additional 26 percent
criteria.
We
purchased
hese
f SWEB, the U.K. electricity delivery company that we
wn together with the Southern Company, giving us a
majority interest in the operation. I might add that SWEB's
performance was exceptional
in 1998 in both service to its

,a

customers and financially.
Also, because of utility diuesti.
tures and the opening of electric power markets in the United States, many new
pportunities presented themselves closer to home.
e have signed agreements to purchase 13 power
lants in Montana, with a capacity of more than

,600 megawatts, as well as several hydroelectric
lants in Maine. And, we announced plans to develop
ower plants in Connecticut, Arizona and eastern
ennsylvania. These acquisitions and developments
ill bring PP&L Resources'otal U.S. electricity genration capacity to more than 12,000 megawatts,
aking us one of the top dozen owners of generaion in the country. The investments that we purued in 1998 will provide PP&L Resources with a
resence in key domestic markets as well as expand
n the success of our overseas investments.
Q. Will the company continue to acquire power plants?
. Hecht: On the production side of our business, it
s our goal to acquire or develop 7,500 additional
egawatts of generation capacity within the United
tates over the next five years. This is in addition to
he acquisitions and developments we'e already

nn our o a enera ion
nnounce . iswou
apacity to more than 20,000 megawatts. In making
hese acquisitions, we intend to focus on facilities
ocated in key energy markets throughout the country.
. Is PP&L Global growing as fast as the company

hought it would?
. Fagan: Actually, we

have grown much faster than we

riginally anticipated. We have achieved our initial goals
ell ahead of schedule. In 1998 alone, we increased our
nvestments and commitments by more than sixfold. It
as become clear that aggressive growth will be necssary for us to meet our long-term objectives. And,

P&L Resources has successfully demonstrated that
as the financial and managerial resources to under-

it

ake and successfully integrate major acquisitions. As
e move forward in

1999 and beyond, we remain

ocused on growing shareowner value and pursuing
future opportunities that contribute to this objective.
Q. Now that the electricity generation market in
ennsylvania is competitive, how is PP&L doing?
. De Simone: At PP&L EnergyPlus, we are very excited
ot only about the prospects
or the future, but also about
l.
ur early success in this mar~

et. PP&L EnergyPlus is one of

the top suppliers of competitively priced electricity in

I.

I

ennsylvania. Our research
hows that we have been able to attract many of the

ost desirable customers in the market. The main
eason that we have been so successful is the quality
f PP&L people —they are a notch above others in
.

6

erms o wor e ic, now e e an
eir commient to exceeding customer expectations.
. How does PP&L EnergyPlus differentiate itself in
he marketplace'?
.

De Simone: We have a full-service strategy

that

learly sets us apart. In addition to offering business

ustomers great prices, we also are offering them a
ide range of services, like energy management or
ven the construction of heating and ventilating sysems. We are offering these services through our
echanical contractor and engineering companies—
.T. Lyons, Inc., McCarl's Inc. and McClure Company.
e also are offering a host of energy management
ervices through PP&L Spectrum. Through this range
f services, we are appealing to the most attractive
usiness customers and we are succeeding in geting their business.
. What about markets outside of Pennsylvania'
. De Simone: We are assessing new competitive
arkets as the states surrounding Pennsylvania pro.
ide their customers with more choices. Our success
n the Pennsylvania market has given us valuable
xperience and provides a solid base for future sucesses in some of these new markets.
Q. Doesn't more competition make PP&L Resources
riskier investment than it has been'in the past7

-

.

Biggar: As the electric utility industry transitions

o a competitive environment, PP&L Resources'usir

ess risks are expected to increase, resulting in an
ncrease in the potential volatility of revenues and

arnings. At the same time, PP&L Resources
elieves that a competitive environment provides

ppor un'es o ac ieve on - erm re vms on s arewner investment that exceed the returns that have
een historically permitted in a fully regulated busless environment. We are confident that we have

taken the steps necessary to
position PP8 L Resources for
future growth.
Q. Do you anticipate increasing
the dividend in the future7
A. Bigger: We will consider dlvi.
dend increases as earnings
row. In this regard, we will provide a proper balance

etween increasing the current return to our sharewners through higher dividends and an opportunity
or shareowners to experience increased growth in
he value of their stock through the successful rein-

estment of retained earnings. During 1998, the
rice of PP&L Resources common stock grew. In
ay, our common stock was trading at about $ 21
er share and rose to almost $ 28 per share at yearnd —an increase of 33 percent.
. You'e doing a great deal as a company. What
esults do you expect for shareowners over the next
ew years?
. Hecht: As a result of the numerous initiatives that
e already have undertaken and are planning, we
xpect to grow PP&L Resources'arnings by a comound rate of about 7.9 percent annually over the
ext three years.
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urveys have consistently shown a
high level of satisfaction among
PP&L, Inc. customers. That doesn'

surprise Lou Ramos, who has
spent 25 years learning about
what customers need and
designing systems and programs
to meet those needs.
"The secret to our success is
that we'e involved with customers," says Ramos. "From the
president of our company to the
customer service representative
on the phone, we are committed
to listening to our customers so we
know what really matters to them."
But listening isn't the only thing
that sets PP&L apart, Ramos says.
"Once we understand the customer's need, we carefully examine what we can do to truly
address that need. We don't take

-

cosmetic actions, we do things
that really matter for our customers."
The results of such an approach
are historic and dramatic:
~ An innovative system to pinpoint
outages so service to customers
can be restored quickly.

Firsts-a.kind programs that help
customers who are having trouble
paying their bills.
~ An environmental education pro.
gram that has elicited imitators
and praise from around the nation.
~

I

IQ

IIQ

Q

PP8 L has been an innovator,

iQ

and that fact is not lost on the
1.3 million customers we serve in

0

eastern and central Pennsylvania.
But Ramos, PP&L's managerCommunity Affairs, points out that
the basic services and value we
provide to our customers also are
outstanding. Our meter readers
and customer service representatives consistently receive high
marks from customers for knowl
edge, efficiency and courteousness. Our cost per mile to
maintain our electricity delivery
system is the lowest in our
region. Our line crews receive high
praise not only from Pennsylvania
customers but also from people
as far away as Virginia, as they
are among the first to be called on
by other utilities for emergency
restoration work.
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t first glance, the

control room at
he Brunner Island power plantir conditioned and soundproofed
gainst the noise and heat of elecricity generation seems far reoved from the new world of electric
ustomer choice. But look again.
At Brunner Island, and at other
P&L, inc. generating plants,
here's a transformation going on,
riven by new market forces and
ueled by a common goal —using
ew opportunities to make money
n the deregulated energy market.
"Our challenge now," says plant
uperintendent Dennis Murphy,
ho spent the last 27 years learnng about power generation at four
ifferent PPBL plants, "is to be
vailable to generate at the exact
oment the market demands elecricity, and whenever we can sell
ur power at a profit."
Being available on demand is
n enormous challenge for a plant
s large as Brunner Island, where
he complex systems that coax
nergy from coal require periodic
hutdowns for maintenance.

-

RADITIONAL GENERATION

ITH THE

We'e gotten very good at anticiating problems and fixing them at
pportune times, rather than
aving to schedule prolonged plantide shutdowns," Murphy said.
Availability is perhaps the best
easure of a fossil-fuel power plant's
alue to the company, and to our
hareowners. During 1998, Brunner
sland was available 87.5 percent
f the time —its best performance
ver. Similar gains also have been
ade at other plants.
Another measure of a power
lant's worth is its cost structure.
runner Island and other PP&L
lants have made steady progress
n lowering production costs. That
cans better margins when the eleo.
ricity is sold on the open market.
Beating the market price, and
eacting to opportunities in the maret while still generating reliably
nd safely that's the ticket to
uccess in today's competitive
eneration marketplace.
Brunner Island, along the Susuehanna River south of Harrisburg,
a., is one of the reliable workhorses

-

f the PP&L generating system.
he 1,500-megawatt plant is a key
art of the company's diverse genration mix that includes hydroelecric and nuclear units in addition
o plants fired by natural gas, coal
nd oil.
Responsible environmental
erformance is another critical
lement of safe and reliable
ower generation. PP&L works
ard to operate in harmony with
he environment and has done
lot to reduce the environmental
mpacts of power generation.
or example, companywide emisions of nitrogen oxide have been
ut by 45 percent since 1990,
ith another 10 percent redu>
ion scheduled for 1999.
"We have a tremendous asset
ere," Murphy says, looking out
t generating units taller than
0-story buildings. "With reliable
ower plants like this one, we can
ompete with anyone, anytime.
n today's new market, that's a
remendous opportunity to maxiize the value of this plant."

Dennis Murphy at the Brunner Island plant,
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he Penobscot River —an engine of
„economic growth in central Maine

(I

- today stands

ready
~.:-=to''power growth of a different sort
for PP&L Resources, Inc.
With the planned purchase of
eight hydro stations now operated
by Bangor Hydro-Electric Company,
PP&L Resources will become a
significant player in the New
England energy market just as
customers in Maine and surrounding states are getting the right to
choose new electricity suppliers.
This entry into the New England
market is one of the first steps
toward PP&L Resources'oal to own
and operate quality generating facilities in key energy markets throughout the United States. PP&L Global
also is buying 13 generating plants in
Montana and is developing new natural gas-fired plants in Pennsylvania,
Connecticut and Arizona.
Upon completing these acquisitions and development projects,
PP&L Resources will own more than
12,000 megawatts of generating
capacity in the United States. That
would place us among the dozen
largest generating companies in the
country- well on our way to becorning a major supplier of electricity
throughout the United States.
We will continue to develop and
acquire generation projects in key
,i

tour'150 years

markets throughout the United States
where we can increase our shareowner value, and where we can
operate with the same kind of environrnental commitment that has
been a part of PP&L, Inc.'s philosophy for nearly 80 years.
For example, Maine's Penobscot
River, which helped develop and sustain the region's lumber and papermaking industries, also is known for
its run of Atlantic salmon. Each dam
involved in the purchase has a fish
passage designed to allow migrating
salmon to get past the dam on their
upriver journey. Several of the passageways were installed decades
ago, long before they were required
by state regulators.
The Bangor purchase, expected
to be finalized during 1999, also
includes key electricity transmission
rights that provide access to lowcost Canadian power.
"We'l be in an excellent strategic
position here," says Jim Potter,
PP&L Global's manager for the
Bangor project, watching the waters
of the Penobscot power the turbines
at the Veazie Hydroelectric Station.
"These are well-maintained and lowcost facilities that meet the Maine
legislature's criteria for environmentally friendly power. We'l be able
to supply a growing demand for this
power at a very competitive price."

energy trading activities. In the center, 34
PP8L people buy and

sell wholesale elec
tricity. natural gas
and oil faster than

ness, I was too young to realize how
difficultthe task was that we faced,"
says Steffes. "But, I was fortunate
to have the opportunity to learn the
ups and downs of the trading business and build on that knowledge."

tRETAII SALES

AHEAD OP THE PACK
The new era of deregulated energy
sales has arrived in Pennsylvania,
and PP&L Resources is already
taking advantage of its opportuni-

ties, thanks to the work of
Mary Ferdon and others in PP8L
EnergyPlus Co., a subsidfary of
PP&L, Inc., formed to sell electricity
to retail customers in the newly
deregulated competitive market.
During 199B, the year the
fledgling company was formed,
PP&L EnergyPlus shattered its
sales goals, signed up an irnpressive list of energy customers
around Pennsylvania, and laid a
strong foundation for continued
growth in 1999 and beyond.
Major electricity users like
the 375 Pennsylvania locations of
Florida-based Eckerd Drug Co., Fox
Chase Cancer Center and Philadelphia's Jefferson Health Systemchose PP&L EnergyPlus for its value
and for its service. Business buying
groups —including the Pennsylvania
Chamber of Business and Industry
and others representing more than
10,000 companies, school districts, municipalities and collegespfcked PP&L EnergyPlus as the sup.
plier of choice for their members.
PP&L EnergyPlus even powers the

-

gt

Pennsylvania state capitol complex,way into sales about 10 years ago,
n Harrisburg, along with the goverFerdon relishes the challenge of
nor's mansion.
,the new era. "PP8L EnergyPlus
"We in PP&L Energyptus are very
has a good product to sell —energy
'excited about the company's early
at a competitive price and the
'successes and about our prospects
pbility to customize deafs to meet
future,"
needs of individual customers,"
says Ferdon.
,for the
says.
,frere out there meeting with
,tomers during the pilot program,
Now that the initial rush of cusII
long before anyone else, and even,tomer signups is over, Ferdon and
before all of the details of dereg.
her colleagues wilf turn their attenulation were finalized. We
to retaining current customers
relationships that helped us close
tend acquiring new ones. They also
ll .
deals when the time came."
,Ivill be offering customers other
And close she did. Of 90 pro)roducts, including energy-related
elecFerdon
made
posals
to major
services through PP&L Spectrum
'bnd the mechanical contractor and
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Condonsed Consoltdated Statement of Income

millions of dollars, except per share data

1998

Operating Revenues
Electric operations
Gas operations
Wholesale energy marketing and trading activities
Energy-related businesses

1997f')

$ 2,410

$ 2,397

35
1 223
118

650
30

3,786

3,077

480
13
1,060
787
338
188
93

466
504
697
385
204
21

2,959

2 277

Operating Income

827

800

Other Income and (Deductions)
Interest Expense
Income Taxes
Extraordinary Items (net of income taxes of $ 666)
Preferred Stock Dividends

66
230
259
(948)
25

(28)
215
237

Operating Expenses
Cost of electric fuel
Cost of natural gas and propane
Energy purchases
Other operating and maintenance
Depreciation and amortization
Taxes, other than income
Energy-related businesses

Net Income (Loss)
Earnings Per Share of Common Stock
Basic and Diluted:ra)
Income before extraordinary items

Extraordinary items (net of income taxes)

Net Income (Loss)
Dividends Declared Per Share
AVerage Number Of ShareS OutStanding (thousands)
fs) certain amounts from 1997 have been roc)ass)sad to conform to the current presentatkn.

8) eased on average number of shares outstandIng.

24

$ (569)

$ 296

$ 2.29

$ 1.80

(5.75)
$ (3.46)

$ 1.80

$ 1.335

$ 1.67

164,651

164,550

Condensed Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows

millions of dollars

1998

Operating Activities
Net income (loss) from continuing operations
Less: Extraordinary items (net of income taxes of $ 666)

Net income before extraordinary items

Adjustments to net income
Depreciation and amortization
Equity in (earnings) loss of unconsolidated affiliates
Regulatory debits and credits
Change in current assets and current liabilities
Other operating activities —net
Net cash provided by operating activities

Investing Activities
Construction
Investments in unconsolidated affiliates
Other investing activities —net
Net cash used in investing activities

Financing Activities
Issuance of common stock
Purchase of treasury stock
Issuance of mandatorily redeemable preferred securities
Change in long-term debt- net
Purchase of subsidiary's preferred stock- net
Change in short-term debt- net
Payment of common and preferred dividends
Other financing activities —net

Net cash used in financing activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and Cash Equivalents at Beginning of Period
Cash and Cash Equivalents at End of Period
(s) certain amounts from 1997 have been recrsssrfiert

to conform to the current presentstlon.

$ (569)

1997isi

$ 296

(948)

379

296

396

453
2

(49)
(61)
(42)
14

(36)
(2)
64

637

777

(250)
(306)
71

(250)
(152)
111

(485)

(291)

62
(419)

76

200

250
(99)
(369)

487
(278)
(59)

(298)
(88)

(7)

(537)

145
50
$ 195

(9)

(51)
101
$ 50

Condensed ConsoLidated Balance Sheet

millions of dollars

at December 31
1999

1997<»

Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Electric utility plant in service —net

Construction work in progress
Nuclear fuel owned and leased —net
Electric utility plant- net
Gas and oil utility plant- net

Other property- net

Investments
Investment in unconsolidated affiliates
Other
Current Assets
Regulatory and other noncurrent assets
Recoverable transition costs
Other
Total Assets

Capitalization and Liabilities
Common equity
Preferred stock
Mandatorily redeemable preferred securities
Long-term debt (less current portion)
Total capitalization

Short-term debt
Other current liabilities
Deferred income taxes and investment tax credits
Above market NUG purchases (less current portion)
Other nofH:urrent liabilities
Total Capitalization and Liabilities
(e certain amounts from 1997 have been recrassieed to conform to the current presentation.

$ 4,003

$ 6,414

117
162

185
167

4,282
175
23

6,766
30
24

4,480

6,820

688
218

377
228

906

605

948

695

2,819
454

1,365

3 273

1,365

$ 9,607

$ 9,485

$ 1,790

$ 2,809

97
250
2,983

97
250
2,585

5,120

5,741

636
631
1,574
775
871

135
634
2,221

$ 9,607

$ 9,485

754

I

Consolidated Statement of Shareowners'ommon Equity

millions of dollars

1997

1998

Common stock at beginning of year
Sale of common stock

$

2

$

2

Common stock at end of year

Capital in excess of par value at beginning of year
Common stock issuedi"
Common stock issued for purchase of Penn Fuel Gas
Other

1,669
62
135

1,596
76

Capital in excess of par value at end of year

1,866

1,669

Treasury stock at beginning of year
Purchase of treasury stock

(3)

(419)
(419)

Treasury stock at end of year
Earnings reinvested at beginning of year

Net income (loss)
Cash dividends declared on common stock
Earnings reinvested at end of year

1,164
(569)
(223)
372

1,143
296
(275)
1,164

4

Capital stock expense and other at beginning of year
Other

(26)
(5)

(30)

Capital stock expense and other at end of year

(31)

(26)

$ 1,790

$ 2,809

Common stock shares at beginning of yeari')(thousands)
Common stock issueda')
Common stock issued for purchase of Penn Fuel Gas
Common stock purchased

166,248
2,604
5,556
(16,996)

162,665
3,583

Common stock shares at end of year

157,412

166,248

Total Shareowners'ommon

Equity at end of year

3.01 par value, 390 milliion shares authodzed. Each share entitles the holder to one vote on any rtuestlon presented to any
tte Common stock Issued through the ESOP and the DRtP.
<s)

shareovrners'eeting.

Selected Financial Data

$ 2.50

$ 1.50
$ 1.00

-$ 0.50
95

97

0 dMdends

Per shore

98

~ esrrdnts ss sxtxrsted

-25%

-15%
-10%

- 5%
PPS1

Resources

~s
Gecxrlc

EG
Index

$ SP 500

-15

-10

Earnings aust dividends por share Excluding the effect of one-time adjustments, restructuring impacts and abnormal weather, PP&L Resources'arnings
per share have increased moderately over the past three years.
As the energy business changes, there is a potential for long-term returns to
shareowners that exceed those experienced in a regulated environment. Also, the
company's potential business risks are growing, resulting in an increase in the
potential volatility In revenue and income streams. In 1998, PP&L Resources
reduced the level of its annual dividend to $ 1.00 per share. This lower dividend
payout will better position the company to compete in the energy markets by
increasing the company's future financing flexibilityand retaining a proportionately
higher level of earnings for reinvestment to pursue the company's growth strategy.

1998 Total return PP&L ReSOurCeS'Otal return On COmmOn StOCk imprOVed dramatically in 1998. The company's total return almost doubled the 1997 rate,
reaching 22.97 percent for 1998, outper forming the group of electric companies
in the Standard & Poor's 500 Index and the Edison Electric Institute Index of
investor~wned electric utilities.
The company's growth strategy is aimed at improving stock price performance
and growing the dividend in conjunction with earnings growth over time, at a payout ratio that allows us to invest more in the future growth of your company. This
will allow the company to reinvest more into the business in order to carry out
its growth strategy, which is designed to improve total return to shareowners over
the long term.

price to earnings ratio

Over the last few years, the company's common stock
price was pressured by the uncertainty associated with the restructuring of the
utility industry in Pennsylvania. As a result, the company's price-earnings ratio
reflected a discount to the industry average. With the uncertainty of the restructuring process behind it, the company's P/E ratio has improved with the stock
price appreciation of the past year and is now approaching a multiple that more
closely reflects the industry average.
The company's sound strategy for the future is expected to improve earnings
growth and help to improve the company's P/E ratio relative to the industry average.

Market capitalization The market

Value Of the COmpany'S COmmOn StOCk haS
increased more than 10 percent over the past year. This gain reflects the accomplishments the company has achieved, not the least of which was completing the
restructuring process in Pennsylvania. With the uncertainty of that process
behind it, the company has been able to focus its sights on growing shareowner
value over the long term.

96

97

98

mlfffione of kwh

-10,000

96

97

98

2000

96

0

97

Foreign ~ Dcmeefle

wholesalo energy sales These sales have been increasing dramatically as the
result of the activities of our Energy Marketing Center, up more than 150 percent
since 1996.
Energy marketing and trading will be an increasingly important component of
the company's business in the future. A highguality marketing operation, along
with an effective risk-management program, will allow the company to maximize
the benefits of its investments in generating facilities.

98

1998 was a year of significant growth
for PP8L Global. During the year, PP8L Global announced agreements to acquire
power plants in Montana and Maine and the development of plants in Connecticut,
Arizona and Pennsylvania. PP8fL Global acquired an additional 26 percent
of SWEB, a U.K. electricity delivery company, and another 12 percent of Emel, an
electricity delivery company based in Chile, which together deliver electricity to
more than 2 million customers. Also, with Emel, PP&L Global acquired an 80 percent
interest in DelSur, an electricity delivery company in El Salvador.
PP8L Global continues to search for expansion opportunities for the company,
both domestically and overseas. Its contribution to consolidated earnings is
expected to increase over the next few years, rising to 10 percent or more of
PP8L Resources earnings by 2001.

PP&L Global lnvostmonts/commitments

Forward-looking Information Certain statements contained In this Summary Annual Report concerning expectations, beliefs,
plans, objectives, forecasts, projections, goals, strategies, future events or performance and underlying assumptions and
other statements which are other than statements of historic facts, are "forward-looking statements within the meaning of
federal securities laws. Although PP&L Resources believes that the expectations reflected in these statements are reasonable,
there can be no assurance that these expectations willprove to have been correct. These forward-looking statements involve a
number of risks and uncertainties, and actual results may differ materially from the results discussed in the forward-looking
statements. The following are among the Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the forward.
looking statements: state and federal regulation; new state or federal legislation; national or regional economic conditions;
market demand and prices for eneigy, capacity and fuel; weather variations effecting customer energy usage; competition in
retail and wholesale power markets; the need for and effect of any business or industry restructuring; PP&L Resources'nd
PP&L, Inc.'s profitabilityand liquidity; new accounting requirements or new Interpretations oi applications of existing requirements; operating performance of plants and other facilities; environmental conditions and requirements; system conditions
(including actual results in achieving Year 2000 compliance by PP&L Resources, its subsidiaries and others) and operating
costs; performance of new ventures; political, regulatory or economic conditions in foreign countries where PP&L Global makes
investments; foreign exchange rates; and PP&L Resources'and PP&L, Inc.'s commitments and liabilities. Any such forwardlooking statements should be considered in light of such important factors and in conjunction with PP&L ResouFCeS'and PP&L,
Inc.'s documents on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
New factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in these forward-looking statements
emerge from time to time, and It is not possible for the Company or PP&L, Inc. to predict all such factors, or the extent to which
any such factors may cause actual results to differ from those contained in any forward-looking statement. Any forward-looking
statement speaks only as of the date on which such statement is made, and neither the Company nor PP&L, Inc. undertakes
any obligation to update the information contained in such statements to reflect subsequent developments or information.

Management Review

PP&L Resources again is issuing its annual report in summary format. Complete financial statements and an
extensive review of financial condition and results of operation are provided to all shareowners of record as of
February 26, 1999, as an appendix to the proxy statement of PP&L Resources, Inc. The full flinancials and exten-

sive discussion of the business and operation of PP&L Resources and its subsidiaries also are included in the
1998 Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. To request a Form 10-K, see information
on the inside back cover of this report.

Results of Operation
Earnings
Excluding the effects of weather and other adjustments principally related to the transition to a competitive electricity market in Pennsylvania, PP&L Resources earnings per share were $ 2.07 in 1998 compared to $ 2.03 in
1997. This foureent per share earnings improvement reflects higher weather-normalized sales in all customer
classes and increased wholesale electricity revenues, which were partially offset by higher operating expenses.
On an as-reported basis, PP8L Resources lost $ 3.46 per share in 1998, versus earnings of $ 1.80 per share
in 1997. The largest impacts on earnings were $ 948 million in after tax charges related to the settlement of
PP&L, Inc.'s restructuring case before the Pennsylvania Public UtilityCommission (PUC) and another competitionrelated case before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). These two extraordinary items
decreased 1998 earnings by $ 5.75 per share. Abnormal weather in 1998 adversely affected earnings by
another 20 cents per share, the largest such weather effect in more than a decade. Several one-time adjustments helped earnings, including the proceeds from a settlement with a non-utility generating company of a
contract dispute over the cost of purchased power.
PP&L Resources has forecasted compound annual growth rates in earnings per share of 3.7% for 1999,
7.5% for 2000 and 7.9/o for 2001, based on adjusted earnings per share for 1998 of $ 2.07.
The above forward-looking statement, and the earnings forecast on Page 6, are based on certain assumptions in addition to those listed on Page 25. These assumptions include:
s That the market clearing price of generation will be about 12% and 7% higher for 1999 and 2000, respectively,
than previous forecasts (which were 2.85 and 3.10 cents per kwh in 1999 and 2000, respectively).
s That annual growth in electricity delivered by PP&L, Inc. will be 1.5% in each of 1999, 2000 and 2001.
s That Resources'verage number of common stock shares outstanding in 1999, 2000 and 2001 will be
159 million, 170 million and 171 million, respectively.
s Commencing January 1999, certain PP&L, Inc. customers are able to choose their electricity supplier. The
Company has assumed that the percentage of total customer load that will choose an alternative supplier for
electricity will be 29% in 1999 and 32% in each of 2000 and 2001. The Company also has assumed that PP&L,
Inc. will retain 55% of such load each year.
If future events and actual performance differ from the key assumptions noted above, the Company's actual
results could vary significantly from the projected results.

Revenues/Purchased Power
Operating revenues from electric operations increased by $ 13 million in 1998 over 1997. Excluding the effects
of milder than normal weather and a benefit from a change in regulatory treatment of energy costs, 1998 revenues from electric operations would have increased by $ 53 million over 1997.
Reflecting the Company's continued emphasis on competing in the growing wholesale electricity market,
revenues from wholesale energy marketing and trading activities increased by $ 573 million in 1998 over 1997.
Such revenues have increased over the past two years, despite the phase out of capacity and energy agreements with two New Jersey utilities. This increase in wholesale revenues has been accompanied by an increase
in energy purchases.

Energy Sales
Under Pennsylvania's competition pilot program, 5% of customers were allowed to choose the supplier of
their electricity in 1998. PP8 L, Inc. continued to deliver electricity to these customers and continued to sup.
ply electricity to customers not participating in the pilot.
Electricity delivered to retail customers increased by 173 million kwh, or 0.5%, in 1998 over 1997.
Excluding the effects of mild weather, deliveries increased by 2.9% in 1998 over 1997. Due to the competition pilot program and the milder weather in 1998, electricity supplied during 1998 decreased by 254 million
kwh, or 0.8%, from 1997.
Beginning in 1999, all of PP&L, Inc.'s residential customers, and two.thirds of the load of industrial and

commercial customers, have the opportunity to choose their supplier of electricity. PP&L EnergyPlus Co., the
retail marketing subsidiary of PP8 L, Inc., is offering retail electric supply to industrial and commercial customers in PP8 L, Inc.'s service territory and throughout Pennsylvania.
PP&L, Inc.'s largest 1998 energy sales gain was in the wholesale energy market, where sales increased by
15,252 million kwh, or 71.1%. The increase in wholesale energy sales, which includes sales to other utilities
and energy marketers through contracts, spot market transactions or power pool arrangements, was primarily
the result of increased activity by PP8 L, Inc.'s Energy Marketing Center.
PP&L Resources has established growth in its electric generation capability, along with expansion of its
energy marketing operations, as a key element of its business strategy. In addition to the current generating
assets of PP8L, Inc. and the announced acquisitions and developments of PP8L Global, PP8L Resources plans
to add another 7,500 megawatts of generation in the next five years.
Risk Management
PP8L Resources actively manages the market risk inherent in its commodity, debt and foreign exchange positions through its board-approved risk management policy, a Risk Management Committee made up of senior
officers which oversees the risk management function, and detailed programs for managing risks in the
respective business areas. Nonetheless, adverse changes in commodity prices, interest rates and foreign
currency exchange rates may result in losses in earnings, cash flows and/or fair values. Commodity prices
and interest rate risks could have the greatest potential impact on PP8 L Resources'inancial results.

Commodity price risk: In 1998, PP8L, Inc. entered into fixed-price forward and option contracts for
energy to hedge the impact of market fluctuations in its energy. related assets, liabilities and contractual
arrangements (hedge portfolio) and to take advantage of market opportunities (trading portfolio). As of
December 31, 1998, it is estimated that a 10% change in market prices across all geographic areas and
time periods could have adversely changed the value of the trading portfolio by approximately $ 16 million.
Market risks associated with PP&L's hedge portfolio were not material.

Interest rate risk: PP&L Resources'rowing investment in unregulated and deregulated operations has
resulted in the increase of certain risks, including interest rate risk. The Company plans to manage its
interest expense at risk by using financial derivative products to adjust the mix of fixed and floating rate
interest rates, adjust the duration of its debt portfolio and lock in U.S. treasury rates in anticipation of
future financing. At December 31, 1998, the Company had no financial derivative instruments outstanding.
Other Operation and Maintenance Expenses
Reflecting higher costs associated with computer information systems and expenses to meet the requirements
of retail competition, other operation and maintenance expenses were up $ 90 million in 1998 compared with
1997. Operating and maintenance costs of Penn Fuel Gas, Inc., which was acquired by PP&L Resources in
August 1998, also contributed to the increase.

Other Income and Deductions
Other income increased by $ 94 million in 1998 compared with 1997. PP8L's earnings for 1998 reflect
a $ 30 million recovery from a non-utility generating company regarding a contract dispute over the cost of
purchased power, and a change in the accounting treatment for the costs of acquiring Penn Fuel Gas, Inc.
PUC Restructuring Decision

In August 1998, the PUC entered its Final Order approving the settlement of PP&L, Inc.'s restructuring proceeding under Pennsylvania's Customer Choice Act. That Order:

a permits PP&L to recover $ 2.97 billion (on a net present value basis) in "stranded costs" over 11 years-i.e.,
from January 1, 1999 through December 31, 2009. PP8L's "stranded costs" are those which would have been

recoverable under traditional rate regulation, but may not be recoverable in the competitive marketplace. PP&L
is permitted a return of 10.86% on the unamortized balance of these stranded costs.
a authorizes PP&L to issue transition bonds to securitize up to $ 2.85 billion of its stranded costs.
a requires PP&L to reduce rates to all retail customers by 4% effective January 1, 1999 through December 31, 1999.
a beginning on January 1, 1999, requires PP&L to unbundle its retail electric rates to reflect separate prices for
the transmission and distribution charges, the Competitive Transition Charge (CTC) (and if applicable, the
Intangible Transition Charge or ITC), and the generation charge. The CTC is a charge to be paid by all customers
who receive delivery service from PP&L, Inc., to recover PP&L's stranded costs. The ITC, which would offset the
CTC on customer bills, is a charge paid by delivery customers to reflect the securitization of stranded costs.
E'xtraordinary Items
PP&L, Inc. recorded two extraordinary charges in 1998. These charges were the result of moving off of rate-

regulated accounting standards, based on the settlement of the PUC restructuring proceeding and a settlement
with 16 small utilities under the provisions of FERC Order 888.
As a result of these settlements, PP8L, Inc. was required to perform impairment tests on its generation
assets and to quantify other stranded costs. A charge of $ 1.558 billion was taken as a result of the PUC
restructuring settlement. An additional charge of $ 56 million was recognized for the write off of stranded costs
associated with the FERC settlement. These extraordinary items totaled $ 948 million after income taxes.
Common Dividends
Effective with the dividend paid October 1, 1998, PP&L Resources'uarterly common stock dividend was
reduced to $ .25 per share ($ 1.00 annualized rate) from the previous level of $ .4175 per share ($ 1.67 annualized rate). The reduced dividend reflects PP&L Resources'trategy to achieve a target payout ratio of 45% to
55%, in order to better position PP&L Resources to compete in the energy marketplace by increasing future
financing flexibility. The dividend payout ratio in 1998, excluding extraordinary items, was 58%. The dividend yield
on common stock was 4.8%, based on the year-end market price, compared with 7.0% in 1997. The closing
market price at the end of December 1998 was $ 27.875.
Declaration of dividends on common stock is made at the discretion of the board of directors. PP&L
Resources will continue to consider the appropriateness of the dividend level in light of its financial position,
results of operations, conditions in the industry and other factors which the board deems relevant.

Financial Condtt ton
Financing and Liquidity
Net cash provided by operating activities decreased by $ 140 million in 1998 compared with 1997. This
decrease was primarily due to the decline in net income when adjusted for the impact of certain noncash items,
including depreciation and equity in earnings of unconsolidated affiliates.
An additional $ 194 million was used in investing activities in 1998 over 1997. This increase was primarily
due to PP&L Global's investments.

Net cash used in financing activities decreased by $ 530 million in 1998 from 1997. This reflects higher
short-term debt financing to fund PP&L Global's investments and PP&L Resources'epurchase of 17 million
shares of its common stock at a cost of $ 419 million.
PP&L, Inc. is permitted by the PUC restructuring order to issue transition bonds to securitize up to $ 2.85 billion of its stranded costs. PP&L is planning to pursue such securitization later in 1999. The proceeds will be used
by PP&L, Inc. to retire outstanding debt and to repurchase its common stock from PP&L Resources.

Acquisitions
In August 1998, PP&L Resources acquired Penn Fuel Gas, Inc., which provides natural gas distribution, transmission and storage service and sells propane. To complete this acquisition, PP8L Resources issued approximately
5.6 million shares of common stock, with a value of about $ 135 million.
In 1998, PP&L Resources also acquired two mechanical contractor and engineering firms, H.T. Lyons, Inc.
and McClure Company. In February 1999, PP8L Resources acquired another such firm, McCarl's Inc. PP&L
Resources may form or acquire other subsidiaries to take advantage of new business opportunities.
Unregulated Investments
to pursue opportunities to develop and acquire electric generation, transmission and
distribution facilities in the United States and abroad. In 1998, PP&L Global made three significant overseas
investments. PP&L Global's additional investment of $ 170 million in South Western Electricity (SWEB) in the
United Kingdom increased its equity interest from 25% to 51%. In addition, PP&L Global acquired an additional
12% interest in Empresas Emel, S.A., a Chilean holding company that has a majority interest in six electric distribution companies located in Chile and Bolivia, for approximately $ 32 million. Finally, PP&L Global and Emel
together acquired an 80.45% interest in Distribuidora de Electricidad del Sur, S.A. de C.V. in El Salvador for
approximately $ 190 million.
In 1998, PP8L Global also announced acquisitions in the United States. An agreement was reached with
Bangor Hydro-Electric to purchase its hydroelectric generation assets, certain transmission rights, and its interest in an oil-fired generation facility for $ 89 million. PP&L Global has also signed definitive agreements with
Montana Power Company, Portland General Electric Company and Puget Sound Energy, Inc. to acquire 13
Montana power plants for $ 1.586 billion and related transmission assets for $ 182 million. Subject to various
regulatory approvals and third-party consents, PP&L Global expects to close these acquisitions by the end,of
1999. PP&L Global also is developing three natural gas-fired combinedeycle power plants in the United States,
totaling about 1,600 MW of generating capacity. The sites are located in strategic U.S. energy markets in
Arizona, Connecticut and Pennsylvania.
PP8 L Global continues

Year 2000 Issue
PP&L Resources and its subsidiaries use computer-based systems throughout their businesses.

Without
action, these systems could face a potentially serious problem with recognizing calendar dates in the
year 2000 and beyond. The Company has taken action to prevent computer date recognition problems that could
result in operational problems, including problems in the operation of PP&L, Inc.'s generation, transmission
and distribution systems. PP&L, Inc. also is cooperating with the North American Electric Reliability Council and
the PJM interconnection in Year 2000 remediation efforts. In addition, the Company has identified and communicated with critical suppliers, such as fuel suppliers, in order to obtain assurances that they are in compliance
with Year 2000 issues.
As of December 31, 1998, PP8L Resources estimates that approximately 75% of mainframe applications
that will remain in production have been determined as being Year 2000 compliant. It is anticipated that all
"mission critical" systems, such as mainframe, embedded technologies, and client server applications, will be
Year 2000 ready by July 1999 and that all systems will be ready by November 30, 1999.
Based upon present assessments, PP&L Resources estimates that it will incur approximately $ 15 million in
Year 2000 remediation costs.
cor-'ective

Report of Independent Accountants

To the Shareowners and Board of Directors of PP&L Resources, Inc.
We have audited, in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, the consolidated financial statements of PP&L Resources, Inc. and its subsidiaries as of December 31, 1998 and 1997 and for each of

the three years in the period ended December 31, 1998, appearing in an appendix to the proxy statement
for the 1999 annual meeting of shareowners of the company (which statements are not presented herein);
and in our report dated February 1, 1999, we expressed an unqualified opinion on those consolidated
financial statements. In our opinion, the information set forth in the accompanying condensed consolidated
balance sheet as of December 31, 1998 and 1997 and the related condensed consolidated statements of
income, cash fiows, and of shareowners'ommon equity for each of the years in the period ended December
31, 1998, when read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements from which it has been
derived, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation thereto.

Prv

~~W~~peco
LLP

<<I'RICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
February 1, 1999

Management's Report on

Responsibility for Financial Statements

The management of PP8L Resources, Inc. and its subsidiaries is responsible for the financial statements and
related information presented in this summary annual report. These statements and information are derived
from the complete set of financial statements and related information contained in the 1998 Annual Report on
Form 10.K and an appendix to the proxy statement for the 1999 annual meeting of shareowners, both of which

are filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Those financial statements are prepared in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles and have been audited by the company's independent accountants who have rendered an unqualified opinion thereon. For more complete details regarding financial information on the company, refer to the Form 10-K or the appendix to the proxy statement.

WILLIAM F. HECHT

JOHN R. 8IGGAR

Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
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Statistical Information

1996

1997<'>

Selected Financial Data
Operating revenues
Operating income
Net income (loss)

1994<a>

1995<a>

1998<a'3,786

(m>ll>ons

of dollars)

Total assets
Long-term debt

Preferred securities
Preferred stock
With sinking fund requirements
Without sinking fund
requirements
Common equity
Short-term debt
Total capital provided by investors
Capital lease obligations

$ 3,077

$ 2,926

$ 2,752

$ 2,725

800
296

810
329
9,670
2,832

836
323
9,492
2,859

719
216
9,372
2,941

47

295

295

295

50
1,790
636
5,757
168

50
2,809
135
6,026
171

171
2,745
144
6,187
247

171
2,597
89
6,011
220

171
2,454
74
5,936
225

157,412

166,248

162,665

159,403

155,482

100,458
$ (3.46)
$ 2.29
$ 1.335
$ 11.37
$ 27.875
$ 28.938
$ 20.875
58
4.79
12.17

117,293
$ 1.80
$ 1.80
$ 1.67
$ 16.90
$ 23.938
$ 24.25
$ 19.00
93
6.98
13.30

123,290
2.05
2.05
1.67
$ 16.87
$ 23.00
$ 26.00
$ 21.625
82
7.26
11.22

128,075
$ 2.05
$ 2.05
$ 1.67
$ 16.29
$ 25.00
$ 26.50
$ 17.875
82
6.68
12.20

132,632
$ 1.41
$ 1.41
$ 1.67
$ 15.79
$ 19.00
$ 27.25
$ 18.625
119
8.79
13.48

8.73

827
(569)
9,607
2,984
250

',485

47

2,735
250

Common Stock Data
Number of shares

outstanding> (thousands)
Number of registered
aha reowners»
Earnings (loss) per share —reported
Excluding extraordinary items<'>
Dividends declared per share
Book value per share»
Market price per share<'>
Market price per share -high

-low
Dividend payout rate (%)<'>
Dividend yield ()g)<'>
Price earnings ratio<'>
Return on average
common equity (T()<'>
PP&L, Inc. Generation Data
SOurCeS Of energy SOld (millions of

$
$
$

13.39

"10.60

12.30

12.81

24,636
14,765
1,676
49
616
41,742
28,807
(1,704)
68,845

24,365
15,129
852
22
599
40,967
14,812
(2,361)
53,418

22,486
15,192
963
770
39,429
9,532
(2,314)
46,647

23,111
14,056
1,033
25
600
38,825
6,600
(2,720)
42,705

21,537
13,779
1,764
41
753
37,874
6,063
(2,158)
41,779

8,224

7,906

7,853

7,808

7,844

6,68899

5,925

6,506"',607<'>

kwh generated)

Coal-fired steam stations
Nuclear steam station
Oil-fired steam station
Combustion turbines and diesels (oil)

Hydroelectric stations
Power purchases
Company use, line losses and other
Total electric energy sales billed

18

Net system capability«
(thousands of kw)

Winter peak demand
(thousands of kw generated)

<s>1998. 1997. 1995 and 1994 earnings were sf<ected by several cne-time adjrrst
ments. 1998 results also >nckrde the impact cr extraordinary items. These
adjrrstments sf<ected net income and certain<tame under ccnxncn stock oats.
At year end.

»

6

508<'>

Based cn year end market prkes.
Total generating capadty plus firnl capadty purchases less firm capadty sales.
<e> The winter peaks shown were reached early In the svbsecrrent year.
<ll 1998 based cn earnings per share exckr<fing extracrrfinary items.
<c>

<d>

o

Directors and Officors

Directors of PPScL Rosourcos, Inc.
Frederick M. Bernthal ss<"
Washington, D.C.; President
Universities Research Association
A not.for-profit consortium
of major research universities
E. Allen Deaver care
Lancaster, Pa.; Former Executive
Vice President
Armstrong World Industries, Inc.
Manufacturer of interior furnishings
and specialty products
Back Row (left to Right): William J. Flood, E. Allen Deaver, William F. Hecht,
Stuart Heydt and Elmer D. Gates. Front Row (Left to Right): Frank A. Long.
Marilyn Ware, Norman Robertson and Frederick M. Bernthal

William J. Hood ssre
Drums, Pa.; Secretary-Treasurer
Highway Equipment & Supply Co.
Supplier of heavy equipment for
highway construction and industry

Principal Offlcors of PPScL Resources, Ino.
and Certain Subsldlarlose

Elmer D. Gates spic
Bethlehem, Pa.; Vice Chairman
Fuller Co.
Manufacturer of plants, machinery
and equipment for industry

William F. Hecht
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer
Frank A. Long
Executive Vice President

William F. Hecht ss'"
Allentown, Pa.; Chairman, President
and Chief Executive Officer
PP&L Resources, Inc.

John R. Bigger
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

Robert G. Byram
Senior Vice President-Generation and
Chief Nuclear Officer, PP&L, Inc.

Stuart Heydt spic
Harrisburg, Pa.; Chief Executive Officer
Penn State Geisinger Health System
A not.for. profit corporation involved
in health care and related services

Lawrence E. De Simone
President, PP8 L EnergyPlus Co.
and PP8L Spectrum, Inc.

Frank A. Long sere
Allentown, Pa.; Executive Vice President
PP&L Resources, Inc.

Robert D. Fagan
President, PP&L Global, Inc.
Robert J. Grey
Senior Vice President,
General Counsel and Secretary

~

Norman Robertson y1
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Former Senior
Vice President and Chief Economist
Mellon Bank, N.A.

Terry H. Hunt
Senior Vice President-Strategic Planning

Marilyn Ware ss'"
Voorhees, N J.; Chairman
American Water Works Company, Inc.
Largest water utility holding
company in the country

Numbers noted above Indicato ago and years of board service
as of March 1, 1999.
~
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or moro subsidiary companies aro noted above. Messrs. Hecht. long,
Biggar, Byram, Fagan, Grey and Hunt are members of PP&L
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations

—

AFUDC (Allowance for Funds Used During Construction) the cost of equity and debt funds used to finance
construction projects that is capitalized as part of construction cost.

Atlantic—
Atlantic City Electric Company

—
CERCLA—
Comprehensive

BG&E Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act

Clean Air Act (Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990)
issues including acid rain, ozone and toxic air emissions.

—legislation enacted

to address environmental

—

CTC competitive transition charge

—

Customer Choice Act (Pennsylvania Electricity Generation Customer Choice and Competition Act)—
legislation enacted to restructure the state's electric utility industry to create retail access to a competitive market
for generation of electricity

—Distributidora Electricidad del Sur S.A., an electric distribution company in El Salvador
DEP —
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
District Court —
United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
DOE—
Department of Energy
DelSur

N

—

DRIP (Dividend Reinvestment Plan) program available to shareowners of PP&L Resources'ommon stock
and PP8L preferred stock to reinvest dividends in PPBL Resources'ommon stock instead of receiving dividend
checks.

—electric generation

EGS

supplier

—

EITF Emerging Issues Task Force, an organization that aids the FASB in identifying emerging issues that
may require FASB action.

—Empresas Emel, S.A., a Chilean
EMF—
electric and magnetic fields
Emel

electric distribution holding company

Energy Act (Energy Policy Act of 1992)
electric energy market for bulk power.
Energy Marketing Center

—organization

—legislation

passed by Congress to promote competition in the

within PP&L responsible for marketing and trading wholesale

energy

—Environmental Protection Agency
ESOP —
Employee Stock Ownership Plan
EPA

FASB (Financial Accounting Standards
accounting and reporting standards.

Board)

—a

rulemaking organization that establishes

financial

—

FGD flue gas desulfurization equipment installed at coal-fired power plants to reduce sulfur dioxide
emissions.

FERC (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission)
sale of electricity and related matters.

—Gross

GRT

Receipts Tax

—federal

agency that regulates interstate transmission and

—

H.T. Lyons H.T. Lyons, Inc., a PP8L Resources
contracting and engineering.

unregulated

—
ISO —
Independent System Operator
ITC—
intangible transition charge
JCP&L—
Jersey Central Power & Light Company
Atlantic, BG&E and JCP8L
Major utilities—
McCarl's —
lvicCarl's Inc., a PP&L Resources unregulated

subsidiary specializing in mechanical

IBEW International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers

subsidiary specializing in mechanical contracting

and engineering.

—

McClure IVlcClure Company, a PP8L Resources
contracting and engineering.

unregulated

subsidiary specializing in mechanical

—

MSHA Mine Safety and Health Administration

NO„—nitrogen oxide
NPDES

—National Pollutant Discharge

NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

Elimination System

—federal

agency that regulates operation of nuclear power facilities

—

NUG (Non-Utility Generator) generating plants not owned by regulated utilities. If the NUG meets certain
criteria, its electrical output must be purchased by public utilities as required by PURPA.

—
OSM —
United States Office of Surface Mining
Pa. CNI—
Pennsylvania corporate net income tax
PCB (Polychlorinated Biphenyl) —
additive to oil used
OCA Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate

in certain electrical equipment up to the late-1970s.

Now classified as a hazardous chemical.
PECO

—PECO

Energy Company

—

Penn Fuel Gas Penn Fuel Gas, Inc., a PP8L Resources regulated subsidiary specializing in natural gas
distribution, transmission and storage services, and the sale of propane.

—

PJM (PJIvI Interconnection, L.L.C.) operates the electric transmission network and electric energy market
in. the mid-Atlantic region of the U.S.

—PP8L's non-contributory defined benefit pension plan.
PP&L—
PP8L, Inc.
PP&L Capital Funding —
PP&L Capital Funding, Inc., PP8L Resources'inancing subsidiary.
PP&L Capital Trust —
a Delaware statutory business trust created to issue Preferred Securities,
Plan

.

whose

common stock is held by PP&L.

—

PP&L Capital Trust II a Delaware statutory business trust created to issue Preferred Securities, whose
common stock is held by PP&L.

—

PP&L EnergyPlus Refers to PP&L, Inc. d/b/a PP&L EnergyPlus, and PP&L EnergyPlus Co., a PP&L, Inc.
unregulated subsidiary which is involved in retail electric generating supply. During 1998, PP8L, Inc. d/b/a PP8L

EnergyPlus provided retail electric generating supply in the Pennsylvania retail pilot program. As a result of the
PUC restructuring settlement, PP&L EnergyPlus became a separate subsidiary of PP&L, Inc. in September 1998.
As of January 1999, PP&L EnergyPlus Co. is providing retail electric generating supply to customers throughout
Pennsylvania.

—

PP&L Global PP&L Global, Inc., a PP&L Resources unregulated subsidiary which invests in and develops
world-wide power projects.

—PP&L Resources,

PP&L Resources
subsidiaries.

Inc., the parent holding company of PP&L, PP&L Global and other

—

PP&L Spectrum PP&L Spectrum, Inc., a PP&L Resources unregulated subsidiary which offers energyrelated products and services.

—PP&L's Mortgage and
Securities —
Company-obligated

PP&L's Mortgage

Deed of Trust, dated October 1, 1945.

mandatorily redeemable preferred securities of subsidiary trusts
holding solely company debentures (issued by two Delaware statutory business trusts).

Preferred

PUC (Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission)
accounting, and operations of Pennsylvania utilities.

—state

agency that regulates certain ratemaking, services,

—

PUG Decision final order issued by the PUC on September 27, 1995 pertaining to PP&L's base rate case
filed in December 1994.

—

PUG Final Order Final order issued by the PUC on August 27, 1998, approving the settlement of PP&L,
Inc.'s restructuring proceeding.

—

PUHCA Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935

—

N

PURPA (Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978) legislation passed by Congress to encourage energy
conservation, efficient use of resources, and equitable rates.

—1976 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
SBRCA—
Special Base Rate Credit Adjustment
SEC —
Securities and Exchange Commission
SER —
Schuylkill Energy Resources, Inc.
SFAS (Statement of Financial Accounting Standards) —
accounting
RCRA

and financial reporting rules issued by the

FASB.
SO>

—Sulfur dioxide

STAS (State Tax Adjustment Surcharge)
certain state taxes.

—rate

adjustment mechanism to customer bills for changes in

federal and state legislation that addresses remediation of contaminated sites.
Superfund —

SWEB

—South Western

Electricity pic, a British regional electric utility company.

O.K.—United Kingdom
VEBA (Voluntary Employee Benefit Association Trust)
payments to employees, retirees or their beneficiaries.
VERP

—Voluntary Early Retirement

—trust accounts

for health and welfare plans for future

Program

Year 2000 —
a set of date-related problems that may be experienced by software systems or applications.

REVIEW OF THE FINANCIALCONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS OF PPRL
RESOURCES, INC.
PP&L Resources is a holding company with headquarters in Allentown, PA. Its subsidiaries include PP&L,
which provides electricity delivery service in eastern and central Pennsylvania, sells retail electricity throughout
Pennsylvania and markets wholesale electricity in 28 states and Canada; PPBL EnergyPlus (a subsidiary of
PP&L), which sells competitively-priced energy and energy services to newly deregulated markets; PPB L Global,
an international independent power company which invests in and develops worldwide power projects; PP&L
Spectrum, which markets energy-related services and products; PP&L Capital Funding, which provides debt
funding for PPBL Resources and its subsidiaries other than PPBL; Penn Fuel Gas, which provides natural gas
distribution, transmission and storage services and sells propane; and H.T. Lyons and McClure, which are
mechanical contractor and engineering firms. In February 1999, PPB L Resources acquired McCarl's Inc., another
mechanical contractor and engineering firm. Other subsidiaries may be formed by PPBL Resources to take
advantage of new business opportunities.

The financial condition and results of operations of PPBL and PP&L Global are currently the principal factors
affecting the financial condition and results of operations of PPBL Resources. All fluctuations, unless specifically
noted, are primarily due to activities of PP&L and PP&L Global.

Terms and abbreviations appearing in the Review of the Financial Condition and Results of Operations are
explained in the glossary.

Forward-looking Information
Certain statements contained in this Form 10-K concerning expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, goals,
strategies, future events or performance and underlying assumptions and other statements which are other than
statements of historical facts, are "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the federal securities laws.
Although PPB L Resources and PPB L believe that the expectations reflected in these statements are reasonable,
there can be no assurance that these expectations will prove to have been correct. These forward-looking
statements involve a number of risks and uncertainties, and actual results may differ materially from the results
discussed in the forward-looking statements. The following are among the factors that could cause actual results
to differ materially from the forward-looking statements: state and federal regulatory, developments; new state or
federal legislation; national or regional economic conditions; market demand and prices for'energy and capacity;
weather variations affecting customer energy usage; competition in retail and wholesale power markets; the need
for and effect of any business or industry restructuring; PP&L Resources'nd PPBL's profitability and liquidity;
new accounting requirements or new applications of existing requirements; operating performance of plants and
other facilities; environmental conditions and requirements; system conditions (including actual results in
achieving Year 2000 compliance by PPBL Resources, its subsidiaries and others) and operating costs;
performance of new ventures; political, regulatory or economic conditions in foreign countries where PPB L Global
makes investments; foreign exchange rates; and PPB L Resources'nd PPB L's commitments and liabilities. Any
such forward-looking statements should be considered in light of such important factors and in conjunction with
PP&L Resources'nd PP&L's other documents on file with the SEC.

New factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in forward-looking
statements emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for PP&L Resources or PP&L to predict all of such
factors, or the extent to which any such. factor or combination of factors may cause actual results to differ from
those contained in any forward-looking statement. Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on
which such statement is made, and neither PPB L Resources nor PPBL undertakes any obligation to update the
information contained in such statement to reflect subsequent developments or information.

Results of Operations

Earnings
Excluding the effects of weather and several one-time and other adjustments, most of which are related to
the transition to a competitive electricity market in Pennsylvania, earnings per share were $ 2.07 in 1998, $ 2.03 in
1997 and $ 2.00 in 1996. Abnormal weather in 1998 adversely affected earnings by 20 cents per share, the largest
such effect in more than a decade.

On an as-reported basis, PPB L Resources lost $ 3A6 per share of common stock in 1998, versus per share
earnings of $ 1.80 in 1997 and $ 2.05 in 1996. The following table highlights the major items that impacted
earnings for each of these years:
1998

1997

1999

$ 2.07,,
(0.20)

$ 2.03
(0.03)

$ 2.00
0.05

—

Earnings per share excluding weather, one-time adjustments and other impacts of
restructuring
Weather variances on billed sales.
One-time adjustments:
PUC restructuring charge (See Note 4).
'ERC municipalities settlement (See Note 4)
Windfall profits tax (See Note 10) .
SER settlement.
U.K. tax rate reduction
Penn Fuel Gas acquisition costs
Other impacts of restructuring.
Earnings per share

—reported.

(5.56)
(0.19)
(0.23)
0.11

0.06
0.03
0.22
$ (3.46)

0.06
(0.03)
$ 1.80

$ 2.05

Earnings in 1998 were negatively impacted by $ 948 million of after-tax charges related to the settlement of
PP&L's restructuring case before the PUC and another competition-related case before FERC. Several one-time
adjustments helped earnings, tncluding a reduction "in U.K. corporate income tax rates, a change in the
accounting treatment of Penn Fuel Gas acquisition costs and $ 30 million in proceeds from a settlement with SER
regarding a contract dispute over power purchase costs.

The PUC restructuring adjustments also provided a favorable impact of about 22 cents per share on third
and fourth quarter earnings of 1998. These adjustments included lower depreciation on impaired generation
assets, reduced accruals for taxes other than income and a regulatory adjustment to'the accounting for unbilled
revenues. These favorable impacts were partially offset by the direct expensirIg of costs of computer software
identified as impaired as part of the restructuring accounting adjustments.

After eliminating the effects of these adjustments, 1998 earnings improved by four cents per share over 1997.
This earnings improvement reflects higher weather-normalized sales in all customer classes, particularly in the
third and fourth quarters of 1998. Weather-adjusted delivery sales to customers in central and eastern
Pennsylvania were 2.9'/o higher in 1998 than in 1997. Earnings were also favorably affected by increased
wholesale electricity revenues.
These earnings improvements were partially offset by higher operating expenses incurred in 1998 over 1997.
This increase reflects higher costs associated with computer information systems, and additional payroll,
consultant services and other expenses to meet the requirements of retail competition. Increased firm
transmission costs related to the Energy Marketing Center activities and a higher provision for uncollectible
customer accounts also increased operating expenses.
Adjusted 1997 earnings were three cents per share higher than tn 1996. This earnings improvement was
attributable to higher revenues from bulk power sales and trading activity of the Energy Marketing Center, which
helped offset the impact of the phase-down of contractual sales to JCP&L. Earnings also'benefited from
refinancing activities and, excluding one-time adjustments, the on-going operations of PPB L Global.
The reduction in contractual bulk power sales to JCPBL and other major utilities will continue to adversely
impact earnings over the next few years. However, the Energy Marketing Center will resell this returning electric
energy and capacity on the open market, along with its other energy trading activities, in an effort to offset the
loss in revenues from declining contractual sales.

Electric Energy Sales
Electricity sales for 1998, 1997 and 1996 were as follows:
1999

1997

1999

(Miklooo ot kWh)

Electricity delivered to retail customers by PPBL (a)
Less: Electricity supplied during pilot by others.
Electricity supplied to retail customers by PPBL .
Electricity supplied to retail customers by PPBL EnergyPlus during the
Total electricity supplied to retail customers (a)
Wholesale Energy Sales .

pilot...

32,137
1,999

31,964
65

32,307

30,138
1,507

31,899

32,307

31,645
36,706

31,899
21,454

32,307
14,340

residing in PPBL's service territory who are receiving energy from PP&L or PPBL
EnergyPlus will be reflected in both of these categories.

(a) kWh for customers

Under Pennsylvania's competition pilot program, customers were allowed to choose the supplier of their
electricity in 1998. Pilot customers continued to have the utility that served their territory deliver electricity from
the supplier of choice. "Electricity delivered to retail customers by PPBL" is the amount of electricity delivered by
PP&L to customers in its service territory. "Electricity supplied to retail customers by PP&L" represents the
amount of electricity supplied to PP&L service territory customers who did not participate in the pilot program.
"Electricity supplied to retail customers by PPBL EnergyPlus" is electricity supplied to customers within and
outside PPBL service territory who participated in the pilot program and chose PPB L EnergyPlus as their energy
supplier.

Electricity delivered to retail customers increased by 173 million kWh, or 0.5%, from the comparable period
in 1997. If normal weather had been experienced in 1998 and 1997, deliveries would have increased by 2.9%.
This increase is attributable to strong third and fourth quarter deliveries to all customer classes. Electricity
delivered decreased by 343 million kWh, or 1.1%, in 1997 from 1996. However, if normal weather had been
experienced, deliveries in 1997 would have increased by 0.2%.

Total electricity supplied to retail customers has decreased for the past two years. This decrease was due to
milder weather in both 1998 and 1997 as compar'ed to 1996, as well as the impact of the competition pilot
program.
The increase in wholesale energy sales, which includes sales to other utilities and energy marketers through
contracts, spot market transactions or power pool arrangements, was primarily the result of increased activity of
the Energy Marketing Center. See "Operating Revenues: Wholesale Energy Marketing and Trading Activities" for
more information.
PP&L Resources has established growth in its generation capability, along with expansion of its energy
marketing operations, as a key element of its business strategy. In addition to the current generating assets of
PPB L and the announced acquisitions and developments of PPBL Global, PPBL Resources plans to add another
7,500 mW of generation within the next five years.

Energy Marketing and Trading Activities
PPBL, through its Energy Marketing Center, purchases and sells electric capacity and energy at the
wholesale level under its FERC market-based tariff. PPBL has entered into agreements to sell firm capacity or
energy under its market-based tariff to certain entities located inside and outside of the PJM power pool. PP&L
enters into these agreements to market available energy and capacity from its generating assets and to profit
from market price fluctuations. If PP&L was unable to meet its obligations under these agreements to sell firm
capacity and energy, under certain circumstances it would be required to pay damages equal to the difference
between the market price to acquire replacement capacity or energy and the contract price of the undelivered
capacity or energy. Depending on price volatility in the wholesale energy markets, such damages could be
material. Events that could affect PPB L's ability to meet its firm capacity or energy obligations or cause significant
increases in the market price of replacement capacity and energy include the occurrence of extreme weather
conditions, unplanned generating plant outages, transmission disruptions, non-performance by counterparties (or
their counterparties) with which it has power contracts and other factors affecting the wholesale energy markets.

Although PPBL attempts to mitigate these risks, there can be no assurance that it will be able to fully meet its
firm obligations, that it will not be required to pay damages for failure to perform, or that it will not experience
counterparty non-performance in the future.
N

PPBL's efforts to mitigate risks associated with open contract positions include maintaining generation
capacity to deliver electricity to satisfy its net firm sales contracts and purchasing firm transmission service. In
addition, the Energy Marketing Center adheres to the Company's risk management policy and programs,
including established credit policies in evaluating counterparty credit risk. PPB L has not experienced any material
losses due to non-performance by counterparties to date.
During 1998, the Energy Marketing Center entered into commodity forward and option contracts for the
physical purchase and sale of energy; these transactions were reflected in the financial statements under the
accrual method of accounting. As of January 1, 1999, PP&L adopted mark-to-market accounting for energy
contracts entered into for trading purposes, in accordance with EITF 98-10, "Accounting for Contracts Involved in
Energy Trading and Risk Management Activities" and, as a result, recognized a $ 6.0 million after-tax credit to
energy purchases. Under mark-to-market accounting, gains and losses that result from changes in the market
prices on contracts entered into for trading purposes will be reflected in current earnings. For purposes of EITF
98-10, energy trading activities refer to energy contracts entered into with the objective of generating profits on or
', from exposure
to shifts or changes in market prices, and risk management activities refer to energy contracts that
'„are designated as and effective as hedges of non-trading activities (i.e., marketing available capacity and energy
and purchasing fuel for consumption). PPBL will continue to use accrual accounting for energy contracts that are
hedges of non-trading activities until it adopts SFAS 133, "Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities," which it expects will occur effective January 1, 2000. SFAS 133, which expands the definition of a
derivative to include most of PPBL's commodity contracts that require physical delivery, requires that an entity
recognize all derivatives in the statement of financial position at fair value. The accounting for changes in the fair
value of a derivative will depend on the intended use of the derivative and the resulting designation.

Market Risk Sensitive Instruments
Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk
PPBL Resources actively manages the market risk inherent in its commodity, debt, foreign currency and
equity positions. The Board of Directors of PPBL Resources has adopted a risk management policy to manage
the risk exposures related to energy prices, interest rates and foreign currency exchange rates. The policy
establishes a Risk Management Committee comprised of certain executive officers which oversees the risk
management function. Nonetheless, adverse changes in commodity prices, interest rates, foreign currency
exchange rates and equity prices may result in losses in earnings, cash flows and/or fair values.

The forward-looking information presented below provides only estimates of what may occur in the future,
assuming certain adverse market conditions, due to reliance on model assumptions. As a result, actual future
results may differ materially from those presented. These disclosures are not precise indicators of expected future
losses, but only indicators of reasonably possible losses.

—

Commodity Price Risk Energy Marketing Center
PPBL's risk management program is designed to manage the risks associated with market fluctuations in the
price of electricity, natural gas, oil and emission allowances. The Company's risk management policy and
programs include risk identification, risk limits management with measurement and controls for real time risk
monitoring. In 1998, PPBL entered into fixed-price forward and option contracts that required physical delivery of
the commodity. In 1999, PP&L expects to continue to use such contracts as well as other contracts, such as
futures and options that could be settled either in cash or by physical delivery of the underlying commodity;
exchange-for-physical transactions; over-the-counter contracts, such as swap agreements where settlement is
generally based on the difference between a fixed and index-based price for the underlying commodity; and
tolling, reverse tolling, or other contractual arrangements.
'PB

L enters into contracts to hedge the impact of market fluctuations on its energy-related assets, liabilities,
and other contractual arrangements. In addition, as defined by EITF 98-10, PP&L enters into these contracts for
trading purposes to take advantage of market opportunities. PPBL may at times create a net open position in its
portfolio that could result in material losses if prices do not move in the manner or direction anticipated.

PP&L uses various methodologies to simulate forward price curves in the energy markets to estimate the
size and probability of changes in market value resulting from commodity price movements. The methodologies
require several key assumptions, including selection of confidence levels, the holding period of the commodity
positions, and the depth and applicability to future periods of historical commodity price information. As of
December 31, 1998, PPBL estimated that a 10/o decline in market prices across all geographic areas and time
periods could have adversely changed the value of PPBL's trading portfolio by approximately $ 16 million. For
PPBL's non-trading portfolio, a 10/o decline in market prices across all geographic areas and time periods could
have positively changed the value of PPBL's non-trading portfolio by $ 17 million; however, this would be offset
by the decline in the value of the underlying commodity, the electricity generated. In addition to commodity price
risk, PP&L's commodity positions are also subject to operational and event risks including, among others,
increases in load demand and forced outages at generating plants.
Beginning in October 1998, the PJM ISO established capacity auctions to increase price transparency and
liquidity. PPBL expects to participate fully in this capacity market and will apply its existing risk management
policies and procedures to its capacity transactions. In the future, capacity is expected to evolve into an actively
traded commodity, similar to electricity.

—

Commodity Price Risk PPBL EnergyPlus
PPBL EnergyPlus was created in September 1998 as 'a retail marketing subsidiary of PPB L. During 1998,
PPB L EnergyPlus entered into various arrangements, effective in 1999, with retail customers who elect to shop

for an energy provider. These contracts commit PPBL EnergyPlus to the sale of electricity or natural gas without
a specified firm volume. The longest sales contract extends for three years. To hedge the price risk of these
transactions, PPBL EnergyPlus has entered into forward purchase contracts and has the ability to supply the
electricity through an option contract with the Energy Marketing Center. Therefore, the potential for near-term
losses associated with PPB L EnergyPlus'ommodity position is immaterial.
Interest Rate Risk

As a result of deregulation and the new competitive environment, PPBL is exposed to increased interest rate
risk. In addition, PPBL Resources has issued debt to finance unregulated energy investments, which also
increases interest rate risk. PP&L Resources plans to manage its interest expense risk by using financial
derivative products to adjust the mix of fixed and floating rate interest rates in its debt portfolio, adjust the duration
of its debt portfolio and lock in U.S. treasury rates in anticipation of future financing, when appropriate. Risk limits
were developed using value at risk methodology and are designed to balance risk exposure to volatility in interest
expense and losses in the fair value of PPBL Resources'ong-term fixed rate debt due to changes in the absolute
level of interest rates. As of December 31, 1998, PP&L Resources had no financial derivative instruments
outstanding.
PPB L Resources is also exposed to changes in earnings and cash flows as a result of changes in interest
rates for commercial paper and other short-term debt. At December 31, 1998, PP&L Resources'otential annual
maximum exposure to increased interest expense due to an increase in interest rates over a 30-day period,
based on a confidence level of 97.5/o, was estimated at $ 4.5 million. This amount has been determined by
considering the impact of a hypothetical increase in interest rates on the company's commercial paper and other
short-term debt balances as of December 31, 1998. Historically, there is a 97.5/o probability that interest rates
for commercial paper and other short-term debt will not increase more than 50 basis points over a 30-day period.

PPBL Resources is also exposed to changes in the fair value of its long-term, fixed rate debt. At December 31,
1998, PPBL Resources estimated its potential maximum exposure to a change in the fair value of its long-term fixed
rate debt through an adverse movement in interest rates over a one-day period, based on a confidence level of
97.5/o, at $ 22 million. Historically, there is a 97.5'/o probability that fixed interest rates will n'ot increase more than
13 basis points over a one-day period.

Market events that are inconsistent with historical trends could cause actual results to exceed estimated
levels.

Foreign Operations Risk
PPBL Global has investments in several international operations, most of which are joint ventures. At
December 31, 1998, PPBL Global had investments of $ 671 million. These investments are primarily energyrelated distribution facilities. PPBL Global is exposed to foreign currency risk primarily through investments in
affiliates in Latin America and Europe.
PP&L Resources has adopted a foreign currency risk management program that is designed to limit or hedge
future cross-border cash flows for firm transactions and commitments and to hedge economic exposures such as
anticipated dividends and projected asset sales or acquisitions when there is a high degree of certainty that the
exposure will be realized. As of December 31, 1998, PPBL Resources did not incur any significant foreign
currency-based financing.

,

As of December 31, 1998, PPB L Resources was party to two forward contracts to hedge the foreign currency
exchange risk associated with dividends declared but not yet received. PPBL will exchange 16 million British
pounds sterling (BPS) for approximately $ 27 million on March 31, 1999, based on a contractual exchange rate of
$ 1.654/BPS. On January 22, 1999, PPB L Resources exchanged 359 million Chilean pesos (ChP) for $ 0.7 million,
based on a contractual exchange rate of $ .00195/ChP. The fair value of these contracts at December 31, 1998,
was immaterial.

—

Nuclear Decommissioning Fund Securities Price Risk
PP&L maintains trust funds, as required by the NRC, to fund 'certain costs of decommissioning
Susquehanna. As of December 31, 1998, these funds were invested primarily in domestic equity securities and
fixed rate, fixed income securities and are reflected at fair value on the Consolidated Balance Sheet. The mix of
securities is designed to provide returns to be used to fund Susquehanna's decommissioning and to compensate
for inflationary increases in decommissioning costs. However, the equity securities included in the trusts are
exposed to price fluctuation in equity markets, and the value of fixed rate, fixed income securities are exposed to
changes in interest rates. PPBL actively monitors the investment performance and periodically reviews asset
allocation in accordance with PPBL's nuclear decommissioning trust policy statement. A hypothetical 10/0
increase in interest rates and 10/o decrease in equity prices would result in a $ 13.7 million reduction in the fair
value of the trust assets.
PPB L's restructuring settlement agreement provides for the collection of authorized nuclear decommissioning
costs through the CTC. Additionally, PPBL is permitted to seek recovery from customers of up to 96/o of any
increases in these costs. Therefore, PPB L securities price risk is expected to remain immaterial.

Operating Revenues: Electric Operations
The increase (decrease) in revenues from electric operations was attributable to the following:
1997 vs 1996
(Millions of Dollars)

1998 vs 1997

Retail Electric Revenues
Weather effect
Sales volume and sales mix effect.
Unbilled revenues
Pilot shopping credit above market price
Other, net
Energy revenues .
Other Electric Revenues .

$ (63)

67
10
(14)
7

$ (30)
(1)
16

9
(29)

6

4

$ 13

$ (31)

Operating revenues for electric operations increased by $ 13 million in 1998 over 1997. During the third
quarter of 1998, PP&L recognized increased revenues of $ 23 million due to the impact on unbilled revenue
resulting from a change in the regulatory treatment of energy costs. Excluding this benefit and the effects of milder
than normal weather experienced in 1998, revenues from electric operations would have increased by $ 53 million.
This revenue increase can be attributed to strong retail electric sales in the third and'fourth quarters of 1998.
Excluding the effects of weather, electricity delivered to retail customers increased for all customer classes, 2.9/0
in total, in 1998 over 1997.

Operating revenues decreased by $ 31 million in 1997 from 1996. Revenues from service area sales in 1997
were slightly lower than 1996. The decrease was attributable to mild weather in 1997 and a change in the
regulatory treatment of energy costs by the PUC. For 1997 and 1998 underrecovered energy costs (up to a cap
of $ 31.5 million annually) were not recorded as energy revenues, but as regulatory credits, which offset "Other
Operating Expenses."

Wholesale Energy Marketing and Trading Activities
The increase (decrease) in revenues from wholesale energy marketing and trading activities was attributable
to the following:

Operating Revenues:

1997 vs 1996
(Millions of Dollars)

1998 vs 1997

Bilateral sales .
PJM
Cost-based contracts
Oil B gas sales.

$ 496

63
(45)
62

Other.

$ 183
17
(27)

(3)

$ 573

Revenues from wholesale energy marketing and trading activities increased by $ 573 million in 1998 and
$ 169 million in 1997 when compared to the prior years. Revenues have continued to increase despite the phasedown of the capacity and energy agreement with JCPB L and the end of the capacity and energy agreement with
Atlantic in March of 1998. This increase in revenues reflects PPBL's continued emphasis on competing in
wholesale markets. Energy purchases have also increased to meet these increased sales. Refer to "Energy
Purchases" for more information.
During 1998, the national energy trading market experienced high prices and increased volatility. PP&L is
actively managing its portfolio to attempt to capture the opportunities and limit its exposure to these volatile prices.
Refer to "Energy Marketing and Trading Activities" for more information.
PUC Restructuring Proceeding
Refer to Financial Note 3 to Financial Statements for information regarding the PUC restructuring proceeding.

Cost of Electric Fuel
Electric fuel expense increased by $ 14 million in 1998 when compared to 1997. This reflects increased
generation at the coal and oil/gas-fired stations. These units, particularly Martins Creek, were needed as a result
of increased wholesale energy marketing and trading activities of the Energy Marketing Center. This increase was
partially offset by lower fuel prices for all units, especially oil/gas-fired stations.
Fuel expense for 1997 increased by $ 18 million from 1996. This increase was primarily due to PP&L's coalfired units operating at higher output to support increased wholesale electric market activity. The increase was
slightly offset by a decrease in the unit fuel prices for coal-fired and gas-fired generation.

Energy Purchases
Energy purchases increased by $ 556 million in 1998 when compared to 1997. The increase was primarily
due to greater quantities of energy purchased to meet the increased wholesale energy marketing and trading
activities of the Energy Marketing Center, which includes increased purchases of natural gas and capacity for
resale. The related sales are included in wholesale energy sales. The overall market price of purchased power
has also been higher during 1998 compared to 1997 due to market volatility.
Energy purchases in 1997 increased by $ 152 million over 1996. This increase was primarily due to increased
marketing and trading activities of the Energy Marketing Center. Higher overall market prices of power during
1997 compared to 1996 contributed to the increase in purchased power costs.

Power Plant Operations
In an effort to reduce operating costs and position itself for the competitive marketplace, PP&L in August
1998, announced the closing of its Holtwood coal-fired generating station, effective May 1, 1999. The adjacent
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hydrohlectric plant will continue to operate. PPBL also announced its intention to sell its Sunbury coal-fired
generating station in 1999.

Depreciation and Amortization
Depreciation and amortization expenses in 1998 decreased by $ 47 million from 1997. This decrease reflects
write-down of impaired generation-related assets in connection with the restructuring adjustments recorded in
June 1998. See Note 4 to Financial Statements for additional information.

'he

Depreciation and amortization expenses in 1997 increased by $ 10 million from 1996. This increase was
primarily due to depreciation on plant additions and amortization of newly implemented computer software.,

Other Operation and Maintenance Expenses
Other operation and maintenance expenses increased by $ 90 million from 1997 to 1998. This increase
reflects higher costs associated with computer information systems, and additional payroll, consultant services
and other expenses to meet the requirements of retail competition. This increase also reflects additional software
expenses, increased firm transmission costs related to the Energy Marketing Center activities and higher
provisions for uncollectible customer accounts. Operation and maintenance costs of Penn Fuel Gas, which was
acquired in 1998, also added to the increase.
These increases were partially offset by credits recorded in connection with the competition pilot program.
The PUC has authorized PPBL to seek future recovery of the revenue lost in the pilot program. PPBL has
established a regulatory asset for the excess of the shopping credits provided to pilot customers over the market
price of this energy. These credits totaled $ 14 million in 1998, and were recorded as offsets to "Other Operating
Expense."

Other operation and maintenance expenses in 1997 decreased by $ 25 million from 1996. Excluding the effect
of underrecovered energy costs, operation and maintenance expenses increased by $ 7 million in 1997.,These
increases were primarily due to costs associated with the pilot program, the PUC restructuring filing and the
FERC transmission access filing.
Prior to 1997, underrecovered energy costs were accrued as energy revenues. In 1997 and 1998, these
underrecovered costs were recorded as regulatory credits (up to a PUC-mandated cap of $ 31.5 millio'n), which
are reflected in the income statement as a reduction of "Other Operating Expense." This reflects a change in the
regulatory treatment of undercollected energy costs by the PUC. See Note 1 to Financial Statements.

Other Income and (Deductions)
Other income of PP&L Resources increased by $ 94 million from 1997 to 1998. This increase was primarily
attributed to two one-time adjustments in 1998 and 1997. PP&L's earnings for 1998 reflect a $ 30 million, or 11
cents per share, recovery from SER as a result of a settlement agreement. This settlement agreement resolved
disputes concerning the prices PPB L paid for power purchased from SER since 1990. Conversely, 1997 earnings
included a one-time $ 37 million, or 23 cents per share, charge for the U.K. windfall profits tax on privatized utilities
which affected PP&L Global's SWEB investment. The tax has been paid in full.
The accounting treatment of Penn Fuel Gas acquisition costs also contributed to the change in other income
from 1997 to 1998. The acquisition was originally contemplated as a pooling of interests, and estimated
transaction costs of about $ 6 million were charged against earnings in the third quarter of 1997. The transaction
was ultimately recorded under purchase accounting, and the transaction costs were capitalized as part of the
investment. Third quarter 1998 earnings were credited by $ 6 million due to this change.

Other income and deductions for 1997 decreased by $ 49 million from 1996. This decrease was primarily due
to the windfall profits tax, as well as the initial expensing of Penn Fuel Gas acquisition costs.

Financing Costs
PP&L Resources reduced its long-term financing costs during the past few years by retiring long-term debt
with the proceeds from the sale of securities at a lower cost and by repurchasing PPB L preferred stock. Interest

on long-term debt and dividends on preferred stock decreased from $ 241 million in 1995 to $ 228 million in'1998,
for a total decrease of $ 13 million. Interest on short-term debt, net of capitalized interest and AFUDC borrowed
funds, increased from $ 12 million in 1995 to $ 27 million in 1998. This increase reflects PP&L Capital Funding's
commercial paper program initiated in 1998.
I

Income Taxes
Income tax expense for 1998 increased by $ 22'million, or 9.3/o, from 1997. This was primarily due to an
increase in pre-tax book income of $ 106 million.
II

Income tax expense for 1997 decreased by $ 17 million, or 6.7/o, from 1996. This was primarily due to a
decrease in pre-tax book income of $ 54 million.

Financial Condition

Capital Expenditure Requirements
The schedule below shows PP&L's current capital expenditure projections for the years 1999-2003 and
actual spending for the year 1998.
PP &L's Capital Expenditure Requirements
Projected

Actual
1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

$ 93
135

(Millions of Dollars)

Construction expenditures
Generating facilities
Transmission and distribution facilities
Environmental .
Other .

$ 97
110
13
26

$ 117
123
2
19

$ 125
125
2
19

$ 104
125
18

17

243
55
26

246
47

261

271

63

65

289
67

316
68

21

21

21

21

21

$ 324

$ 314

$ 345

'$357

$ 377

$ 405

$ 91
102
6

44

Total Construction Expenditures
Nuclear fuel owned and leased.
Other leased property
Total Capital Expenditures.

'2

71

Construction expenditures include AFUDC and Capitalized Interest which are expected to be less than $ 9.5
million in each of the years 1999-2003.
PP&L's capital expenditure projections for the years 1999-2003 total about $ 1.8 billion. Capital expenditure
plans are revised from time to time to reflect changes in conditions.

PP&L Global Unregulated Investments
PP&L Global continues to pursue opportunities to develop and acquire electric generation, transmission and
distribution facilities in the United States and abroad.

As of December 31, 1998, PP&L Global had investments of $ 671 million in distribution, transmission and
generation facilities in the U.K., Bolivia, Peru,,Argentina, Brazil, Spain, Portugal, Chile and El Salvador. PP&L
Global's major investments to date are SWEB, Emel and DelSur.
In 1998, PP&L Global acquired an additional 1,813,000 shares of Emel at a cost of approximately $ 32 million,
increasing its ownership interest to 37.5/o. In February 1998, PP&L Global and Emel acquired a 75/o interest in
DelSur, an electric distribution company serving 193,000 customers in El Salvador, for approximately $ 180
million. Under the purchase agreement, PP&L Global directly acquired 37.5/o of DelSur and Emel acquired the
other 37.5/o. Subsequently, PP&L Global and Emel acquired an additional 925,000 shares at a cost of
approximately $ 10.3 million, increasing their ownership interest to 80.45/o. DelSur is one of five electricity
distribution'companies in El Salvador that were privatized by the government. In June 1998, PP&L Global
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acquired an additional 26'/o interest in SWEB for $ 170 million, increasing its equity interest to 51'/o and its voting
interest to 49/o.
In September 1998, PPBL Global announced an agreement to acquire most of Bangor Hydro-Electric
Company's generating assets and certain transmission rights. PP&L Global will purchase 100 percent of Bangor
Hydro's hydroelectric assets and certain transmission rights, as well as its interest in an oil-fired generation
facility, for $ 89 million. The acquisition has been approved by the Maine Public Utilities Commission, and remains
subject to the approval of the FERC as well as certain third-party consents, which are expected in 1999.

PPBL Global has signed definitive agreements with Montana Power Company, Portland General Electric
Company and Puget Sound Energy, Inc. to acquire 13 Montana power plants, with 2,614 mW of generating
capacity, for a purchase price of $ 1.586 billion. The acquisition is subject to several conditions, including the
receipt of required state and federal regulatory approvals and third-party consents. In this regard, PacifiCorp, a
co-owner of Colstrip Units 3 and 4, has a right of first refusal to purchase a portion of the assets of these Units.
PPBL Global expects to complete the acquisition by the end of 1999. About 65/o of the acquisition cost is
expected to be financed on a project credit basis, non-recourse to PP&L Global and PPBL Resources. The
balance of the acquisition cost is expected to be financed through a combination of debt and equity issued by
PPB L Resources, or with funds that PPB L Resources derives from PPB L's securitization of transition costs. The
agreements also provide for PPB L Global's acquisition of related transmission assets for $ 182 million, subject to
certain conditions, including federal regulatory approval.

Acquisitions
In 1998, PPB L Resources acquired Penn Fuel Gas which, together with its subsidiaries, specializes in natural
gas distribution, transmission and storage services and the sale of propane. The transaction was treated as a
purchase for accounting and financial reporting purposes. PP&L Resources issued approximately 5.6 million
shares of common stock, with a value of approximately $ 135 million, to acquire all Penn Fuel Gas common and
preferred stock. Under the terms of the merger agreement, shareowners of Penn Fuel Gas received 6.968
common shares of PP&L Resources for each common share of Penn Fuel Gas that they owned and 0.682
common shares of PPB L Resources for each preferred share of Penn Fuel Gas that they owned.
In 1998, PPBL Resources also acquired H.T. Lyons and McClure, mechanical contractor and engineering
firms, in cash transactions for amounts that were not material. In February 1999, PP&L acquired McCarl's,
another mechanical contractor and engineering firm, in a cash transaction for an amount that was not material.

Financing and Liquidity
PPB L Resources'et cash provided by operating activities decreased by $ 140 million in 1998 compared with
1997. This decrease was primarily due to the decline in net income when adjusted for the impact of certain noncash items. Earnings in 1998 benefited from lower depreciation, higher equity earnings of unconsolidated
affiliates, regulatory credits and other non-cash transactions. Net cash provided by operating activities decreased
by $ 16 million from 1996 to 1997.

Net cash used in PPBL Resources'nvesting activities was $ 194 million higher in 1998 than 1997. This
increase was primarily due to PP&L Global's increased investment in electric energy projects, including its
additional investment in SWEB. Net cash used in investing activities was $ 141 million lower in 1997 compared
with 1996. This decrease was primarily due to lower construction expenditures by PPBL, liquidation of
subsidiaries'ong-term investments to make funds available for other investing and financing activities, and a
reduction in the amount of equity funds invested by PPB L Global.
!

Net cash used in PP&L Resources'inancing activities was $ 530 million lower in 1998 than 1997. This
reflects a $ 487 million increase in short-term debt in 1998. This short-term financing helped to fund PPBL
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Resources'419 million stock repurchase, and PP&L Global's additional investments. Net cash used in financing
activities in 1997 was $ 257 million higher than in 1996. This was primarily due to PP&L Resources'urchase of
PP&L preferred stock at a cost of $ 380 million, and the retirement of $ 210 million of long-term debt. These
outflows were partially offset by PPBL's issuance of $ 250 million of preferred securities through PPBL Capital
Trust and PPB L Capital Trust II.
From 1996 through 1998, PP&L Resources issued $ 722 million of tong-term debt. For the same period,
PPBL Resources issued $ 215 million of common. stock. Proceeds from these security sales were used, in part,
to retire $ 650 million of long-term debt to lower financing costs. During the years 1996-1998, PP&L also incurred
$ 234 million of obligations under capital leases (primarily nuclear fuel).

PP&L Capital Funding provides debt funding for PPBL Resources and its subsidiaries other than PPBL. In
order to ensure liquidity, PPB L and PPBL Capital Funding share a joint facility with a group of banks. This joint
facility is comprised of a 364-day revolving credit agreement and a five-year revolving credit agreement. In March
1998, the existing 364-day revolving credit agreement was increased from $ 150 million to $ 350 million. This
increase, when added to the $ 300 million five-year revolving credit agreement, brought to $ 650 million the total
amount of revolving credit available to PPB L and PPB L Capital Funding under the joint agreement. In November
1998, PPB L, PPB L Capital Funding, and PPB L Resources replaced the existing 364-day facility with an amended
and restated 364-day revolving credit arrangement terminating in November 1999. The five-year revolving credit
agreement expires in 2002. Separately, in July 1998, PPB L Capital Funding entered into five separate $ 80 million,
364-day credit facilities with five banks. PP&L Resources guarantees all obligations of PPBL Capital Funding
under the foregoing facilities. As of December 31, 1998, no borrowings were outstanding under any revolving
credit arrangements.

Under the PUC restructuring order of August 27, 1998, PPBL is permitted to issue transition bonds to
securitize up to $ 2.85 billion of its stranded costs. PPBL is planning to pursue such securitization later in 1999.
The proceeds will be used by PPBL to retire outstanding debt and to repurchase common stock from PPBL
Resources.
See Note 9 to Financial Statements for additional financing activities in 1998.

Financial Strategy
PPBL Resources has developed a financial strategy that is intended to position PPBL Resources for the
anticipated future competitive environment after giving effect to the PUC's Final Order, the related restructuring
charge on PP&L's books and the collection of CTC revenues during the transition period. In addition to the
securitization referenced above, PPB L Resources'inancial strategy and goals include:
(a) a common stock dividend level based on a targeted payout ratio of 45%-55% designed to maintain
PPBL Resources'uture financing flexibility;
(b) maintenance of investment grade ratings on the senior debt securities of PPBL Resources
PPBL; and

(c) the temporary use of a higher degree of leverage in PP&L Resources'apital
transition period.

and

structure during the

As the electric utility industry transitions to a competitive environment, PP&L Resources anticipates the
potential to achieve long-term returns on shareowner capital that exceed the returns that have been historically
risks are
permitted in a fully regulated business environment. At the same time, PPBL Resources'usiness
expected to increase, resulting in an increase in the potential volatility in revenue and income streams. As such,
PPB L Resources believes that a dividend payout ratio that is significantly lower than the 80%-90% payout ratio
previously experienced by PPB L Resources and the electric utility industry in general is required to better position
PP&L Resources to more effectively compete in the energy markets by increasing PP&L Resources'uture
financing flexibility. Accordingly, effective October 1, 1998, PPBL Resources'uarterly common stock dividend
was reduced to $ 0.25 per share ($ 1.00 annualized rate) from the previous level of $ 0.4175 per share ($ 1.67
annualized rate). In addition to providing an increase in PP&L Resources'uture financing flexibility, this dividend
action positions PPBL Resources'ommon stock for. potential increased growth in market value by retaining a
proportionately higher level of earnings in the business for reinvestment.

A reduction in PPB L Resources'ermanent capitalization, as well as a temporary increase in leverage, was
effected through a tender offer for 17 million shares of its common stock at $ 24.50 per share, which was financed
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by PP8L Resources through the use of short-term debt. During the transition period PP8L Resources anticipates
using internal cash flows to retire debt, with a corresponding decrease in financial leverage. The short-term debt
used by PP8L Resources was made available through the issuance of commercial paper by PP8L Capital
Funding.

Dividends on common stock are declared at the discretion of the Boards of Directors of PP8L Resources
and PP8L. PP8L Resources and PP8L will continue to consider the appropriateness of these dividend levels,
taking into account the respective financial positions, results of operations, conditions in the industry and other
factors which the respective Boards deem relevant.

Financial Indicators
The results of 1998, 1997 and 1996 were impacted by extraordinary items, other one-time adjustments and
weather. (See "Earnings" for more information.) The following financial indicators for PP8L Resources reflect the
elimination of these impacts from earnings, and provide a better measure of the underlying earnings performance
of PP&L Resources and its subsidiaries.
1998

Earnings per share,.as adjusted
Return on average common equity.
Ratio of pre-tax income to interest charges
Dividends declared per share
Book value per share .
Ratio of market price per share to book value per share

1997

1996

$ 2.07
$ 2.03
$ 2.00
1 2.23 /o
1 1.82 /o
12.03 /o
3.52
3.55
3.55
$ 1.335
$ 1.67
$ 1;67
$ 16.88
$ 16.37
$ 17.80
.

157/o

142/o

141 /o

Environmental Matters

Air
The Clean Air Act deals, in part, with acid rain, attainment of federal ambient ozone standards and toxic air
emissions. PP8L has complied with the 1995 Phase I acid rain provisions by installing continuous emission
monitors on all units, burning lower sulfur coal and installing low NO„burners on most units. To comply with the
year 2000 Phase II acid rain provisions, PP&L plans to purchase lower sulfur coal and use banked or purchased
emission allowances instead of installing FGD on its wholly owned units.,

PP8L has met the 1995 ambient ozone requirements of the Clean Air Act by reducing NO„emissions by
nearly 50/o through the use of low NO„burners. Further seasonal (i.e., 5 month) NO„reductions to 55/o and 75/o
of 1990 levels for 1999 and 2003, respectively, are specified under the Northeast Ozone Transport Region's
Memorandum of Understanding. The DEP has finalized regulations which require PP&L to reduce its ozone
seasonal NO„by 57/o beginning in 1999. PP8L plans to comply with this reduction with operational initiatives that
rely, to a large extent, on the existing low NO„burners.
The EPA has finalized new national standards for ambient levels of ground-level ozone and fine particulates.
Based in part on the new ozone standard, the EPA has finalized NO„emission limits for 22 states, including
Pennsylvania, which in effect require approximately an 80/o reduction from the 1990 level in Pennsylvania by May
2003; the state is required by September 1999 to develop plans for implementing this reduction. Pursuant to
Section 126 of the Clean Air Act, several Northeast states have petitioned the EPA to find that major sources of
NO„emissions, including PP&L's power plants, are significantly contributing to non-attainment in those states.
The EPA has proposed to find such contribution and require emissions reductions at those sources if the states
in which those sources are located fail to develop plans by September 1999 to implement the proposed 2003
limits. PP8L estimates that compliance with these emissions reduction requirements could require installation of
NO„emissions removal systems on PP8L's three largest coal-fired units, at a capital cost of approximately $ 35
million per unit. The new particulates standard may require further reductions in SO, and may expand the planned
seasonal NO„reductions to year round in the 2010-2012 timeframe.
Under the Clean Air Act, the EPA has been studying the-health effects of hazardous air emissions from
power plants and other sources, in order to determine whether those emissions should be regulated. Recently,
the EPA released a technical report of its findings to date. The EPA concluded that mercury is the power plant
air toxin of greatest concern, but that more evaluation is needed before it can determine whether regulation of air
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toxins from fossil fuel plants is necessary. The EPA is now seeking mercury and chlorine sampling and other data
from electric generating units, including PP&L's. In addition, the EPA has announced a new enforcement initiative
against older coal-fired plants. Several of PPBL's coal-fired plants could fall into this category. These EPA
initiatives could result in compliance costs for PPB L in amounts which are not now determinable but which could
be material.
Expenditures to meet the 2000 acid rain and 1999 NO„reduction requirements are included in the table of
projected construction expenditures in the section entitled "Financial Condition Capital Expenditure
Requirements." PP&L currently estimates that additional capital expenditures and operating, costs for
environmental compliance under the Clean Air Act will be incurred beyond 2002 in amounts which are not now
determinable but which could be material.

—

Water and Residual Waste
PPBL has installed dry fly ash handling systems at most of its power stations, which reduces waste water
discharge. In other cases, PPB L has modified the existing facilities to allow continued operation of the ash basins
under a DEP permit. Any groundwater contamination caused by the basins must also be addressed.

Groundwater degradation related to fuel oil leakage from underground facilities and seepage from coal refuse
disposal areas and coal storage piles has been identified at several PPBL generating stations. Remedial work
related to oil leakage is substantially completed at two generating stations. At this time, the only other remedial
work being planned is to abate a localized groundwater degradation problem associated with a waste disposal
impoundment at the Montour plant.
The final NPDES permit for the Montour plant contains stringent limits for iron and chlorine discharges.
Depending on the results of a toxic reduction study, additional water treatment facilities or operational changes
may be needed at this plant.
Capital expenditures through the year 2003 to correct groundwater degradation at fossil-fueled generating
stations, and to address waste water control at PPBL facilities are included in the table of construction
expenditures in the section entitled "Financial Condition Capital Expenditure Requirements." In this regard,
PPBL currently estimates that $ 5.5 million of additional capital expenditures may be required in the next four
years to close some of the ash basins and address other ash basin issues at various generating plants. Additional
capital expenditures could be required beyond the year 2003 in amounts which are not now determinable but
which could be material. Actions taken to correct groundwater degradation, to comply with the DEP's regulations
and to address waste water control are also expected to result in increased operating costs in amounts which
are not now determinable but which could be material.

—

Superfund and Other Remediation
In 1995, PPB L entered into a consent order with the DEP to address a number of sites where PPBL may be
liable for remediation of contamination. This may include potential PCB contamination at certain PPBL
substations and pole sites; potential contamination at a number of coal gas manufacturing facilities formerly
owned and operated by PP&L; and oil or other contamination which may exist at some of PPBL's former
generating facilities. As of December 31, 1998, PP&L has completed work on slightly more than half of the sites
included in the consent order.
In 1996, Penn Fuel Gas entered into a similar consent order with the DEP to address a number of its sites
where Penn Fuel Gas may be liable for remediation of contamination. The sites primarily include former coal gas
manufacturing facilities. Prior to PPBL Resources acquiring Penn Fuel Gas on August 21, 1998, Penn Fuel Gas
had obtained a "no further action" determination from the DEP for two of the 20 sites covered by the order.

At December 31, 1998, PPBL had accrued approximately $ 6 million and Penn Fuel Gas had accrued $ 15
million, representing the respective amounts PP&L and Penn Fuel Gas can reasonably estimate they will have to
spend to remediate sites involving the removal of hazardous or toxic substances, including those covered by each
company's consent orders mentioned above. Future cleanup or remediation work at sites currently under review,
or at sites not currently identified, may result in material additional operating costs for PPBL or Penn Fuel Gas,
which neither company can estimate at this time. In addition, certain federal and state statutes, including
Superfund and the Pennsylvania Hazardous Sites Cleanup Act, empower certain governmental agencies, such
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as the EPA and the DEP, to seek compensation from the responsible parties for the lost value of damaged natural
resources. The EPA and the DEP may file such compensation claims against the parties, including PPB L or Penn
Fuel Gas, held responsible for cleanup of such sites. Such natural resource damage claims against PP&L or
Penn Fuel Gas could result in material additional liabilities.

General

,

Due to the environmental issues discussed above or other environmental matters, PP&L may be required to
modify, replace or cease operating certain facilities to comply with statutes, regulations and actions by regulatory
bodies or courts. In this regard, PP&L also may incur capital expenditures, operating expenses and other costs
in amounts which are not now determinable but which could be material.

increasing Competition
Background
The electric utility industry has experienced and will continue to experience a significant increase in the level
of competition in the energy supply market. PPB L has publicly expressed its support for full customer choice of
electricity suppliers for all customer classes. PP&L is'actively involved in efforts at both the state and federal
levels to encourage a smooth transition to full competition.
Pennsylvania Activities
Reference is made to Note 3 to Financial Statements
restructuring plan under the Customer Choice Act.

for a discussion of the disposition of PP&L's

In August 1997, the PUC issued an order modifying and approving PPB L's pilot program under the applicable
provisions of the Customer Choice Act and PUC guidelines. Retail customers participating in the PPBL and other
Pennsylvania utilities'ilot programs began to receive power from their supplier of choice in November 1997.
Under its pilot program, approximately 60,000 PPB L residential, commercial and industrial customers chose their

electric supplier. PPBL continued to provide all transmission and distribution, customer service and back-up
energy supply services to participating customers in its service area.

Only those alternative suppliers licensed by the PUC and in compliance with the state tax obligations set forth
in the Customer Choice Act could participate in the pilot programs. Approximately 87 suppliers obtained such
licenses to participate in the pilot programs.
Reference is also made to "PUC Restructuring Proceeding" for a discussion of the settlement approved by
the PUC which requires, among other things, that PP&L transfer its retail electric marketing function to a separate,
affiliated corporation. In August 1998, PP&L formed a new subsidiary, PP&L EnergyPlus, for this purpose. In
September 1998, the PUC approved PPBL EnergyPlus'pplication to act as a Pennsylvania EGS. This license
permits PPB L EnergyPlus to offer retail electric supply to participating customers in PP&L's service territory and
in the service territories of other Pennsylvania utilities. In 1999, PPBL EnergyPlus will offer such supply to
industrial and commercial customers throughout the state. At this time, PPB L EnergyPlus has determined not to
pursue residential customers in the competitive marketplace based on economic considerations.
In September 1998, the PUC issued an Order which, in part, directed Pennsylvania utilities which are
members of PJM, including PPBL, to offer their installed capacity at a price of $ 19.72 per kilowatt-year (Capacity
Order). PPBL brought an action in the District Court seeking an injunction against the Capacity Order on the
basis, among other things, that it attempted to regulate matters within exclusive federal jurisdiction. In October
1998, PPBL entered into a settlement agreement with the PUC under which (i) PPBL will offer to sell capacity
credits to EGS's licensed by the PUC at the equivalent of $ 19.72 per kilowatt-year prior to June 1, 1999
(increasing to $ 22.41 per kilowatt-year from June 1, 1999 through December 31, 1999) for service to PP&L
residential customers; (ii) all PPB L residential customers will be permitted to select an EGS in January 1999; (iii)
the PUC will withdraw the Capacity Order as to PP&L; and (iv) PPBL will withdraw its federal court action against
the Capacity Order.
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Federal Activities
Reference is made to Note 4 to Financial Statements "Accounting for the Effects of Certain Types of
R'egulation," for a discussion of PPB L's settlement with 15 small utilities.
In June 1997, all of the PJM companies except PECO (the PJM Supporting Companies) filed proposals with
the FERC to amend the PJM tariff and restructure the PJM pool. PECO filed a separate request with the FERC
to amend the PJM tariff. Furthermore, PECO and certain electric marketers submitted significantly different
proposals to restructure the PJM pool.

with certain modifications, the PJM Supporting
for transforming the PJM into an ISO. In summary, the FERC order: (i) approved the PJM's open
access transmission rates based on geographic zones, but required PJM to file a single PJM system-wide rate
proposal by 2002; (ii) accepted the PJM Supporting Companies'ethodology to price transmission when the
system is congested and to charge these congestion costs to system users in addition to the open access
transmission rates, but ordered PJM to file an additional proposal to address concerns raised over price certainty
for buyers and sellers during periods of congestion; (iii) determined that the ISO is to operate both the
transmission system and the power exchange which provides for the purchase and sale of spot energy within the
PJM market; and (iv) accepted the PJM Supporting Companies'roposal regarding mandatory, installed capacity
obligations for all entities serving firm retail and wholesale load within PJM, but rejected their proposal for
allocating the capacity benefits which result from PJM's ability to import power from other regional power pools.
In November 1997, the FERC approved,

Companies'roposals

The PJM Supporting Companies and numerous other parties have filed requests for amendment and/or
rehearing of virtually every portion of the FERC's PJM ISO order. PPBL also has filed its own request for
amendment and/or rehearing. The FERC has not yet taken action on these filings. PPB L's primary issue with the
FERC's order relates to a requirement that existing wholesale contracts for sales service and transmission service
be modified to have the new PJM transmission tariff applied to service under these existing contracts and the
requirement that PPB L modify these contracts to ensure that customers are not assessed multiple transmission
charges. In an order issued in May 1998, the FERC allowed PPBL to request an increase in the revenue
requirement applicable to transmission service over PP&L's transmission facilities to the extent that PPBL has
otherwise unrecovered transmission costs as a result of the contract modifications. PP&L filed the proposed
increase to its transmission revenue requirement in July 1998. In October 1998, PPBL filed a settlement
agreement among the active parties in that proceeding, which was approved by the FERC in December 1998.
In July 1997, the FERC accepted a new wholesale power tariff that permits PPB L to sell capacity and energy
at market-based rates, both inside and outside the PJM area, subject to certain conditions. This tariff allows PP&L
to become more active in the wholesale market with utilities and other entities, and removes pricing restrictions
which in the past had limited PP&L to charging at or below cost-based rates.
In July 1998, the FERC accepted amendments to PPB L's market-based rate tariff that permit PP&L to sell,
assign or transfer transmission rights and associated ancillary services. In October 1998, the FERC accepted a
proposed amendment to PP&L's market-based rate tariff to permit PPB L to sell electric energy and/or capacity to
its affiliates under specified conditions.

In September 1998, PPBL filed its EGS Coordination Tariff with the FERC. The EGS Coordination Tariff
applies to entities licensed to serve retail electricity customers under the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's retail
access program. The purpose of the EGS Coordination Tariff is to permit PP&L to provide EGS's with certain
FERC-jurisdictional services which will facilitate the ability of EGS's to meet their obligations under the PJM Open
Access Transmission Tariff and related agreements of the PJM. The FERC accepted the EGS Coordination Tariff
for filing in October 1998 but in a later order stated that it would issue a decision holding that the EGS
Coordination Tariff did not need to be filed with the FERC. That decision has not yet been
issued.'n

September 1997, PPB L filed a request with the FERC to lower the applicable PPB L revenue requirement
currently set forth in the PJM open access transmission tariff. The new revenue requirement results from PP&L's
use of the same test year and cost support data used in the PUC restructuring proceeding. PP&L requested that
the new revenue requirement take effect on November 1, 1997. In February 1998, the FERC accepted the
proposed rates, subject to refund, and set the amount of the decrease in the revenue requirement for hearing. In
October 1998, PP&L filed a settlement agreement among the active parties in that proceeding, which was
accepted by the FERC in December 1998.
I

Reference is made to "Pennsylvania Activities" above for a discussion of PPBL's new retail electric
marketing subsidiary, PPB L EnergyPlus. PPB L EnergyPlus filed an application with the FERC in September 1998
for authority to sell electric energy and capacity at market-based rates, and for authority to sell, assign or transfer
transmission rights and associated ancillary services. The FERC accepted PPBL EnergyPlus'pplication in
December 1998. Also, in September 1998, PPB L filed a notification of change in status with the FERC to report
PP&L's affiliation with PPBL EnergyPlus. Pursuant to FERC requirements, PPBL has a filed code of conduct
governing its relationship with affiliates that engage in the sale and/or transmission of electric energy.

Year 2000
PPBL Resources and its subsidiaries utilize computer-based systems throughout their businesses. In the
year 2000, these systems will face a potentially serious problem with recognizing calendar dates. Without
corrective action, the most reasonable worst case scenario regarding Year 2000 issues could result in computer
shutdown or erroneous calculations causing operational problems at the generating stations; diminished ability to
monitor, control and coordinate generation with the transmission and distribution systems; and adverse impacts
on the operation of various monitoring and metering equipment utilized throughout PPB L. A Company-wide Year
2000 coordination committee was formed to raise the awareness of the Year 2000 issue, share information and
review the progress towards compliance. A seven-step approach was developed to achieve Year 2000
compliance by assessing and remediating the problem in application software, hardware, plant control systems
and devices containing embedded microprocessors. The seven steps in the plan include awareness, inventory,
assessment, remediation, testing, implementation, and contingency planning. PPB L Resources has identified and
communicated with critical suppliers, such as fuel suppliers, in order to obtain assurances that they are in
compliance with Year 2000 issues. The majority of the responses from these parties are favorable, with some
responses still being evaluated and followed-up as appropriate.
Delivery of electricity is dependent on the overall reliability of the electric grid. PPBL is cooperating and
coordinating with the North American Electric Reliability Council and the PJM Interconnection regarding Year
2000 remediation efforts.

As of December 31, 1998, PPBL Resources estimates that approximately 75% of mainframe applications
that will remain in production have been determined as being Year 2000 compliant. It is anticipated that all
mission-critical systems (i.e. mainframe, embedded technologies, and client server applications) will be Year 2000
ready by July 1, 1999 and all systems ready by November 30, 1999. Year 2000 compliant means computer
systems or equipment with date-sensitive chips will accurately process date and time data. Year 2000 ready
means that the computer systems or equipment with date-sensitive chips can be used on January 1, 2000, and
beyond, but are not fully year 2000 compliant.
PPBL has basic contingency plans in place to address issues such as blackouts on the electrical grid, cold
starts of generating facilities and disaster recovery procedures for the computing environment. PPB L recognizes
that additional contingency plans may be necessary and, as part of the seven-step remediation process,
continues to work on identifying and developing additional contingency plans that may be needed.
In May 1998, the NRC issued a notification requirement under which nuclear utilities are required to inform
the NRC, in writing, that they are working to solve the Year 2000 computer problem. In addition, nuclear utilities
have until July 1, 1999 to inform the NRC that their computers are Year 2000 compliant/ready or to submit a
status report summarizing the on-going work. PPB L filed its written response, detailing its Year 2000 compliance
activities, with the NRC in August 1998.
In July 1998, the PUC initiated a non-adversarial investigation to be conducted by the Office of Administrative

Law Judge "to accurately assess any and all steps taken and proposed to be taken to resolve the Year 2000
compliance issue by all jurisdictional fixed utilities and mission-critical service providers such as the PJM." The
PUC required all jurisdictional utilities to file a written response to a list of questions concerning Year 2000
compliance; and that, if mission-critical systems cannot be made Year 2000 compliant on or before March 31,
1999, to file a detailed contingency plan by that date. PPB L filed its written response to these questions in August
1998 and in November 1998 submitted testimony to the PUC that the Company would have its mission-critical
systems Year 2000 ready by July 1, 1999 and all systems ready by November 30, 1999.
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At this time, PP8L has achieved the following completion percentages on the seven steps referenced above
for Year 2000 compliance: awareness, 87/o, inventory, 97/o, assessment, 87/o, remediation, 70/o, testing, 72/o,.
implementation, 56/o, and additional contingency plans (beyond the basic plans referenced above), 16/o.,
Based upon present assessments, PP&L Resources estimates that it will incur approximately $ 15 million in
Year 2000,remediation costs. Through December 31, 1998, PP8L Resources spent approximately $ 8 million in
remediation costs, which included assistance from outside consultants. These costs are being funded through
internally generated funds and are being expensed as incurred.
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Report of Independent Accountants

To the Shareowners and Board of Directors
of PPBL Resources, Inc.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated balance sheet and consolidated statements of preferred
stock, of company-obligated mandatorily redeemable preferred securities and of long-term debt and the related
consolidated statements of income, of cash flows and of shareowners'ommon equity present fairly, in all
material respects, the consolidated financial position of PP8L Resources, Inc. and subsidiaries (the "Company" ) N
at December 31, 1998 and 1997, and the consolidated results of their operations and their cash flows for each of
the three years in the period ended December 31, 1998, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management; our responsibility is
to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our audits of these
statements in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards which require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements, assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for
the opinion expressed above.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
February 1, 1999
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PP&L RESOURCES, INC.
MANAGEMENT'S REPORT ON RESPONSIBILITY FOR FINANCIALSTATEMENTS
The management of PP8L Resources, Inc. is responsible for the preparation, integrity and objectivity of the
consolidated financial statements and all other sections of this annual report. The financial statements were
prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and the Uniform System of Accounts
prescribed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. In preparing the financial statements, management
makes informed estimates and judgments of the expected effects of events and transactions based upon currently
available 'facts and circumstances. Management believes that the financial statements are free of material
misstatement and present fairly the financial position, results of operations and cash flows of PP8L Resources.

PP8L Resources'onsolidated financial statements have been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
(PricewaterhouseCoopers), independent certified public accountants. PricewaterhouseCoopers'ppointment
as
auditors was previously ratified by the shareowners.
Management
has
made
available to
PricewaterhouseCoopers all PP8L Resources'inancial records and related data, as well as the minutes of
shareowners'nd 'irectors'eetings.
Management
believes that all representations
to
PricewaterhouseCoopers during its audit were valid and appropriate.

'ade

PP8L Resources maintains a system of internal control designed to provide reasonable, but not absolute,
assurance as to the integrity and reliability of the financial statements, the protection of assets from unauthorized
use or disposition and the prevention and detection of fraudulent financial reporting. The concept of reasonable
assurance recognizes that the cost of a system of internal control should not exceed the benefits derived and
that there are inherent limitations in the effectiveness of any system of internal control.
Fundamental to the control system is the selection and training of qualified personnel, an organizational
structure that provides appropriate segregation of duties, the utilization of written policies and procedures and the
"continual monitoring of the system for compliance. In addition, PP8L Resources maintains an internal auditing
program to evaluate PP8L Resources'ystem of internal control for adequacy, application and compliance.
Management considers the internal auditors'nd PricewaterhouseCoopers'ecommendations
concerning its
system of internal control and has taken actions which are believed to be cost-effective in the circumstances to
respond appropriately to these recommendations. Management believes that PP8L Resources'ystem of internal
control is adequate to accomplish the objectives discussed in this report.

The Board of Directors, acting through its Audit and Corporate Responsibility Committee, oversees
management's responsibilities in the preparation of the financial statements. In performing this function, the Audit
and Corporate Responsibility Committee, which is composed of four independent directors, meets periodically
with management, the internal auditors and the independent certified public accountants to review the work of
each. The independent certified public accountants and the internal auditors have free access to the Audit and
Corporate Responsibility Committee and to the Board of Directors, without management present, to discuss
internal accounting control, auditing and financial reporting matters.

Management also recognizes its responsibility for fostering a strong ethical climate so that PP&L
are conducted according to the highest standards of personal and corporate conduct. This responsibility is
characterized and reflected in the business policies and guidelines of PP8L Resources'perating subsidiaries.
These policies and guidelines address: the necessity of ensuring open communication within PP8L Resources;
potential conflicts of interest; proper procurement activities; compliance with all applicable laws, including those
relating to financial disclosure; and the confidentiality of proprietary information.
Resources'ffairs

Q~~ g-.

Irk

~

William F. Hecht
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

John R. Biggar
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
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'CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME
PP&L Resources, Inc. and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars, except per share data)
1998

1997

1996

$ 2,410
35
1 223
118

$ 2,397

$ 2,428

466

448

504
513
184
385
204

352
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16

2,959

2,277

827

800

2,116
810

Operating Revenues
Electric operations
Gas operations
Wholesale energy marketing and trading activities
Energy related businesses (Note 1).
Total Operating Revenues .

3,786

Operating Expenses
Operation
Cost of electric fuel
Cost of natural gas and propane
Energy purchases.
Other operating
Maintenance .
Depreciation and amortization (Note 1).
Taxes, other than income (Note 6) .
Energy related businesses (Note 1) .
Total Operating Expenses .

480
13
1,060

605
182
338
188
93

Operating Income
Other Income and (Deductions)
Income Before Interest and Income Taxes
Interest Expense .
Income Before Income Taxes and Extraordinary Items
Income Taxes (Note 6)
Income Before Extraordinary items
Extraordinary Items (net of $ 666 income taxes) (Note 4)
Income (Loss) Before Dividends on Preferred Stock
Preferred Stock Dividend Requirements.

66

531
191

375
203

(28)

893
230

772
215

831

663
259

557
237

611

404
(948)

320

357

(544)
25

320
24

357
28

$

(569) $

296

$

329

$

2.29 $
(5.75)

1.80

$

2.05

Net Income (Loss).

$ (3.46) $

1.80

$

2.05

Dividends Declared per Share of Common Stock
(a) Based on average number of shares outstanding (thousands) ..

$ 1.335
164,651

.

Net Income (Loss)

220
254

Earnings Per Share of Common Stock
Basic and Diluted (a):
Income Before Extraordinary Items
Extraordinary Items (net of tax)

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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$ 1.67
164,550

$ 1.67
161,060

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
PP&L Resources, Inc. and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Net income (loss) from continuing operations
Extraordinary items (net of income taxes of $ 666).
Net income before extraordinary items
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided b y operating activities
Depreciation and amortization
Amortization of property under capital leases
Equity in (earnings)/loss of unconsolidated affiliates.
Regulatory debits and credits
Deferred income taxes and investment tax credits .
Change in current assets and current liabilities
Fuel inventories .
Other
Other operating activities net
Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Property, plant and equipment expenditures
Proceeds from sale of nuclear fuel to trust .
Purchases of available-for-sale securities.
Sales and maturities of available-for-sale securities .
Investments in unconsolidated affiliates
Purchases and sales of other financial investments net
Other investing activities net
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash Flows From Financing Activities
Issuance of long-term debt
Issuance of common stock
Purchase of treasury stock
Issuance of Company-obligated mandatorily redeemable pre ferred securities of
subsidiary trusts holding solely parent debentures
Retirement of long-term debt
Purchase of subsidiary's preferred stock (net of premium an d associated costs) ..
Payments on capital lease obligations.
Common and preferred dividends paid .
Net increase(decrease) in short-term debt
Other financing activities net
Net cash used in financing activities
Net Increase (Decrease) In Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and Cash Equivalents at Beginning of Period .
Cash and Cash Equivalents at End of Period

— .........

—

—

—

„1996

1998

1997

$ (569)

$ 296

$ 329

379

296

329

338
58
(49)
(61)
.12

385
68
2
(36)

375
86
(13)
(10)

(948)

18

(9)
(33)
2

(13)
46

(14)
(35)
75

637

777

793

(304)
54
(15)
70
(306)
4
12

(310)
60
(72)

(360)
93
(600)

11

111

(485)

(152)
76
(4)
(291)

495

111

62
(419)

631

'201)
5

(432)
116
77

76

250
(210)
(369)
(68)
(298)
(9)
(20)
(537)

(86)
(296)

101

20

$ 195

$ 50

$ 101

$ 237
$ 248

$ 208
$ 244

$ 213
$ 286

(295)
(58)
(278)
487
(1)

(7)
145
50

(145)

55
(1)

(280)

(51),

81

Supplemental Disclosures of Cash Flow Information
Cash paid during the period for:
Interest (net of amount capitalized)
Income taxes .

.

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AT DECEMBER 31,
PP&L Resources, Inc. and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)
1998,

1997

Assets
Property, Plant and Equipment

—

Electric utility plant in service net (Note 1)
Transmission and distribution
Generation
General and intangible .

$ 2,179
1,601

—
—

Construction work in progress at cost
Nuclear fuel owned and leased net.
Electric utility plant net
Gas and oil utility plant net
Other property net

—

—

—

$ 2,160

223

4,022
232

4,003

6,414

117
162

185
167

4,282

23

6,766
30
24

4,480

6,820

688
206

175

Investments
Investment in unconsolidated affiliates at equity (Note 1) .
Nuclear plant decommissioning trust fund (Notes 1 and 7)
Financial investments (Notes 1 and 8)
Other (Note 8)

1

377
163
52

11

13

906

605

195

50

173
125

190
48

106
66
207
15
61

90
37
200
28
52

948

695

Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 1) .
Accounts receivable (less reserve: 1998, $ 16; 1997, $ 16)
Utility customers
Other .
Unbilled revenues
Utility customers
Other .
Fuel, materials and supplies at average cost.
Prepayments .
Other.

—

Regulatory Assets and Other Noncurrent Assets (Note 4)
Recoverable transition costs
Other.

.

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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2,819
454

1,365

3 273

1,365

$ 9,607

$ 9,485

-'-

1998

1997

Liabilities
Capitalization
Common equity
Common stock.
Capital in excess of par value
Treasury stock.
Earnings reinvested (Note 4) .
Capital stock expense and other ..

2

$

1,866
(419)
372
(31)
1,790

Preferred stock
With sinking fund requirements.
Without sinking fund requirements
Company-obligated mandatorily redeemable preferred securities of subsidiary trusts
holding solely company debentures.
Long-term debt .

$

2
1,669

1,164
(26)
2,809

47
50

47
50

250
2,983

250
2,585

5,120

5,741

636

135
150
58

,

,

Current Liabilities
Short-term debt (Note 9) .
Long-term debt due within one year .
Capital lease obligations due within one year
Above market NUG purchases due within one year (Note 4)
Accounts payable
Taxes and interest accrued .
Dividends payable.
Other

Deferred Credits and Other Noncurrent Liabilities
Deferred income taxes and investment tax credits (Note 6)
Above market NUG purchases (Note 4)
Capital lease obligations.
Other (Notes 1 and 7).

.

1

59
105
197
95
46
128

140
102
76
108

1,267

769

1,574
775
109
762

2,221

3,220

2,975

$ 9,607

$ 9,485

113
641

Commitments and Contingent Liabilities (Note 14).

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF SHAREOWNERS'OMMON EQUITY
PP&L Resources, Inc. and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Doliars)
For the Years Ended December 31,

2 $

Common stock at beginning of year.
Sale of common stock .
Common stock at end of year

1996

1997

1998

2 $

.

Capital in excess of par value at beginning of year
Common stock issued (b)
Common stock issued for purchase of Penn Fuel Gas (see
Note 11)

1,669
62

1,513
77

1,596
76

135

Other.

(3)

Capital in excess of par value at end of year
Treasury stock at beginning of year.
Purchase of treasury stock .

Treasury stock at end of year .
Earnings reinvested at beginning of year
Net income (loss) .
Cash dividends declared on common stock.
Earnings reinvested at end of year.
Capital stock expense and other at beginning of year

1,669

1,596

1,164
(569)
(223)

1,143
296
(275)

1,083
329
(269)

372

1,164

1,143

1,866
(419)
(419)

.... ~........

Other.

(26)
(5)

4
(30)

Capital stock expense and other at end of year

(31)

(26)

1,790 $

2,809 $

Total Shareowners'ommon
Common
Common
Common
Common

stock
stock
stock
stock

Equity

shares at beginning of year (a)
issued (b)
issued for purchase of Penn Fuel Gas
purchased .

$

............

Common stock shares at end of year

166,248,284 162,665,416
3,582,868
2,604,369
5,555,522
(16,996,129)
157,412,046 166,248,284

(1)

5

2,745

159,403,266
3,262,150

162,665,416

(a) $ .01 par value, 390,000,000 share authorized. Each share entitles the holder to one vote on any question
presented to any shareowners'eeting.
(b) Common stock issued through the ESOP and the DRIP.

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF PREFERRED STOCK AT DECEMBER 31,
PP&L Resources, Inc. and Subsidiaries (a)
(Millions of Dollars)
Outstanding
1998

1997(b)

$ 25

$ 25

Shares
Outstanding
1998(b)

Shares
Authorized

PP&L
Preferred

Stock-$ 100 par, cumulative

4Vzo/o .

Series

......................,.....

72
$ 97

530,189
72, 4,133,556

'29,936
10,000,000

$ 97

Details of Preferred Stock(c)
Sinking Fund
Provisions

u""n"'ng
1998(b)

With Sinking Fund Requirements
Series Preferred
5 95'/o
6 05/0
6.125'/o.
6.15'/o
6.33'/o

Without Sinking Fund Requirements
4~4'/o Preferred
Series Preferred
3.35o/o
4.40o/o

4.60'/o
6.75'/o

Increases(Decreases)

$

1

1997(b)

$

1

Shares
Outstanding
1998(b)

Optional
Redemption
Price Per
Share

300,000
250,000
1,150,000
250,000
1,000,000

(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)

31

31

10
5

10
5

$ 47

$ 47

$ 25

$25

530,189

$ 110.00

41,783
228,773
63,000
850,000

103.50
102.00
103.00

2

2

11

11

3
9

3
9

$50

$50

Shares to be
Redeemed
Annually(f)

Redemption
Period

10,000

April 2001
(e)

100,000
50,000

2003-2008
April 2003
July 2003

(d)

in Preferred Stock

There were no issuances or redemptions of preferred stock in 1998, 1997 or 1996.
(a) Each share of PP&L's preferred stock entitles the holder to one vote on any question presented to PP8L's

shareowners'eetings.

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

There were 10,000,000 shares of PP8L Resources'referred stock and 5,000,000
shares of PP&L's preference stock authorized; none were outstanding at December 31, 1998 and 1997.
In 1997, and continuing in 1998, PP8L Resources acquired 79.11/o ($ 369 million par value) of the
outstanding preferred stock of PP8L in a tender offer. At December 31, 1998, these shares have not been
retired or redeemed. The par value of PP8L preferred stock acquired by PP8L Resources has been
eliminated for purposes of providing consolidated financial statements.
The involuntary liquidation price of the preferred stock is $ 100 per share. The optional voluntary liquidation
price is the optional redemption price per share in effect, except for the 4-1l2/o Preferred Stock for which
such price is $ 100 per share (plus in each case any unpaid dividends).
These series of preferred stock are not redeemable prior to the following years: 5.95/o, 2001; 6.05/o, 2002;
6. I 25/o, 6. I5/o, 6.33/o and 6.75'/o, 2QQ3.
Shares to be redeemed annually on October 1 as follows: 2003-2007, 57,500; 2008, 22,500.
After giving effect to the preferred stock tender offer.

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPANY-OBLIGATEDMANDATORILY
REDEEMABLE PREFERRED SECURITIES AT DECEMBER 31,
.

PP&L Resources, Inc. and Subsidiaries(a)
(Millions of Dollars)
Outstanding
Company-Obligated Mandatorily Redeemable
Preferred Securities of Subsidiary Trusts Holding
Solely Company Debentures $ 25 per security
8.10%.
8.20/o.

Outstanding

1998

1997

1998

Authorized

Maturity(b)

$ 150
100

$ 150
100

6,000,000
4,000,000

6,000,000
4,000,000

July 2002
April 2002

$ 250

$ 250

—

for the issuance of a total of $ 250 million of company-obligated mandatorily
redeemable preferred securities of subsidiary trusts holding solely company debentures by PPBL Capital
Trust and PPBL Capital Trust II, two Delaware statutory business trusts. These preferred securities are
supported by a corresponding amount of junior subordinated deferrable interest debentures issued by PPBL
to the trusts. PPBL owns all of the common securities, representing the remaining undivided beneficial
ownership interest in the assets of the trusts. The proceeds derived from the issuance of the Preferred
Securities and the common securities were used by PPB L Capital Trust and PPB L Capital Trust II to acquire
$ 103 million and $ 155 million principal amount of Junior Subordinated Deferrable Interest Debentures,
("Subordinated Debentures" ) respectively. PPBL has guaranteed all of the trusts'bligations under the
Preferred Securities. The proceeds of the sale of these preferred securities were loaned by PPBL to PPBL
Resources for the tender offer for PPB L preferred stock.
(b) The preferred securities are subject to mandatory redemption, in whole or in part, upon the repayment of the
Subordinated Debentures at maturity or their earlier redemption. At the option of PPBL, the Subordinated
Debentures are redeemable on and after the dates shown above in whole at any time or in part from time to
time. The amount of preferred securities subject to such mandatory redemption will be equal to the amount
of related Subordinated Debentures maturing or being redeemed. The redemption price is $ 25 per security
plus an amount equal to accumulated and unpaid distributions to the date of redemption.

(a)

In 1997 PPBL arranged

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF LONG-TERM DEBT AT DECEMBER 31,

PP&L Resources, Inc. and Subsidiaries
(Millions of Dollars)

Outstanding
1997

1998

First Mortgage Bonds(a)
5'A%
6%

$ 125
150
100
625 (c)
200
100
815
150

7%4%
67i6%

6%% to 67i6%
7.70%
7%%
6F4% to 9%%
7 30%
First Mortgage Pollution Control Bonds(a)
6.40% Series H.
5.50% Series I
6.40% Series J
6.15% Series K
Unsecured promissory notes
Pollution Control Revenue Bonds
Unamortized (discount) and premium

—net

Less amount due within one year
Total PP8L long-term debt.........

$ 150
125
150
100
425
200
100
815
150

90
53
116
55

90
53
116
55

2,579

2,529

9

116
9

2,588
(19)
2,569

2,654
(21)
2,633
150

2,569

2,483

Maturity(b)

April 1, 1998
June 1, 2000
May 1, 2002
February 1, 2003
2004-2008
2009-2013(d)
2014-2018
2019-2023
2024-2028

November 1, 2021
February 15, 2027
September 1, 2029
'ugust 1, 2029

Additional PP&L Resources, Inc.
Medium Term Notes
5.75% to 6.84%
Unsecured Promissory Notes

397 (e)

102

2000-2007

18

415
Less amount due within one year
Total PP8L Resources long-term debt

102

1

$ 2,983

$ 2,585

(a) Substantially all owned electric utility plant is subject to the lien of PP8L's Mortgage.
(b) Aggregate long-term debt maturities through 2003 are (millions of dollars): 2000, $ 235; 2001, $ 70; 2002,
$ 150; 2003, $ 185. There are no bonds outstanding that have sinking fund requirements.
(c) In May 1998, PP8L issued $ 200 million First Mortgage Bonds, 6Ve% Reset Put Securities Series due 2006.
In connection with this issuance, PP&L assigned to a third party the option to call the bonds from the holders
on May 1, 2001. These bonds will mature on May 1, 2006, but will be required to be surrendered by the
existing holders on May 1, 2001 either through the exercise of the call option by the callholder or, if such
option is not exercised, through the automatic exercise of a mandatory put by the trustee on behalf of the
bondholders. If the call option is exercised, the bonds will be remarketed and the interest rate will be reset
for the remainder of their term to the maturity date. If the call option is not exercised, the mandatory put will
be exercised and PP&L will be required to repurchase the bonds at 100% of their principal amount on May
1, 2001. Proceeds from the sale of the bonds were used by PP&L to retire $ 116 million of its unsecured term
loans and to reduce its outstanding commercial paper balances.
(d) Any registered owner of these bonds has the right to require PP8L to redeem such owner's bonds on
October 1, 1999 at a price of 100% of the principal amount.
(e) In 1998, PP&L Capital Funding issued $ 295 million of medium-term notes with maturities varying from two to
seven years.
See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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NOTES TO FINANCIALSTATEMENTS
Terms and abbreviations appearing in Notes to Financial Statements are explained in the glossary.
1

~

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Business and Consolidation
As of December 31, 1998, PPB L Resources was the parent holding company of PP&L, PP&L Global, PPBL
Spectrum, PP&L Capital Funding, Penn Fuel Gas, H.T. Lyons and McClure.

The financial condition and results of operations of PPBL and PPB L Global are currently the principal factors
affecting PP&L Resources'inancial condition and results of operations. PP&L provides electricity delivery service
in eastern and central Pennsylvania, sells retail electricity throughout Pennsylvania, and markets wholesale
electricity in 28 states and Canada. PPB L Global is an international independent power company.
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of PP&L Resources and its direct and indirect
subsidiaries. All significant intercompany transactions have been eliminated.
Less than 50% owned affiliates are accounted for using the equity method. These affiliates consist principally
of PP&L's investment in Safe Harbor Water Power Corporation and investments held by PPBL Global.

All direct and indirect affiliates of PPBL Resources report their results on a current basis, except for PPBL
Global. Effective in 1998, PP&L Global records the results of its majority owned affiliates on a one-month lag.
PPB L Global records the results of affiliates in which it holds a minority interest on a one-quarter lag. Recording
these results on a lag basis allows PP&L Global to close its books in a timely manner to coincide with the closing
of PPBL Resources'ooks.

Reclassification
Certain amounts in the 1997 and 1996 financial statements have been reclassified to conform to the current
presentation.

The most significant reclassifications have been made in the Consolidated Statement of Income. This
Statement has been modified to better reflect the changing nature of the business from a regulated electric utility
to a full-service provider of retail and wholesale energy and related products and services. The operating
revenues and expenses of PPBL Global, PPBL Spectrum, McClure, and H.T. Lyons are reflected as "Energy
Related Businesses," as components of "Operating Income." Previously, the results of non-regulated affiliates
were included in "Other Income and (Deductions)" in PPBL Resources'tatement of Income. In addition, the
revenues generated by PPBL's wholesale energy and trading activities are now separately disclosed. Also,
income taxes are no longer reflected as "Operating Expense," which was the traditional disclosure used by
utilities. Lastly, nuclear decommissioning expense had historically been classified as "Other operating" expense.
These expenses have been reclassified as depreciation expense.

—

On the Consolidated Balance Sheet, "Electric utility plant in service net" at December 31, 1997 has been
reclassified to separately disclose generation plant, which is no longer subject to the regulatory accounting
provisions of SFAS 71, "Accounting for the Effects of Certain Types of Regulation." See Note 4 for further
information.

Management's Estimates
These financial statements have been prepared using information which represents management's

best

estimates of existing conditions. Actual results could differ from these estimates.
Significant estimates were required in recording the effect of the PUC restructuring outcome. The impairment
write-down of certain generation plant was dependent on projections of future cash flows and capacity factors.
Cash flow projections and the resulting impact on the fair value determination of these generating facilities are
subject to future re-evaluation. In addition, the liabilities recorded for above-market purchases from NUGs were
based on estimated generation by the NUG facilities and estimated future market prices for this generation.
Again, these recorded amounts are subject to revision if the underlying estimates change.
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Accounting Records
The accounting records for PP8L are maintained in accordance
prescribed by the FERC and adopted by the PUC.

with the Uniform System of Accounts

Regulation
Historically, PP8L accounted for its operations in accordance with the provisions of SFAS 71, which requires
rate-regulated entities to reflect the effects of regulatory decisions in their financial statemerits. PP8 L discontinued
application of SFAS 71 for the generation portion of its business effective June 30, 1998.

Utility Plant
Additions to utility plant and replacement of units of property are capitalized at cost. AFUDC is capitalized as
part of the construction costs for regulated projects. Effective June 30, 1998, the recording of AFUDC was
discontinued on generation-related construction projects, since these assets are no longer subject to the
provisions of SFAS 71. Instead, capitalized interest is recorded on generation-related projects in accordance with
SFAS 34, "Capitalizing Interest Costs."

The cost of units of depreciable property retired or replaced is charged to accumulated depreciation.
Expenditures for maintenance and repairs of property and the cost of replacing items determined to be less than
a unit of property are charged to operating expense. The cost to retire depreciable units of generation-related
property is charged to operating expense while the cost to retire depreciable units of regulated property is
charged to accumulated depreciation.
Following are the classes of Electric Utility Plant in Service, with associated
reserves, at December 31, 1998 and December 31, 1997 (millions of dollars):

accumulated depreciation
Electric

Transmission
&

Distribution

December 31, 1998:
Original Cost
Accumulated Depreciation Reserve

$ 3,395
(1,216)

December 31, 1997:
Original Cost
Accumulated Depreciation Reserve

Generation

,

$ 6,351
(4,750)

$ 2,179

$ 1,601

$ 3,309
(1,149)

$ 6,306
(2,284)
$ 4,022

$ 2,160

General
&
Intangible

utility

Plant ln
Service

$ 383
(160)
$ 223

$ 10,129
(6,126)

$ 369
(137)

$ 9,984
(3,570)

$ 232

$ 6,414

$ 4,003

Generation plant is reflected at the lower of cost or market value at December 31, 1998. As noted in the
"Regulation" section of this note, PP8L discontinued application of SFAS 71 for the generation portion of its
business effective June 30, 1998. In accordance with SFAS 101, "Regulated Enterprises Accounting for the
Discontinuation of Application of FASB Statement No. 71," impairment tests were performed on the individual
generating facilities. These impairment tests used the provisions of SFAS 121, "Accounting For the Impairment
of Long-Lived Assets and For Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed Of." As a result, generation plant assets were
written down by $ 2.357 billion in June 1998.

—

l

The other classes of Electric Utility Plant in Service continue to be subject to SFAS 71 and are carried at
historical cost.
For financial statement purposes, depreciation is being provided over the estimated useful lives of property
using a straight-line method. Certain property at the Susquehanna Station was depreciated at an annual rate of
$ 173 million from October 1995 through December 1998, at which point this certain property was fully
depreciated. Provisions for depreciation, as a percent of average depreciable property, approximated 3.7% in
1998, and 3.8% in 1997 and 1996.
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nuclear Decommissioning and Fuel Disposal
An annual provision for PP8L's share of the future cost to decommission the Susquehanna station, equal to
the amount allowed for ratemaking purposes, is charged to depreciation expense. Such amounts are invested in
external trust funds which can be used only for future decommissioning costs. See Note 7.

The DOE is responsible for the permanent storage and disposal of spent nuclear fuel removed from nuclear
reactors. PP&L pays the DOE a fee for future disposal services and recovers such costs in customer rates. PP8 L
has joined other utilities in a federal lawsuit to suspend payments to the DOE and to place the fees in escrow
unless that department begins accepting nuclear fuel as agreed to in its contract with the utilities.

Financial Investments
Securities subject to the requirements of SFAS 115 "Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity
Securities" are carried at fair value, determined at the balance sheet date. Net unrealized gains on available-forsale securities are included in common equity. Net unrealized gains and losses on trading securities are included
in income. Net unrealized gains and losses on securities that are not available for unrestricted use due to
regulatory or legal reasons are reflected in the related asset and liability accounts. Realized gains and losses on
the sale of securities are recognized utilizing the specific cost identification method.

Premium on Reacquired Long-Term Debt
In accordance with SFAS 71, PP&L deferred the premiums and expenses to redeem long-term debt and
amortized these costs over the life of the new debt. If no new debt was issued to refinance the retired debt, these
costs were amortized over the remaining life of the retired debt. Effective June 30, 1998, losses on reacquired
debt attributable to the generation portion of PP8L's business are being expensed as incurred in accordance with
SFAS 4, "Reporting Gains and Losses from Extinguishment of Debt."

Accounting for Price Risk Management
PP8L engages in price risk management activities for both energy trading and non-trading activities as
defined by EITF 98-10, "Accounting for Contracts Involved in Energy Trading and Risk Management Activities."
During 1998, the commodity instruments used were forward and option contracts that require physical delivery of
the commodity. These instruments were reflected in the financial statements using the accrual method of
accounting. As of January 1, 1999, PP8L adopted mark-to-market accounting for energy trading contracts, in
accordance with EITF 98-10, and gains and losses from changes in market prices will be reflected in Energy
Purchases on the Consolidated Statement of Income.
PP8L will continue to use accrual accounting for physical commodity instruments that qualify as hedges of
non-trading activities until it adopts SFAS 133 "Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities" on
January 1, 2000. Commodity instruments that qualify as hedges manage exposure to market fluctuations in the
price of electricity and fuels needed to produce electricity. In order to qualify as a hedge, the price movements in
the commodity derivatives must be highly correlated with the price movements of the underlying hedged
commodity. When a hedge relationship is terminated, the gains accrued to date will be included in Energy
Purchases when the underlying hedged physical transaction closes; losses accrued will be recognized
immediately in Energy Purchases.

~

In 1999, PP&L expects to expand its use of commodity instruments to include futures, swaps and financial
options. These instruments, which will permit cash settlement, will be recorded at fair value on the Consolidated
Balance Sheet. Gains and losses on instruments that qualify as hedges will be recognized in income when the
underlying hedged physical transaction closes and will be included in Energy Purchases. Gains and losses
related to these transactions, to the extent they are not yet settled in cash, will be reported as Current Assets or
Liabilities, in the Consolidated Balance Sheet until recognized in income, until PP8L adopts SFAS 133 on
January 1, 2000. Gains and losses on instruments considered trading activities will be recognized currently in
Energy Purchases.

PP&L Resources has utilized a written call option to manage the interest rate on a portion of its outstanding
debt. The premium received is being amortized against interest expense over the expected life of the debt.
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PP&L Resources or its subsidiaries also enter into foreign currency exchange contracts to hedge future cash
flows for firm transactions and commitments and to hedge economic exposures such as anticipated dividends and
projected asset sales or acquisitions when there is a high degree of certainty that the exposure will be realized.
Until PP&L Resources adopts SFAS 133, "Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities" on
January 1, 2000, market gains and losses are recognized and accounted for in accordance with SFAS 52,
"Foreign Currency Translation."

Capital Leases
Leased property of PP8L capitalized on the Consolidated Balance Sheet consists solely of nuclear fuel.
Future lease payments for nuclear fuel are based on the quantity of electricity produced at the Susquehanna
Station. The maximum amount of nuclear fuel available for lease under current arrangements is $ 200 million.

—Electric and

Gas Operations
Electric and gas revenues are recorded based on the amounts of electricity and gas delivered to retail
customers through the end of each calendar month. This includes amounts customers will be billed for electricity
and gas delivered from the time meters were last read to the end of the month.

Revenues

During 1998, PP8L's STAS was zero. This mechanism can be used in the future if needed. The SBRCA
expired effective July 1, 1997. The ECR was terminated effective January 1, 1997, and was rolled into base rates.
In 1997 and 1998, the PUC authorized PP8L to record undercollected energy costs as a regulatory asset. This
regulatory asset was recovered during the restructuring proceeding. See Notes 3 and 4.

Income Taxes
PP&L Resources and its subsidiaries file a consolidated federal income tax return.

The provision for PP8L's deferred income taxes for regulated assets is based upon the ratemaking principles
reflected in rates established by the PUC and FERC. The difference in the provision for deferred income taxes
for regulated assets and the amount that otherwise would be recorded under generally accepted accounting
principles is deferred and included in taxes recoverable through future rates on the Consolidated Balance Sheet.
See Note 6.
Investment tax credits were deferred when utilized and are amortized over the average lives of the related
assets.

Pension Plan and Other Postretirement and Postemployment Benefits
PP&L and Penn Fuel Gas have noncontributory pension plans covering substantially all employees.
Subsidiary companies of PP8L formerly engaged in coal mining have a noncontributory pension plan for
substantially all non-bargaining, full-time employees. Funding is based upon actuarially determined computations
that take into account. the amount deductible for income tax purposes and the minimum contribution required
under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.

PP8L Global has a non-qualified retirement plan for its corporate officers.
For information on other postretirement and postemployment benefits, see Note 12.

Cash Equivalents
All highly liquid debt instruments purchased with original maturities of three months or less are considered to
be cash equivalents.

Comprehensive Income
In 1997, the FASB issued SFAS 130, "Reporting Comprehensive Income." This statement required disclosure
of "comprehensive income," defined as changes in equity other than from transactions with shareowners.
Comprehensive income consists of net income, as well as holding gains and losses of certain assets (such as
available-for-sale securities), foreign currency translation adjustments and pensions liability adjustments.,The
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a

comprehensive income of PP&L Resources and PP&L was not materially different from net income for the years
ended December 31, 1998, 1997 and 1996.

Stock Repurchase Program
In September 1998, PPB L Resources purchased approximately 17 million shares of its common stock in a
self-tender offer. (Refer to Note 9.) These treasury shares are reflected on the December 31, 1998 Consolidated
Balance Sheet of PPB L Resources as an offset to common equity under the cost method of accounting. The cost
of the treasury shares was $ 419 million ($ 24.50 per share plus transaction costs). Management has no definitive
plans for the future use of these shares. These treasury shares are not considered outstanding in calculating
earnings per share on the Consolidated Statement of Income of PPB L Resources for the year ended December
31, 1998.

2.

Segment and Related Information

Effective December 31, 1998, PPBL Resources adopted SFAS 131, "Disclosures about Segments of an
Enterprise and Related Information." PPBL Resources'rincipal business segment is PP&L, which provides
electricity delivery service in eastern and central Pennsylvania, sells retail electricity throughout Pennsylvania,
and markets wholesale electricity in 28 states and Canada. PP&L Resources'ther reported business segment,
PPB L Global, invests in and develops worldwide power projects with the majority of its investments and related
revenues as of year-erid 1998 located in the U.K., Chile, and El Salvador. PPBL Global's revenue represents
equity earnings in investments. Other revenues in the years 1996 and 1997 represent unregulated energy
services. In 1998 other revenues represent gas distribution, and mechanical contracting and engineering, in
addition to unregulated energy services. Financial data for the business segments are as follows (millions of
dollars):
PP&L

PP&L
Global

Other
and Ellmin-

ations

PP&L
Resources

1998

Income statement data:
Operating revenues.
Extraordinary items, net of taxes.
Interest expense
Depreciation and amortization
Income taxes
Net income (loss)
Balance sheet data:
Cumulative net investment in unconsolidated affiliates ..
Total assets
Cash flow data:
Property, plant and equipment expenditures
Investments in unconsolidated affiliates
(a) See Note 4 for a detailed explanation of Extraordinary Items.
(b) Operating revenues were 9.0% of average net investment.
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$ 47(b)
$ 3,643
(948)(a)
22
196
335
273
(4)
15
(587)
17

8,838

671(b)
757

297
306

12
3
(10)
3

$ 3,786
(948)
230
338
259
(569)

12

688
9,607

$ 96

304
306

PP&L

Other
and Elimlnatlons

PP&L
Global

PP&L
Resources

1997

Income statement data:
Operating revenues.

.
.

$ 3,049
207
385

Interest expense
Depreciation and amortization
Windfall profits tax
Income taxes
Net income (loss)

.

Balance sheet data:
Cumulative net investment in unconsolidated affiliates ..
Total assets
Cash flow data:
Property, plant and equipment expenditures
Investments in unconsolidated affiliates

247
308
17

9,472

$ 32 (a)
8

$ (4)

(37)(b)
(3)
(17)

(7)
5

360 (a)
397

(384)(c)

310

$ 3,077

215
385
(37)
237
296

377
9,485
310
152

152

(a) Operating revenues were 10.7/o of average net investment.
(b) See Note 10 for a detailed explanation regarding the windfall profits tax assessed on PPBL Global.
(c) Primarily represents a consolidating elimination entry for a loan from CEP, a PP8L subsidiary, to PPBL

Resources.

PP&L

PP&L
Global

Other
and Ellmln-

atlons

PP&L
Resources

1996

Income statement data:
Operating revenues ..
Interest expense.
Depreciation and amortization
Income taxes
Net income (loss)
Cash flow data:
Property, plant and equipment expenditures
Investments in unconsolidated affiliates

$ 2,911
214
375
255
329

$ 11 (a)
6

254
329
360
201
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$ 2,926
220

375

360

(a) Operating revenues were 8.610 of average net investment.

$ 4

201

PUC Restructuring Proceeding
In August 1998, the PUC entered a Final Order approving a "Joint Petition for Full Settlement of PP8L's
Restructuring Plan and Related Court Proceedings" (Joint Settlement Petition). The following are the major
elements of this settlement:

3.

1. PP&L is permitted to recover $ 2.97 billion (on a net present value basis) in transition costs over 11 years
from January 1, 1999 through December 31, 2009. PP8L is permitted a return of 10.86/o on the

—i.e.,

unamortized balance of these transition costs.
I

2. PP&L will reduce rates to all retail customers by 4/o effective January 1, 1999 through December 31,
I

999.

3. One-third of PP8L customers will be able to choose their electric supplier on January 1, 1999, one-third
on January 2, 1999, and the remainder on January 2, 2000.
4. Beginning on January 1, 1999, PP8L will unbundle its retail electric rates to reflect separate prices for the
transmission and distribution charges, the CTC (and, if applicable, the ITC), and a "shopping credit" for
customers choosing an alternate electric supplier. These shopping credits vary among customer classes and will
increase over the transition period to reflect decreases in the CTC. The settlement provided for the following
unbundled rates over the transition period:

SCHEDULE OF SYSTEM AVERAGE RATES
CENTS/KWH
Transmission
& DistribUtion

Effective Date

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74

1999
2000
2001

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009 (e)

(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)

.

CTC (a)

Shopping
Credit

Generation

Total

Rate Cap (b)

Rate (c)

5.38
5.68
5.68
5.68
5.68
5.68
5.68
6.05
6.05
6.05
6.05

7.12
7.42
7.42
7.42
7.42
7.42
(d)
(cl)

(d)
(d)
(d)

(a) Average CTC rates are fixed, subject to reconciliation for actual CTC collection. Reconciliation of the CTC
will be reflected in a rider, which will be a separate credit or a separate charge to the CTC (up to the
Generation Rate Cap which is the sum of the CTC and the Shopping Credit contained in the tariff).
(b) The Generation Rate Cap equals the sum of the CTC and Shopping Credit. The generation portion of bills
for customers who continue to be supplied by PP8L as the supplier of last resort will not, on average, exceed
the figures in this column.
(c) The bundled rate equals the sum of Transmission & Distribution plus Generation Rate Cap. Customers who
continue to be supplied by PP&L as the provider of last resort will, on average, pay the total rate shown in
the last column. The 1999 rate represents a 4/o reduction from the existing rate cap of 7.42 cents/kWh.
(d) The'cap on PP&L's transmission and distribution rates under the Customer Choice Act is extended from June 30,
2001 through 2004.
(e) Effective until December 31, 2009.
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In addition, the settlement resulted in the following schedule for amortization of the transition costs over the

period:

'ransition

ANNUALSTRANDED COST
AMORTIZATIONAND RETURN (a)
Revenue Excluding Gross Receipts Tax

Year

1999.
2000.

Annuai
Sales

Cents/

Total

Return

Amortization

MWI1

I<WI1

($ 000)

($ 000)

($ 000)

1.57
1.55
1.52
1.45

$ 497,938

$ 310,396
290,796
269,138
245,359
220,722
194,252
166,303
137,841
105,497
71,258
35,708

$ 187,542
207,231
227,532
235,736
253,273
267,430
272,334
309,485
327,610
340,161
341,665

33,108,701
33,605,332
34,109,412
34,621,053
35,140,369
35,667,474
36,202,486
36,745,524
37,296,707
37,856,157
38,424,000

2001

2002...
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007

2008.
2009 (b)

CTC

1.41

1.35
.

127
1.27
1.21

1.14
1.03

498,027
496,671
481,095
473,995
461,682
438,637
447,326
433,106
411,419
377 373

(a) Subject to reconciliation for actual CTC collections.
(b) Through December 31, 2009.
5.. The cap on the generation component of rates is extended from December 31, 2005 until December 31,
2009. The cap on the transmission and distribution component of rates is extended from June 30, 2001 until
December 31, 2004.

6. PP&L will recover its nuclear plant decommissioning costs through the CTC. PP&L may seek an
exception to the rate cap from customers for increases in these decommissioning costs, but agrees not to
recover more than 96/0 of such increased amount.
K

7. PP8L is authorized to securitize up to $ 2.85 billion in transition and related costs, and a PUC
Qualified Rate Order authorizing this securitization is included in the settlement. The settlement requires 75/o
of the savings from securitization to be passed back to customers, while 25'/o would be retained by PP8L.
The costs of issuing the transition bonds and refinancing outstanding debt and equity will be reflected in the
ITC charged to all customers. As with the CTC, the ITC must terminate by the end of the transition period;
also, the ITC will offset the CTC on customer bills.
8. On January 1, 2002, 20/o of all PP&L's residential customers will be assigned to a provider of last
resort other than PP&L or an affiliate of PP8L. These customers will be selected at random, and the supplier
will be selected on the basis of a PUC-approved bidding process.
9. Subject to a review by the PUC Bureau of Audits, effective on January 1, 1999, alternate electric
generation suppliers can provide advanced metering and billing service to PP&L's commercial and industrial
customers. Effective on January 1, 1999, such alternate suppliers can provide certain advanced metering
service to PP8L's residential customers. Effective on January 1, 2000, PP8L's residential customers can
choose their billing service as well from such alternate suppliers.
10. PP8L will transfer its retail marketing function to a separate, affiliated corporation by September 15,

1998.
11. PP8L is permitted, but not required, to transfer ownership and operation of its generating facilities
to a separate corporate entity at book value.
12. PP&L will spend approximately $ 16 million annually on assistance and energy conservation for lowincome customers.
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Pursuant to the Joint Settlement Petition, PPB L transferred its retail marketing function to a new subsidiary,
PPBL EnergyPlus, on September 14, 1998. In September 1998, the PUC approved PP&L EnergyPlus's
application to act as a Pennsylvania electric generation supplier (EGS). This license permits PPB L EnergyPlus to
offer retail electric supply to participating customers in PPBL's service territory and in the service territories of
other Pennsylvania utilities. In 1999, PPBL EnergyPlus will offer such supply to industrial and commercial
customers throughout the state. At this time, PPBL EnergyPlus has determined not to pursue residential
customers in the competitive marketplace based on economic considerations.
In September 1998, the PUC issued an Order which, in part, directed Pennsylvania utilities which are
members of PJM, including PPB L, to offer their installed capacity at a price of $ 19.72 per kilowatt-year (Capacity
Order). PPBL brought an action in the District Court seeking an injunction against the Capacity Order on the
basis, among other things, that it attempted to regulate matters within exclusive federal jurisdiction. In October
1998, PPBL entered into a settlement agreement with the PUC under which (i) PP&L will offer to sell capacity
credits to EGS's licensed by the PUC at the equivalent of $ 19.72 per kilowatt-year prior to June 1, 1999
(increasing to $ 22.41 per kilowatt-year from June 1, 1999 through December 31, 1999) for service to PPBL
residential customers; (ii) all PPB L residential customers will be permitted to select an EGS in January 1999; (iii)
the PUC will withdraw the Capacity Order as to PPB L; and (iv) PPB L will withdraw its federal court action against
the Capacity Order.

4.

Accounting for the Effects of Certain Types of Regulation

PP&L prepares its financial statements for its regulated operations in accordance with SFAS 71, which
requires rate-regulated companies to reflect the effects of regulatory decisions in their financial statements. PPB L
has deferred certain costs pursuant to rate actions of the PUC and the FERC and is recovering, or expects to
recover, such costs in electric rates charged to customers.

The EITF has addressed the appropriateness of the continued application of SFAS 71 by entities in states
that have enacted restructuring legislation similar to Pennsylvania's Customer Choice Act. The EITF came to a
consensus on Issue No. 97-4, "Deregulation of the Pricing of Electricity Issues Related to the Application of
FASB Statements 71 and 101," which concluded that an entity should cease to apply SFAS 71 when a
deregulation plan is in place and its terms are known. For PPBL, with respect to the generation portion of its
business, this occurred effective June 30, 1998 based upon the outcome of the PUC restructuring proceeding.
PPBL has adopted SFAS 101 for the generation side of its business. SFAS 101 requires a determination of
impairment of plant assets performed in accordance with SFAS 121, and the elimination of all effects of rate
regulation that have been recognized as assets and liabilities under SFAS 71.

—

PP&L performed impairment tests of its electric generation assets on a plant specific basis and determined
that $ 2.388 billion of its generation plant was impaired as of June 30, 1998. Impaired plant is the excess of the
net plant investment at June 30, 1998 over the present value of the net cash flows during the remaining lives of
the plants. Annual net cash flows were determined by comparing estimated generation sustenance costs to
estimated regulated revenues for the remainder of 1998, market revenues for 1999 and beyond, and revenues
from bulk power contracts. The net cash flows were then discounted to present value.
In addition to the impaired generation plant, PPB L estimated that there were other stranded costs totaling
$ 1.989 billion at June 30, 1998. This primarily included generation-related regulatory assets and liabilities and an
estimated liability for above-market purchases under NUG contracts. The total 'estimated impairment to these
assets was $ 4.377 billion. The PUC's Final Order in the restructuring proceeding, entered on August 27, 1998,
permitted the recovery of $ 2.819 billion through the CTC on a present value basis, excluding amounts for nuclear
decommissioning and consumer education, resulting in a net under-recovery of $ 1.558 billion. PP&L recorded an
extraordinary charge for this under-recovery in June 1998.

Under FERC Order 888, 16 small utilities which had power supply agreements with PP&L signed before July
requested and were provided with PPBL's current estimate of its stranded costs applicable to these
1994,
11,
customers if they were to terminate their agreements in 1999. Subject to certain conditions, FERC-approved
settlement agreements executed with 15 of these customers provide for continued power supply by PPB L through
January 2004. As a result of these settlements, PPBL, in the second quarter of 1998, recorded an extraordinary
charge in the amount of $ 56 million.

The extraordinary items related to the PUC restructuring proceeding and the FERC settlement are reflected
on the Statement of Income, net of income taxes.
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Details of amounts written-off in June 1998 are as follows (millions of dollars):

Impaired generation-related assets
Above-market NUG contracts.
Generation-related regulatory assets and other.
Total
Recoverable transition costs (a) .
Extraordinary item pre-tax PUC.
FERC

$ 2,388

854
1,135
4,377
(2,819)
1,558
56
1,614
(666)
$ 948

—
—

Tax effects .
Extraordinary items
(a)

Excluding recoveries for nuclear decommissioning and consumer education expenditures.

PPBL believes that the electric transmission and distribution operations continue to meet the requirements
of SFAS 71 and that regulatory assets associated with these operations will continue to be recovered through
rates from customers. At December 31, 1998, $ 311 million of regulatory assets, other than the recoverable
transition costs, remain on PPBL's books. These regulatory assets will continue to be recovered through
regulated transmission and distribution rates over periods ranging from one to 31 years.

Sales to Other Electric Utilities
PPB L provided Atlantic with 125,000 kilowatts of capacity (summer rating) and related energy from its wholly
owned coal-fired stations. Sales to Atlantic under that agreement expired in March 1998. PP&L provided JCP&L
with 378,000 kilowatts of capacity and related energy from all of its generating units during 1998. This amount
will decline to 189,000 kilowatts in 1999. The agreement with JCPBL will terminate on December 31, 1999. PPBL
expects to be able to resell the returning capacity and energy through its Energy Marketing Center.
5.

Under a separate agreement, PPB L is providing additional capacity and energy to JCP&L. This capacity and
energy increased from 150,000 kilowatts to 200,000 kilowatts in June 1998, and will increase to 300,000 kilowatts
in June 1999 through the end of the agreement in May 2004. Prices for this capacity and energy are market-based.
PPB L provides BG&E with 129,000 kilowatts, or 6.6%, of its share of capacity and related energy from the
Susquehanna station. Sales to BG&E will continue through May 2001.

6.

Income and Other Taxes
For 1998, 1997 and 1996, the corporate federal income tax rate was 35%, and the Pa. CNI rate was 9.99%.

The tax- effects of significant temporary differences comprising PPBL Resources'et
liability were as follows (millions of dollars):

deferred income tax
1998

Deferred tax assets
Deferred investment tax credits .
Non-utility generation contracts over market price & buybacks
Accrued pension costs .
Contribution in aid of construction
Other .
Valuation allowance .

$

59
389
99
22
163
(6)

726
Deferred tax liabilities
Electric utility plant net
Restructuring CTC .
Taxes recoverable through future rates
Reacquired debt costs.
Other

—

—

719
1,169
100
13
80
2,081
$ 1,355

Net deferred tax liability.

40

1997

$

82

77
19

47
(6)
219
1,755

377
43
44
2,219
$ 2,000

Details of the components of income tax expense, a reconciliation of federal income taxes derived from
statutory tax rates applied to income from continuing operations for accounting purposes, and details of taxes,
other than income are as follows (millions of dollars):
1998

1997

1999

$ 183
64

$ 162
57

$ 189
65

247

219

254

19
3

19
9

5
5

22

28

10

(10)

(10)

(10)

259

237

254

192
67

171

66

184
70

$ 259

$ 237

$ 254

$ 232

$ 195

$ 213

Income Tax Expense
Provision

—Federal.
State

Deferred

..

—Federal
State

l

Investment tax credit, net
Total income tax Expense

—Federal.
—Federal
State

.

.

Reconciliation of Income Tax Expense
Indicated federal income tax on pre-tax income before extraordinary item at
statutory tax rate 35 /o
Increase (decrease) due to:
State income taxes
Flow through of depreciation differences not previously normalized
Amortization of investment tax credit
Research 8 experimentation income tax credits .
Other

—

..........

43
9
(10)
(1)

(14)

27

Total income tax expense
Effective income tax rate
Taxes, Other Than Income
State gross receipts.
State utility realty .
State capital stock ..
Social security and other .

7.

$ 259

39

.

1O/o

40
22
(10)
(1)
(9)
42

44
20
(10)
(5)
(8)
41

$ 254
$ 237
42.5'/o 41.6'/o

$ 105

$ 104

41

24

46
34
20

$ 105
44
34
20

$ 188

$ 204

$ 203

18

Nuclear Decommissioning Costs

PPBL's most recent estimate of the cost to decommission the Susquehanna station was completed in 1993
and was a site-specific study, based on immediate dismantlement and decommissioning of each unit following
final shutdown. The study indicates that PPBL's 90/o share of the total estimated cost of decommissioning the
Susquehanna station is approximately $ 724 million in 1993 dollars. The estimated cost includes decommissioning
the radiological portions of the station and the cost of removal of nonradiological structures and materials. The
operating licenses for Units 1 and 2 expire in 2022 and 2024, respectively.
Decommissioning costs have been historically charged to operating expense and have been based upon
amounts included in customer rates. Beginning in 1998, decommissioning costs have been reclassified as a
component of depreciation expense. Decommissioning charges were $ 12 million in each of the last three years.
Beginning in January 1999, in accordance with the PUC's Restructuring Decision, decommissioning costs will be
recovered from customers through the CTC over the 11 year life of the CTC rather than the remaining life of
Susquehanna. The recovery will include a return on unamortized decommissioning costs.
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Amounts collected from customers for decommissioning, less applicable taxes, are deposited in external trust
funds for investment and can be used only for future decommissioning costs. The market value of securities held
and accrued income in the trust funds at December 31, 1998 and 1997 aggregated approximately $ 206 million
and $ 163 million, respectively. The trust funds experienced, on a fair market value basis, a $ 31 million net gain
in 1998, which includes net unrealized appreciation of $ 26 million, and a net gain in 1997 of $ 24 million, which
includes net unrealized appreciation of $ 18 million., The trust fund activity is reflected in the nuclear plant
decommissioning trust fund and in other noncurrent liabilities on the Consolidated Balance Sheet. Accrued
nuclear decommissioning costs were $ 209 million and $ 166 million at December 31, 1998 and 1997, respectively.

The FASB issued an exposure draft on the accounting for liabilities related to closure and removal of longlived assets, including decommissioning of nuclear power plants. As a result, current industry accounting
practices for decommissioning may change, including the possibility that the estimated cost for decommissioning
could be recorded as a liability at the present value of the estimated future cash outflows that will be required to
satisfy those obligations. Due to the FASB's recognition that these issues intertwine with other unresolved
accounting issues, the FASB has not yet determined when it will issue another exposure draft or a final statement.
8.

Financial Instruments

As of Decerriber 31, 1998, PPBL Resources was party to two foreign exchange contracts: to purchase
approximately $ 27 million with 16 million British pounds sterling (BPS) on March 31, 1999 and to purchase $ 0.7
million with 359 million Chilean pesos (ChP) on January 22, 1999.
The carrying amount shown on the Consolidated Balance Sheet and the estimated fair value of PPBL

Resources'inancial instruments are as follows (millions of dollars):

December 31, 1998
Fair
Carrying
Amount
Value

December 31, 1997
Fair
Carrying

Alllouut

Value

$ 206

$ 206

1

1

$ 163
62
13
50
3

Assets
Nuclear plant decommissioning trust fund (a)
Financial investments (a) .
Other investments
Cash and cash equivalents
Other financial instruments included in other current

Liabilities

11

11

assets.........

195
5

195
5

$ 163
58
13
50
3

.................

47

50

47

49

250
2,984
636

259
3,176
636

250
2,735
135

256
2,895
135

Preferred stock with sinking fund requirements (b)
Company-obligated-mandatorily redeemable preferred securities of
subsidiary trusts holding solely company debentures (b)..........
Long-term debt (b)
Commercial paper and bank loans .

(a) The carrying value of these financial instruments generally is based on established market prices and
approximates fair value.
(b) The fair value generally is based on quoted market prices for the securities where available and estimates
based on current rates offered to PPB L Resources where quoted market prices are not available.
e

9.

Credit Arrangements 8 Financing Activities

PPBL issues commercial paper and, from time to time, borrows from banks to provide short-term funds for
PPBL's general corpo'rate purposes. Bank borrowings generally bear interest at rates negotiated at the time of
the borrowing. At December 31, 1998, PP&L had $ 80 million of commercial paper outstanding.

PPBL Capital Funding, whose purpose is to provide debt funding for PPBL Resources and its subsidiaries
other than PPB L, established a commercial paper program in March 1998. As with all PP&L Capital Funding debt,
this commercial paper is guaranteed by PPB L Resources. As of December 31, 1998, PPB L Capital Funding had
$ 553 million of commercial paper outstanding. Proceeds from the commercial paper program were primarily used
to fund PPB L Resources'ommon stock tender offer and provide, interim financing for PPB L Global's investment
activities.
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The weighted average interest rate on short-term borrowings was 6.1/o and 6.6/o at December 31, 1998 and
1997, respectively, for both PPBL Resources and PP&L
In order to ensure liquidity, PPB L and PPB L Capital Funding share a joint facility with a group of banks. This
joint facility is comprised of a 364-day revolving credit agreement and a five-year revolving credit agreement. In
March 1998, the existing 364-day revolving credit agreement was increased from $ 150 million to $ 350 million.
This increase, when added to the $ 300 million five-year revolving credit agreement, brought to $ 650 million the
agreement. I n
total amount of revolving credit available to PPBL and PPBL Capital Funding under the joint ageemen.
N ovember 1998, PPBL, PP&L Capital Funding and PPB L Resources replaced the existing 364-day facility with
an amended and restated 364-day revolving credit agreement terminating in November 1999. The five-year
revolving credit agreement expires in 2002. Separately, in July 1998, PPBL Capital Funding entered into five
separate $ 80 million, 364-day credit facilities with five banks. PP&L Resources guarantees all obligations of PP&L
Capital Funding under the foregoing facilities. As of December 31, 1998, no borrowings were outstanding under
any revolving credit agreements.
I

In April 1998, PPB L retired $ 150 million principal amount of First Mortgage Bonds, 5~8 /o Series that matured

at that time.
In May 1998, PP&L issued $ 200 million First Mortgage Bonds, 6~k/o Reset Put Securities Series due 2006.
In connection with this issuance, PP&L assigned to a third party the option to call the bonds from the holders on
May 1, 2001. These bonds will mature on May 1, 2006, but will be required to be surrendered by the existing
holders on May 1, 2001 either through the exercise of the call option by the callholder or, if such option is not
exercised, through the automatic exercise of a mandatory put by the trustee on behalf of the bondholders. If the
call option is exercised, the bonds will be remarketed and the interest rate will be reset for the remainder of their
term to the maturity date. If the call option is not exercised, the mandatory put will be exercised and PPB L will be

required to repurchase the bonds at 100/o of their principal amount on May 1, 2001. Proceeds from the sale of
the bonds were used by PPBL to retire $ 116 million of its unsecured term loans and to reduce its o'utstanding
commercial paper balances.
During 1998, PP&L Capital Funding issued a total of $ 295 million of medium-term notes with maturities
varying from two to seven years. The proceeds of these notes were generally used to reduce commercial paper
balances. As of December 31, 1998, $ 397 million of medium-term notes were outstanding.

purchased 17 million shares of its common stock, or approximatel
shareowners at a price of $ 24.50 per share through a self tender
from
shares,
existing
0/o of the outstanding
authorization
from
the Board of Directors to purchase another three million shares
has
PPB
L
Resources
process.
on the open market or in negotiated transactions. PPBL Resources has not repurchased any shares under this
additional authorization.
In September 1998, PP&L Resources

0

In October 1998, Penn Fuel Gas retired $ 27 million of long-term debt. Of this amount, $ 20 million of the
retired notes had an interest rate of 7.51/o, and the remainder had an interest rate of 6.70/o. These notes would
have required annual installment payments through 2014.

During 1998, PP&L Resources issued $ 56 million of common stock through the DRIP and $ 6 million of
common stock through the ESOP.
Effective with the dividend payable October 1, 1998 to owners of record on September 10, 1998, PPBL

Resources'uarterly Common Stock dividend was reduced to $ 0.25 per share ($ 1.00 annualized rate) from the
previous level of $ 0.4175 per share ($ 1.67 annualized rate).
Declaration of dividends on common stock is made at the discretion of the Board of Directors of PPBL
Resources and PP&L. PPB L Resources and PP&L will continue to consider the appropriateness of these dividend
levels, taking into account the respective financial positions, results of operations, conditions in the industry and
other factors which the respective Boards deem relevant.
PPB L leases its nuclear fuel from a trust. The maximum financing capacity of the trust under existing credit
arrangements is $ 200 million. As of December 31, 1998, the trust had issued $ 188 million of commercial paper
to support nuclear fuel purchases.
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PP&L Capital Funding registered $ 400 million of debt securities with the SEC in early January 1999. It is
expected these debt securities will be issued from time to time as medium-term notes to provide long-term debt
financing for PP&L Resources and its subsidiaries other than PP&L.

Under the PUC restructuring order of August 27, -1998, PP&L is permitted to issue transition bonds to
securitize up to $ 2.85 billion of its stranded costs. PP&L is planning to pursue such securitization later in 1999.
The proceeds are expected to be used by PP&L to retire outstanding debt and to repurchase common stock from
PP&L Resources.
10.

Windfall Profits Tax

—PP&L Global

In July 1997, the U.K. assessed a windfall profits tax on privatized utilities. SWEB's windfall profits tax was
approximately 90 million pounds sterling, or about $ 148 million. Based on PP&L Global's 25/o ownership interest
in SWEB at that time, PP&L Resources incurred a one-time charge against earnings of $ 37 million, or 23 cents
per share, in 1997. This charge is included. in "Other Income and Deductions." The tax was fully paid.

11 ~

Acquisitions

In 1998 PP&L Resources acquired Penn Fuel Gas. The transaction was treated as a purchase for accounting
and financial reporting purposes. PP&L Resources issued approximately 5.6 million shares of common stock with
a value of approximately $ 135 million, to acquire all Penn Fuel Gas common and preferred stock. Under the terms
of the merger agreement, shareowners of Penn Fuel Gas received 6.968 common shares of PP&L Resources
for each common share, of Penn Fuel Gas that they owned and 0.682 common shares of PP&L Resources for
each preferred share of Penn Fuel Gas that they owned.

In 1998, PP&L Resources also acquired H.T. Lyons and McClure, mechanical contractor and engineering
firms, in cash transactions for amounts that were not material. In January 1999, PP&L Resources announced that
it had reached an agreement to acquire McCarl's, another mechanical contractor and engineering firm, in a cash
transaction for an amount that is not material. The closing of the acquisition is expected to occur in February
1999.
In September 1998, PP&L Global announced an agreement to acquire most of Bangor Hydro-Electric
Company's generating assets and certain transmission rights. PP&L Global will purchase 100 percent of Bangor
Hydro's hydroelectric assets and certain transmission rights, as well as its interest in an oil-fired generation,
facility, for $ 89 million. The acquisition has been approved by the Maine Public Utilities Commission, and remains
subject to the approval of the FERC as well as certain third-party consents, which are expected in 1999.

PP&L Global has signed definitive agreements with Montana Power Company, Portland General Electric
Company and Puget Sound Energy, Inc. to acquire 13 Montana power plants, with 2,614 MW of generating
capacity, for a purchase price of $ 1.586 billion. The acquisition is subject to several conditions, including the
receipt of required state and federal regulatory approvals and third-party consents. In this regard, PacifiCorp, a
co-owner of Colstrip Units 3 and 4, has a right of first refusal to purchase a portion of the assets of these units.
PP&L Global expects to complete the acquisition by the end of 1999. About 65/o of the acquisition cost is
expected to be financed on a project credit basis, non-recourse to PP&L Global and PP&L Resources. The
balance of the acquisition cost is expected to be financed through a combination of debt and equity issued by
PP&L Resources, or with funds that PP&L Resources derives from PP&L's securitization of transition costs. The
agreements also provide for PP&L Global's acquisition of related transmission assets for $ 182 million, subject to
certain conditions, including federal regulatory approval.
12.

Pension Plan and Other Postretirement and Postemployment Benefits

Pension Plan
PP&L and Penn Fuel Gas have funded, noncontributory defined benefit pension plans covering substantially
all employees. Benefits are based upon a participant's earnings and length of participation in the plans, subject
to meeting certain minimum requirements.
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PP&L and Penn Fuel Gas have unfunded, supplemental retirement plans for certain management
employees. Benefit payments pursuant to these supplemental plans are made directly by PP&L and Penn, Fuel
Gas, respectively. PP&L and Penn Fuel Gas recently terminated similar nonqualified retirement plans for, the
benefit of their directors. At December 31, 1998, the projected benefit obligation of these supplemental plans was
approximately $ 29 million for PP&L and Penn Fuel Gas. PP&L Global has established, effective December 1,
1994, a non-qualified retirement plan for its corporate officers. The cost of the Plan was not material in 1998.

The components of PP&L's net periodic pension cost for the three plans were (millions of dollars):

—

Service cost benefits earned during the period
Interest cost .
Expected return on plan assets.
Net amortization and deferral .
Net periodic pension cost

.

.

1998

1997

1996

$ 35
67
(86)
(13)

$ 32
64
(77)
(11)

$ 32

$ 3

$ 8

61

(71)
(7)
$ 15

'he

net periodic pension cost charged to operating expenses was $ 2 million in 1998, $ 5 million in 1997 and
$ 9 million in 1996. The balance was charged to construction and other accounts. The funded status of PP&L's
Plan at December 31 was (millions of dollars):

Change in Plan'Assets:
value of plan assets at beginning of year
Actual return on plan assets
Actual expense paid.
Net benefits paid.
Fair value of plan at end of year

'air

1998

1997

$ 1,396
240

$ 1,187
254

(3)
(42)

Change in Benefit Obligation
Net benefit obligation at beginning of year
Service cost .
Interest cost .
Plan amendments.
Actuarial loss .
'pecial termination benefits
Actual expense paid.
Net benefits paid.
Net benefit obligation at end of year
Plan assets in excess of projected benefit obligation.
Unrecognized transition assets (being amortized oyer 23 years)
Unrecognized prior service cost
Unrecognized net gain.
Accrued expense .

(3)
(42)

1,591

1,396

962
35
66
66
70

887
32
63

9
(3)
(42)

1,163

25
(3)
(42)
962

428
(50)
115
(707)

434
(54)
52
(636)

$ (214)

$ (204)

The weighted average discount rate used in determining the actuarial present value of projected, benefit
obligations was 6.25/o and 6.75'/o on December 31, 1998 and 1997, respectively. The rate of increase in future
compensation used in determining the actuarial present value of projected benefit obligations was 5.0/o on
December 31, 1998 and 1997. The assumed long-term rates of return on assets used in determining pension
cost in 1998 and 1997 was 8.0/o. Plan assets consist primarily of common stocks, government and corporate
bonds and temporary cash investments.
PP&L's subsidiaries formerly engaged in coal mining have a noncontributory defined benefit pension plan
covering substantially all non-bargaining unit, full-time employees, which is fully funded and in a separate account
managed by an insurance company. This plan was amended to freeze benefit accruals and benefit increases
effective June 1996. In addition, the companies are liable under federal and state laws to pay black lung benefits
to claimants and dependents with respect to approved claims, and are members of a trust which was established
to facilitate payment of such liabilities. Such costs were not material in 1998, 1997 and 1996.
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Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions
Substantially all employees of PP&L and its subsidiaries will become eligible for certain health care and life
insurance benefits upon retirement. PP8L sponsors four health and welfare benefit plans that cover substantially
all management and bargaining unit employees upon retirement. One plan provides for retiree health care
benefits 'to certain management employees, another plan provides retiree health care benefits to bargaining unit
employees, a third plan provides retiree life insurance benefits to certain management employees up to a
specified amount and a fourth plan provides retiree life insurance benefits to bargaining unit employees.
Dollar limits have been established for the amount PP8L will contribute annually toward the cost of retiree
health care for employees retiring after March 1993.
The PUC Decision in 1995 permitted recovery of the PUC-jurisdictional amount of retiree health care costs
resulting from the adoption of SFAS 106. The PUC Decision permitted PP8L to recover, over a period of about
17 years, the amount of SFAS 106 costs deferred. In June 1998, the generation-related portion of these costs
were written off as part of the PUC restructuring proceeding and the FERC settlement with 16 small utilities.
In December 1993, PP8L established a separate VEBA for each of the four health and welfare benefit plans
for retirees. After making initial contributions, additional funding of the trusts was deferred pending resolution of
PP8L's ability to recover the costs of the plans in rates. Continued funding of these trusts was subject to the
resolution of the OCA appeal of the PUC Decision. In 1997, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled that the
Commonwealth Court's decision to uphold the PUC Decision was final. In 1998, PP&L contributed an additional
$ 25 million to these VEBAs.

The following table sets forth the plans'ombined funded status reconciled with the amount shown on
PP8L's Consolidated Balance Sheet as of December 31 (millions of dollars):

Change in Benefit Obligation:
Net benefit obligation at beginning of year.
Service cost
Interest cost
Plah amendments .
Actuarial (gain) loss
Net benefits paid
Net benefit obligation at end of year.

1998

1997

$ 237
4
16

$ 249

4
17

'IO

.42

Change in Plan Assets:
Fair value of plan assets at beginning of year.
Actual return on plan assets...........
Employer contributions.
Net benefits paid
Fair value of plan assets at end of year

(13)

(22)
(11)

296

237

64

31

13

2
42
(1 I)
64

37
(13)
101

Accumulated postretirement benefit obligation in excess of plan assets
Unrecognized prior service costs.
Unrecognized net loss
Unrecognized transition obligation (being amortized over 20 years)
Accrued postretirement benefit cost

195
(14)
(44)
(122)

$ 15

173
(4)
(11)
(131)
$ 27

The net periodic postretirement benefit cost included the following components (millions of dollars):
1998

1997

1996

Service cost benefits attributed to service during the period
Interest cost on accumulated postretirement benefit obligation.
Actual return on plan assets .
Net amortization and deferral .

$ 4
16
(4)
9

$ 4
17
(2)
10

$ 4
15
(1)
9

Net periodic postretirement benefit cost

$ 25

$ 29

$ 27

—
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Retiree health and benefits costs charged to operating expenses were approximately $ 19 million in 1998, $ 23
million in 1997, and $ 20 million in 1996. Costs in excess of the amount charged to expense were charged to
construction and other accounts.

For measurement purposes, a 7.75/o annual rate of increase in the per capita cost of covered health care
benefits was assumed for 1999; the rate was assumed to decrease gradually to 6/o by 2006 and remain at that
level thereafter. Increasing the assumed health care cost trend rates by 1/o in each year would increase the
accumulated postretirement benefit obligation as of December 31, 1998, by about $ 13.million and the aggregate
of the service and interest cost components of net periodic postretirement benefit cost for the year then ended by
about $ 1 million.
In determining the accumulated postretirement benefit obligation, the weighted average discount rate used
was 6.25/o and 6.75/o on December 31, 1998 and 1997, respectively. The trusts that are holding the plan assets,
except for retiree health care benefits to certain management employees, are tax-exempt. The expected longterm rate of return on plan assets for the tax-exempt trusts was 6.35/o and 6.5/o on December 31, 1998 and
1997, respectively.

PPBL and its subsidiaries formerly engaged in coal mining accrued an additional liability for the cost of health
care of retired miners previously employed by them. The liability, based on the present value of future benefits,
was estimated at $ 50 million and $ 51 million as of December 1998 and 1997, respectively. In December 1997,
PPBL contributed $ 25 million to a VEBA to partially fund these health care costs. There were no funding
contributions made in 1998.

Postemployment Benefits
PPBL provides health and life insurance benefits to disabled employees and income benefits to eligible
spouses of deceased employees. Postemployment benefits charged to operating expenses were not material.
13.

Jointly Owned Facilities

At December 31, 1998, PP&L or its subsidiary owned undivided interests in the following facilities (millions
of dollars):

Ownership interest
Electric utility plant in service
Other property .
Accumulated depreciation
Construction work in progress

Generating Stations
Conemaugh
Keystone
Susquehanna

Merrill
Creek
Reservoir
8.374/o

90.00'/o
$ 4,085

12.34/o
$ 68

11.39/o
$ 103

3,388
53

39

45

$ 22
10

1

Each participant in these facilities provides its own financing. PP&L receives a portion of the total output of
the generating stations equal to its percentage ownership. PPBL's share of fuel and other operating costs
associated with the stations is reflected on the PPBL Consolidated Statement of Income. The Merrill Creek
Reservoir provides water during periods of low,river flow to replace water from the Delaware River used by PPB L
and other utilities in the production of electricity.
14.

Commitments and Contingent Liabilities

Construction Expenditures
PP&L's construction expenditures for the period 1999-2003 are estimated to aggregate $ 1.8 billion, including
AFUDC and capitalized interest. For discussion pertaining to construction expenditures, see Review of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations under the caption "Financial Condition Capital Expenditure Requirements."

—

Nuclear insurance
PPB L is a member of certain insurance programs which provide coverage for property damage to
members'uclear

generating stations. Facilities at the Susquehanna
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station are insured against property damage losses

'I

'

up to $ 2.75 billion under these programs. PP&L is also a member of an insurance program which provides
insurance coverage for the cost of replacement power during prolonged outages of nuclear units caused by
certain specified conditions. Under the property and replacement power insurance programs, PPBL could be
assessed retroactive premiums in the event of the insurers'dverse loss experience. At December 31, 1998, the
maximum amount PPB L could be assessed under these programs was about $ 25 million.

PPBL's public liability for claims resulting from a nuclear incident at the Susquehanna station is limited to
about $ 9.7 billion under provisions of The Price Anderson Amendments Act of 1988. PP&L is protected against
this liability by a combination of commercial insurance and an industry assessment program. In the event of a
nuclear incident at any of the reactors covered by The Price Anderson Amendments Act of 1988, PPB L could be
assessed up to $ 168 million per incident, payable at a rate of $ 20 million per year, plus an additional 5'/o
surcharge, if applicable.

Environmental Matters

Air
The Clean Air Act deals, in part, with acid rain, attainment of federal ambient ozone standards and toxic air
emissions. PPBL has complied with the 1995 Phase I acid rain provisions by installing continuous emission
monitors on all units, burning lower sulfur coal and installing low NO„burners on most units. To comply with the
year 2000 Phase II acid rain provisions, PPB L plans to purchase lower sulfur coal and use banked or purchased
emission allowances instead of installing FGD on its wholly owned units.
PP&L has met the 1995 ambient ozone requirements of the Clean Air Act by reducing NO„emissions by
nearly 50/o through the use of low NO„burners. Further seasonal (I.e., 5 month) NO„reductions to 55/o and 75/o
of 1990 levels for 1999 and 2003, respectively, are specified under the Northeast Ozone Transport Region's
Memorandum of Understanding. The DEP has finalized regulations which require PPBL to reduce its ozone
seasonal NO„by 57/o beginning in 1999. PPB L plans to comply with this reduction with operational initiatives that
rely, to a large extent, on the existing low NO„burners.

The EPA has finalized new national standards for ambient levels of giound-level ozone and fine particulates.
Based in part on the new ozone standard, the EPA has finalized NO„emission limits for 22 states, including
Pennsylvania, which in effect require approximately an 80/o reduction from the 1990 level in Pennsylvania by May
2003; the state is required by September 1999 to develop. plans for implementing this reduction. Pursuant to
Section 126 of the Clean Air Act, several Northeast states have petitioned the EPA to find that major sources of
NO„emissions, including PPBL's power plants, are significantly contributing to non-attainment in those states.The EPA has proposed to find such contribution and require emissions reductions at those sources if the states
in which those sources are located fail to develop plans by September 1999 to implement the proposed 2003
limits. PP&L estimates that compliance with these emissions reduction requirements could require installation of
NO„emissions removal systems on PP&L's three largest coal-fired units, at a capital cost of approximately $ 35
million per unit. The new particulates standard may require further reductions in SO~ and may expand the planned
seasonal NO„reductions to year round in the 2010-2012 timeframe.
Under the Clean Air Act, the EPA has been studying the health effects of hazardous air emissions from
power plants and other sources, in order to determine whether those emissions should be regulated. Recently,
the EPA released a technical report of its findings to date. The EPA concluded that mercury is the power plant
air toxic of greatest concern, but that more evaluation is needed before it can determine whether regulation of air
toxics from fossil fuel plants is necessary. EPA is now seeking mercury and chlorine sampling and other data
from electric generating units including PPB L's. In addition, the EPA has announced a new enforcement initiative
against older coal-fired plants. Several of PPBL's coal-fired plants could fall into this category. These EPA
initiatives could result in compliance costs for PPB L in amounts which are not now determinable but which could
be material.
Expenditures to meet the 2000 acid rain and 1999 NO„reduction requirements are included in the table of
projected construction expenditures in the section entitled "Financial Condition Capital Expenditure
Requirements" in the Review of the Financial Condition and Results of Operations. PP&L currently estimates that
additional capital expenditures and operating costs for environmental compliance under the Clean Air Act"will be
incurred beyond 2002 in amounts which are not now determinable but which could be material.

—
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Water and Residual Waste
PPBL has installed dry fly ash handling systems at most of its power stations, which reduces waste water
discharge. In other cases, PP&L has modified the existing facilities to allow continued operation of the ash basins
under a DEP permit. Any groundwater contamination caused by the basins must also be addressed.
Groundwater degradation related to fuel, oil leakage from underground facilities and seepage from coal refuse
disposal areas and coal storage piles has been identified at several PP&L generating stations. Remedial work
related to oil leakage is substantially completed at two generating stations. At this time, the only other remedial
work being planned is to abate a localized groundwater degradation problem associated with a waste disposal
impoundment at the Montour plant.

The final NPDES permit for the Montour plant contains stringent limits for iron and chlorine discharges.
Depending on the results of a toxic reduction study, additional water treatment facilities or operational changes
may be needed at this plant.
Capital expenditures through the year 2003 to correct groundwater degradation at fossil-fueled generating
stations, and to address waste water control at PP&L facilities are included in the table of construction
expenditures in the section entitled "Financial Condition Capital Expenditure Requirements" in the Review of the
Financial Condition and Results of Operations. In this regard, PPBL currently estimates that $ 5.5 million of
additional capital expenditures may be required in the next four years to close some of the ash basins and
address other ash basin issues at various generating plants. Additional capital expenditures could be required
beyond the year 2003 in amounts which are not now determinable but which could be material. Actions taken to
correct groundwater degradation, to comply with the DEP's regulations and to address waste water control are
also expected to result in increased operating costs'in amounts which are not now determinable but which could
be material.

—

Superfund and Other Remediation
In l995, PPBL entered into a consent order with the DEP to address a number of sites where PP&L may be
liable for remediation of contamination. This may include potential PCB contamination at certain PPBL
substations and pole sites; potential contamination at a number of coal gas manufacturing facilities formerly
owned and operated by PPBL; and oil or other contamination which may exist at some of PP&L's former
generating facilities. As of December 31, 1998, PP&L has completed work on slightly more than half of the sites
included in the consent order.
In 1996, Penn Fuel Gas entered into a similar consent order with the DEP to address a number of its sites
where Penn Fuel Gas may be liable for remediation of contamination. The sites primarily include former coal gas
manufacturing facilities. Prior to PPBL Resources acquiring Penn Fuel Gas on August 21, 1998, Penn Fuel Gas
had obtained a "no further action" determination from the DEP for two of the 20 sites covered by the order.

At December 31, 1998, PPBL had accrued approximately $ 6 million and Penn Fuel Gas had accrued $ 15
million, representing the respective amounts PP&L and Penn Fuel Gas can reasonably estimate they will have to
spend to remediate sites involving the removal of hazardous or toxic substances, including those covered by each
company's consent orders mentioned above. Future cleanup or remediation work at sites currently under review,
or at sites not currently identified, may result in material additional operating costs for PPB L or Penn Fuel Gas,
which neither company can estimate at this time. In addition, certain federal and state statutes, including
Superfund and the Pennsylvania Hazardous Sites Cleanup Act, empower certain governmental agencies, such
as the EPA and the DEP, to seek compensation from the responsible parties for the lost value of damaged natural
resources. The EPA and the DEP may file such compensation claims against the parties, including PP&L or Penn
Fuel Gas, held responsible for cleanup of such sites. Such natural resource damage claims against PPBL or
Penn Fuel Gas could result in material additional liabilities.

General
Due to the environmental issues discussed above or other environmental matters, PP&L may be required to
modify, replace or cease operating certain facilities to comply with statutes, regulations and actions by regulatory
bodies or courts. In this regard, PP&L also may incur capital expenditures, operating expenses and other costs
in amounts which are not now determinable but which could be material.
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Loan Guarantees of Affiliate Companies
At December 31, 1998, PPBL provided a guarantee in the amount of $ 12 million in support of one of its
subsidiaries.
PP&L Resources also provides certain guarantees for its subsidiaries. Specifically, PP&L Resources
guarantees all of the debt of PPBL Capital Funding. As of December 31, 1998, PPBL Resources guaranteed
$ 397 million of medium-term notes and $ 552 million of commercial paper issued by PPB L Capital Funding. PPB L
Resources also provided $ 13 million of loan guarantees to a PP&L Global subsidiary in the fourth quarter of 1998.
Also in the fourth quarter, PP&L Resources guaranteed $ 19 million of notes of North Penn Gas Co., a subsidiary
of Penn Fuel Gas. Additionally, PPB L Resources has guaranteed certain obligations of PPB L EnergyPlus for up
to $ 31 million under power purchase and sales agreements.

Source of Labor Supply
As of December 31, 1998, PPBL Resources and its subsidiaries had approximately 7,600 employees,
including 6,344 full-time PPBL employees. Approximately 65 percent of PPBL's full-time employees are
represented by the IBEW. PP&L reached a new labor agreement with the IBEW in 1998. This agreement expires
in May 2002.
15.

New Accounting Standards

1998, the FASB issued SFAS 132, "Employers'isclosures about Pensions and Other
Postretirement Benefits," which is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 1997. The adoption of
this statement did not have a material impact on the financial statements of PPB L Resources or PPB L.
In February

In June 1998, the FASB issued SFAS 133, "Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities,"
which is effective for fiscal years beginning after June 15, 1999. This statement establishes accounting and
reporting standards for derivative instruments and for hedging activities. It requires that an entity recognize all
derivatives as either assets or liabilities in the statement of financial position and measure those instruments at
fair value. SFAS 133 also expanded the definition of a derivative to include most commodity contracts that require
physical delivery. The accounting for changes in the fair value of a derivative depends on the intended use of the
derivative and the resulting designation. PP&L Resources and its subsidiaries intend to adopt this statement as
of January 1, 2000. The impact of the adoption of this statement on the net income of PPB L Resources and PPB L
is not yet determinable but may be material.
In November 1998, the EITF reached a consensus on EITF Issue 98-10, "Accounting for Contracts Involved
in Energy Trading and Risk Management Activities." For purposes of Issue 98-10, energy trading activities refer
to energy contracts entered into with the objective of generating profits on or from exposure to shifts or changes
in market prices, and risk management activities refer to energy contracts that are designated as, and effective
as, hedges of nontrading activities. Effective January 1, 1999, EITF Issue 98-10 requires. that companies "mark
to market" (that is, record the fair value of the contracts on the balance sheet, with gains and losses reflected in

earnings) energy contracts that constitute energy trading activities. Energy contracts that are hedges of
nontrading activities should continue to be accounted for in accordance with a company's existing hedge
accounting policies. PP&L Resources and PPBL will continue, until the adoption of SFAS 133, to use accrual
accounting for contracts that are hedges of nontrading activities. PPB L Resources and PPB L adopted EITF 98-10
on January 1, 1999 and expect to recognize an after-tax credit to income of approximately $ 6.0 million as an
offset to energy purchases.
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ECTED FINANCIALAND OPERATING DATA

PP8(L Resources, Inc.
1995

1995 (a)

$ 3,786 $ 3,077
827
800
296
(569)

$ 2,926
810
329

$ 2,752
836
323

4,480
2,819
9,607
2,984

6,820

6,960

6,970

7,195

9,485
2,735

9,670
2,832

9,492
2,859

9,372

250

250

47
50
1,790
636
5,757
168

47
50
2,809
135
6,026

295

295

295

171

171

171

2,597
89

171

2,745
144
6,187
247

220

2,454
74
5,936
225

13.39

10.60

12.30

12.81

8.73

7.40
5.87
8.43
3.69
3.48

7.88
5.85
8.43
3.39
3.22

7.89
6.09

7.95
6.09

8.07
6.07

3.55
3.45

3.56
3.47

2.73
2.70

3.12

2.85

2.90

2.91

2.27

166,248
164,550
117,293
$ 1.80
$ 1.80
$ 1.67
$ 16.90
$ 23.938
93
6.98
13.30

162,665
161,060
123,290
$ 2.05
$ 2.05
$ 1.67
$ 16.87
23
$
82
7.26
11.22

159,403
157,649
128,075
$ 2.05
$ 2.05
$ 1.67
$ 16.29
25
$
82
6.68
12.20

155,482
153,458
132,632
$ 1.41
$ 1.41
$ 1.67
$ 15.79
19
$
119
8.79
13.48

1999 (a)

millions
Income Items —
Operating revenues
Operating income (g)
Net Income (Loss) .
millions (b)
Balance Sheet Items
Property, plant and equipment, net .
Recoverable transition costs
Total assets
Long-term debt
Company-obligated mandatorily redeemable preferred
securities of subsidiary trusts holding solely company
debentures .
Preferred stock
With sinking fund requirements .
Without sinking fund requirements .
Common equity
Short-term debt
Total capital provided by investors
Capital lease obligations.
Financial Ratios
Return on average common equity /o (f)
Embedded cost rates (b)
Long-term debt /o
Preferred stock /o
Preferred securities (pre-tax) /o.
Times interest earned before income taxes (f)..............
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges total enterprise basis (c)...
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges and dividends on
preferred stock total enterprise basis (c)................
Common Stock Data
Number of shares outstanding thousands
Year-end .
Average.
Number of shareowners (b) .
Earnings (loss) per share reported
Earnings (loss) per share excluding extraordinary items (f) ..
Dividends declared per share
Book value per share (b)
Market price per share (b)
Dividend payout rate /o (f).
Dividend yield /0 (d) .
Price earnings ratio (f)

—

—

—
—

.................

—
—

—

4997 (a)

6,011

1994 (a)

$ 2,725
719
216(e)

2,941

—

—

—

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

—

..

..

157,412
164,651
100,458
($ 3.46)
$ 2.29
$ 1.335
$ 11.37
$ 27.875
58
4.79
12.17

Earnings for 1998, 1997, 1995 and 1994 were affected by several one-time adjustments. Results for 1998
also include the impact of extraordinary items. These adjustments affected net income and certain items
under Financial Ratios and Common Stock Data. See Financial Notes 4, 10 and 11.
At year-end.
Computed using earnings and fixed charges of PPBL Resources and its subsidiaries. Fixed charges consist
of interest on short- and long-term debt, other interest charges, interest on capital lease obligations and the
estimated interest component of other rentals. (Extraordinary items excluded from 1998 calculations.)
Based on year-end market prices.
Results for 1994 restated to reflect formation of the holding company.
Results for 1998 based on earnings per share excluding extraordinary items.
Operating income of 1997 and earlier years restated to conform to the current presentation.

Note: See Results of Operations
fully-adjusted earning.

—"Financial Indicators" for selected
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ratios for 1996, 1997 and 1998 based on

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF PP&L RESOURCES, INC.
Officers of PPBL Resources are elected annually by the Board of Directors to serve at the pleasure of the
Board. There are no family relationships among any of the executive officers, or any arrangement or
understanding between any executive officer and any other person pursuant to which the officer was selected.

'There have been no events under any bankruptcy act, no criminal proceedings and no judgments or
injunctions material to the evaluation of the ability and integrity of any executive officer during the past five years.
Listed below are the executive officers of PP&L Resources as of December 31, 1998:
Name

Age

William F. Hecht....
Frank A. Long......
Robert G. Byram* ..

55
58
53

John R. Biggar.....
Robert D. Fagan*...
Robert J. Grey .....
Terry H. Hunt ......
Joseph J. McCabe..

54
53
48
50
48

*

Effective Date of
Election to
Present Position

Position

E

Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer
Executive Vice President
Senior Vice President Generation and Chief Nuclear Officer
PP&L
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
President PP8 L Global, Inc.
Senior Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary
Senior Vice President Strategic Planning
Vice President and Controller

—

—

—

—

February 24, 1995'
February 24, 1995
April 1, 1997
November 1, 1998
December 20, 1995
March 1, 1996
October 1, 1998
August 1, 1995

Mr. Byram and Mr. Fagan have been designated executive officers of PP&L Resources by virtue of their
respective positions at PPBL Resources subsidiaries.

Each of the above officers, with the exception of Messrs. Fagan, Grey, Hunt and McCabe, has been
employed by PP&L for more than five years as of December 31, 1998. Mr. Fagan joined PP8L Global in
November 1994. Prior to that time, he was Vice President and General Manager at Mission Energy Company.
Mr. McCabe joined PP&L in May 1994 and was previously a partner of Deloitte & Touche LLP. Mr. Grey joined
PP8L in March 1995. He had been General Counsel of Long Island Lighting Company since 1992. Mr. Hunt
joined PPBL in October 1998. He also is the President and CEO of Penn Fuel Gas and its subsidiaries.

Prior to their election to the positions shown above, the following executive officers held other positions within
PP&L since January 1, 1994: Mr. Byram was Senior Vice President Nuclear; Mr. Biggar was Vice President—
Finance, Vice President Finance and Treasurer and Senior Vice President Financial; Mr. Grey was Vice
President, General Counsel and Secretary; and Mr. McCabe was Controller.

—

—
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SHAREOWNER AND INVESTOR INFORMATION
Annual Meetings: The annual meeting of shareowners is held each year on the fourth Friday of April. The
1999 annual meeting will be held on Friday, April 23, 1999, at Lehigh University's Stabler Arena, at the Goodman
Campus Complex located in Lower Saucon Township, outside Bethlehem, PA.
Proxy Material: A proxy statement and notic'e of PP&L Resources'nnual

meeting are mailed to all

shareowners of record as of February 26, 1999.

Dividends: The 1999 dates for consideration of the declaration of dividends on PPBL Resources common
stock and PPBL preferred stock by the board of directors'r its finance committee are February 26, May 28,

August 27 and November 19. Subject to the declaration, such dividends are paid on the first day of April, July,
October and January. Dividend checks are mailed in advance of those dates with the intention that they arrive as
close as possible to the payment dates. The 1999 record dates for dividends are expected to be the 10th day of
March, June, September and December.

Direct Deposit of Dividends: Shareowners may choose to have their dividend checks deposited directly
into their checking or savings account. Quarterly dividend payments are electronically credited on the dividend
date, or the first business day thereafter.
Shareowners may choose to have dividends on their PPBL Resources
common stock or PPBL preferred stock reinvested in PP&L Resources common stock instead of receiving the
dividend by check.

Dividend Reinvestment Plan:

i

Shareowners participating in the Dividend Reinvestment Plan may choose to
have their common stock certificates forwarded to PPB L for safekeeping.

Certificate Safekeeping:

Dividend or interest checks lost by investors, or those that may be lost
in the mail, will be replaced if the check has not been located by the 10th business day following the payment
date.

Lost Dividend or Interest Checks:

Transfer of Stock or Bonds: Stock or bonds may be transferred from one name to another or to a new
account in the name of another person. Please contact Investor Services regarding transfer instructions..

Bondholder Information: Much of the information and many of the procedures detailed here for

shareowners also apply to bondholders. Questions related to bondholder accounts should be directed to Investor
Services.

Lost Stock or Bond Certificates:

Please contact Investor Services for an explanation of the procedure to

replace lost stock or bond certificates.
H

PPBL Resources Summary Annual Report:

Published and mailed in mid-March to all shareowners of

record.

Shareowner News: An easy-to-read newsletter containing current items of interest to shareownerspublished and mailed at the beginning of each quarter.

Periodic Mailings: Letters regarding new investor programs, special items of interest, or other pertinent
information are mailed on a non-scheduled basis as necessary.

Duplicate Mailings: The summary annual report and other investor publications are mailed to each
investor account. If you have more than one account, or if there'is more than one investor in your household,
you may contact Investor Services to request that only one publication be delivered to your address. Please
provide account numbers for all duplicate mailings.
Shareowner Information Line: Shareowners can get detailed corporate and financial information 24 hours
a day using the Shareowner Information Line. They can hear timely recorded messages about earnings,
dividends and other company news releases; request information by fax; and request printed materials in the
mail.
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The toll-free Shareowner Information Line is 1-800-345-3085.

~

'p

Other PP&L Resources publications, such as the annual and quarterly reports to the Securities and
Exchange Commission (Forms 10-K and 10-Q) will be mailed upon request.

Another part of this service is an enhanced Internet home page (www.pplresources.corn). Shareowners can
access PP&L Resources'ecurities and Exchange Commission filings, stock quotes and historical performance.
Visitors to our website can provide their E-mail address and indicate their desire to receive future earnings or
news releases automatically.

Investor Services: For any questions you have or additional information you require about PP&L
Resources and its subsidiaries, please call the Shareowner Information Line, or write to:
George I. Kline
Manager-Investor'ervices
PP&L Resources, Inc.
Two North Ninth Street
Allentown, PA 18101

Internet Access: For updated information throughout the year, check out our home page
http:/iwww.pplresources.corn You may also contact Investor Services via E-mail at invserv@papl.corn.
Listed Securities:
New York Stock Exchange
PP&L Resources, Inc.:
Common Stock (Code: PPL)
PP&L, Inc.:
4-1/2/o Preferred Stock
(Code: PPLPRB)
4.40/o Series Preferred Stock
(Code: PPLPRA)

PP&L Capital Trust:
(Code: PPLPRA)
8.20/o Preferred Securities
(Code: PPLPRC)
PP&L Capital Trust II:
8.10/o Preferred Securities
(Code: PPLPRD)
Philadelphia Stock Exchang
PP&L Resources, Inc.:
Common Stock
PP&L, Inc.
4-1/2/o Preferred Stock,
3.35/o Series Preferred Stock
4.40/o Series Preferred Stock
4.60/o Series Preferred Stock

at

Fiscal Agents:
Stock Transfer Agents and Registrars
Norwest Bank Minnesota, N.A.
Shareowner Services
161 North Concord Exchange
South St. Paul, MN 55075
PP&L, Inc.
Investor Services Department

Dividend Disbursing Office and
Dividend Reinvestment Plan Agent
PP&L, Inc.
Investor Services Department

Mortgage Bond Trustee
Bankers Trust Co.
Attn: Security Transfer Unit
P.O. Box 291569
Nashville, TN 37229

Bond Interest Paying Agent
PP&L, Inc.
Investor Services Department
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QOAATERLY FINANCIAL, COMMON STOCK PRICE AND DIVIDEND DATA (Unaudited)
PP& L Resources, Inc. and Subsidiaries

(Millions of Dollars, except per share data)
For the Quarters Ended (a)
Sec. 3t
Sept. 30
March 3t
June 30

1998
Operating revenues .
Operating income.
Net income before extraordinary items
Net income
Earnings per common share (b)
Dividends declared per common share (c)
Price per common share

$

101
101

..

0.60
0.4175
24'/4
21~t/te

High.
Low .
'f997
Operating revenues
Operating income.
Net income before extraordinary items
Net income
Earnings per common share (b) .
Dividends declared per common share (c)
Price per common share

$

795
264
117,

117
0.72
0.4175

24
20

High.
Low

880
236

.

$

693
166
65
65
0.39
0.4175

28'a/16
24>Vie

26%
22

24s/a
207/a

792
'01

$

42
42
0.25
0.4175

20%

23'/re

19

197/ce

$

797
169
72
72

0.44
0.4175
24'/4
20

(a) PPB L's electric utility business is seasonal in nature with peak sales periods generally occurring in the winter
months. In addition earnings in several quarters were affected by several one-time adjustments. Accordingly,
comparisons among quarters of a year may not be indicative of overall trends and changes in operations. In
addition, PP&L Resources'econd quarter results of 1998 include an after-tax charge of $ 948 million. See
Note 4.
(b) The sum of the quarterly amounts may not equal annual earnings per share due to changes in the number
of common shares outstanding during the year or rounding.
(c) PPBL Resources has paid quarterly cash dividends on its common stock in every year since 1946. The
dividends paid per share in 1997 were $ 1.67 and in 1998 were $ 1.50. The most recent regular quarterly
dividend paid by PP&L Resources was 25 cents per share (equivalent to $ 1.00 per annum) paid January 1,
1999. Future dividends will be dependent upon future earnings, financial requirements and other factors.
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